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SUMMARY 

This study focuses on orthodoxy and mysticism in the religious thought of Shaikh 

MuJ;iammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani (914/1508-986/1578), a sixteenth century Sunni 

Bohra scholar. Islam had persistently presented two faces: one that was sharicah

minded and concerned with the outward, socially cognizable behaviour and 

another mystical-minded, concerned with the inward, personal life of the 

individual. The former was the domain of the cuJamii', whereas the ~iifi pirs 

accepted the care of the latter. While there were always those who accepted the 

one face of Islam as genuine and mistrusted the other or even regarded it as 

spurious, Shaikh al-Fattani succeeded in marrying the two. He was at once both a 

mystic pir and an orthodox religious scholar. 

A biography of MuJ;iammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani based on the previous works is ·-
attempted with the aim being to collect the factual information pertaining directly 

to the details of his life. The last years of Shaikh al-Fattani's life were devoted to 

his reform involvement in his community and particularly to the removal of the 

Mahdawiyyah thoughts oflSayyid MuJ;iammad Jawnpiiri)who had declared himself {< ? 
the promised Mahdi. 

Against this backdrop of the life account of al-Fattani elements of orthodoxy and 

mysticism are identified in his scholarly works. Best known for his work Majmiic 

bil;iiir al-anwiir fi ghariiib al-tanzil wa Iatiiif al-akhbiir, all the extant works of the 

Shaikh are discussed. 

To understand the subject within the context of his ethnic identity, aspects of the 

Bohra community are studied. It is shown that their occupation as merchants and a 

history that emphasised their ancient link to the faith of Islam were some of the 

factors that shaped their group identity. Religious affiliation of the Bohras is 

explored in detail and after examining the various religious groupings it is evident 
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that the principal communities amongst them differ substantially in their belief 

systems. Muslims of Sunni Bohra descent are to be found in South Africa. The 

Sunni Bohra community in general and their cuJamiP in particular are today 

constantly challenged to not only be devoted to orthodoxy but to ~iifi doctrine and 

discipline as well. 
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Notes on Transliteration 

The system of transliteration followed in this thesis is as follows: 

Consonants 
;, I r t gh ~ .) 

b . z ._g f '-' .) 

..::, t '-"" s ~ q 

~ th :. sh d k '-"" 

~ J '-"'° ~ J 1 

t: h '-"'° d ~ m 

t kh ..b t u n 

...I d ..L; z 0 h 

...I dh t 
c w ..J 

<.> y 

1 except when initial 

Short Long 
Vowels Vowels Diphthongs 

--a I_ <.> - a ..J- aw 

jl jl 
0 

u ..J- u <?- ai 

1 <.>- 1 

When the noun or adjective ending in tii" marbu!ah is indefinite, or is preceded by the 7 
definite article, without following hamzah al-wa#, tii" marbu!ah is transliterated h. 

When the word ending in tii" marbu!ah is in the construct state before hamzah al-wa#, 

tii" marbu!ah is transliterated h. 
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The relative a~ective is transliterated 1 and not "iy at the end of a word when not followed 

by hamzah al-wa~l. 

The al of the article is always transliterated as al whether it is followed by a "sun letter" 

or not, i.e. regardless of whether or not it is assimilated in pronunciation to the initial 

consonant of the word to which it is attached. 

Ibn and bin are both transliterated ibn in all positions. 

Note the transliteration of Allah alone and in combination: 

Allah 

bill ah 

lillah 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

1. Orthodoxy and mysticism: two contesting trends 

The history of Islamic thought r~s the conflict between or~oxy and 

mysticism as expressions of religious belief. 
----, .. 

Orthodoxy may be defined as the principle and system of maintaining 

uniformity in belief and practice by determining what is true or desirable, by - . 
discouraging deviation and applying appropriate social and legal sanctions to 

enforce conformity. Orthodoxy reflects the tendency of adhering to tradition, of 

accepting the results of what is held to be valid thought and experience and of 

objecting to and resisting change as something wrong. There is an orthodox 

point of view in regard to property, liberty or personal conduct and this view is 

embodied in the legal system. In matters of religion orthodoxy can be most 

definite and comprehensive and it is in the context of religion that this term is 

primarily used. In the religious life of Muslims, the aim of orthodoxy is to 

achieve system, definiteness and the harmonisation of details with the whole. It 

is assumed that the individual Muslim and the organisation of his life have to 

be subject to the system of the sharf<ah. Definiteness in beliefs and practices 

and the logical integration of the details of life so that they form a consistent 

whole will ensure success in this world and salvation in the next. Correct 

practice was deduced from true belief. 

Orthodoxy regards personal experience of value if it confirms dogma. If it does 

not it is supposed that, like doubt, it could lead to error and therefore must be 

rejected. The strength of orthodoxy has always been its ability to clarify the 

obligations to be fulfilled and to assure Muslims of the liberties they posses and 

the rewards they would obtain if the obligations which the sharicah has 

imposed upon them are fulfilled. There has however been amongst Muslims, as 

amongst the followers of other religions, the mystical type of mind which, 
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because of its peculiar tendency, seeks confirmation of belief through its own 

individual experience. Mysticism is therefore the expression of the innate 

tendency of the human spirit towards complete harmony with the 

transcendental order. The mystic experience may lead the believer towards a 

more complete and fruitful acceptance of current and established belief. Such 

an experience may also however inspire the mystic towards attempts to adjust 

their belief in conformity with the demands of circumstances. Muslim mystics, 

who came to be known as ~iifis, described the spiritual path that they followed 

and the states that they passed through as the fariqah. 

The question that this thesis hopes to address is whether these two competing 

tendencies of orthodoxy and mysticism can develop alongside one another and 

be found in a single individual. 

The classical example of an individual who was both sharicah-minded and an 

admirer of ~iifism is that of Imam al-Ghazali (1058-1111). For al-Ghazali the 

integration of deeds, virtues and knowledge was the crux of Muslim life. His 

greatest achievement was his ability to reconcile orthodox sunni belief with 

Islamic mysticism. 

As a South African Muslim of Indian extraction, I believe that there have been, 

in the Muslim world, other scholars who were able to follow in the example of 

the famous al-Ghazali. A sizeable proportion of South African Muslims, 

including this researcher, belong to the Sunni Bohra community. In order to 

examine the phenomenon in which the trends of orthodoxy and mysticism are 

found in a single scholar, this thesis will present a second example in the 

footsteps of al-Ghazali. In view of his historical relevance and the links to the 

South African Muslim community, a study of the life and works of the 16th 

century Sunni-Bohra academic, Shaikh MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani is 

important here. 
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2. In the tradition of al-Ghazali 

As one tries to examine the religious thought of Shaikh Mut,ammad ibn Tahir 

al-Fattani one cannot help but to think of the journey in search of truth that al

Ghazali (d.1111) undertook. He began his life as an orthodox Sunni Muslim 

and was appointed to a lectureship in theology at the Islamic university of 

Baghdad. Here after much spiritual and intellectual turmoil, he arrived at a 

position of total scepticism. This too failed him and after many years of 

wandering and retreat he found peace and certainty in ~iifism. He then returned 

to Baghdad, where he composed his finest work, /.f.iyii cu/um al-Din [The Revival 

of the Sciences of Religion]. Al-Ghazali has an indispensable QOsition in Islamic 

thought. As Goldziher (1981, 245) asserts: "Since the twelfth century, al

Ghazali has been the final authority" for mainstream Islam. Al-Ghazali 

attempted to combine the spiritual life with the legal code of Islam. The 

marriage between ~iif~sm and law is his great achievement. He has therefore 
'- . 

been called the great reconciler of orthodox Islam. 

Al-Ghazali is aware that the real confrontation is between the legalists and 

spiritualists. He believes that there is a need to reconcile legal and spiritual 

matters with each other. According to him there is a mutual relationship 

between legal and spiritual matters that could be compared with the 

relationship between the body and spirit. For him, legal principles establish the 

body of Islamic rites where the spiritual principles establish their soul. 

Schimmel (1978, 95) succinctly summarises al-Ghazali's view as follows: 

All that Ghazzali teaches .. .is only to help man to live a life in accordance 

with the sacred law, not by clinging exclusively to its letter, but by an 

,;.:::j; understanding of its deeper meaning, by sanctification of the whole life, 

so that he is ready for the meeting with his Lord at any moment ... This 

teaching-a marriage between mysticism and law-has made Ghazzali the 

most influential theologian of medieval Islam. 

In light of Schimmel's explanation, we could say that the law, which is the 

domain of the orthodox cufamii~ is the answer to the question of how Muslims ---
3 
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are to practice religious rites such as pilgrimage and prayers. Sufism is the 

answer to why they practice religious rites. The law is necessary for the form 

while ~i.ifism is necessary for understanding the content. The tradition of al

Ghazali is continued in scholars such as Shaikh Mu])ammad ibn Tahir al

Fattani who broke with the one-dimensional approaches of the ~i.ifis or the 

orthodox legalists regarding the relationship between the ritual and the 

spiritual. 

In his al-Munqidh min al-<faliil [Deliverance from Error] al-Ghazali presents us 

with an intellectual analysis of his spiritual growth. He divides the seekers after 
~-

truth into the four distinct groups of the mutakallimiin [Theologians], faliisafah -[Philosophers], tacJimis [Authoritarians] and the siifis [Mystics]. 
___. £ ' 

Like al-Ghazali before him, Shaikh Mu])ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani also 

encountered the tacJimis and the ~iifis in his lifetime. ee tacJimis who were also 

known as the Isma<iliyyah and Batiniyyah believed that the truth cannot be 

attained by reason but.~ accepting the pronouncements of the infallible lma1!1J 

While it was the official ideology of the rival Fatimid caliphate based in Cairo 

during the lifetime of al-Ghazali, it was the religion of the Dawi.idi Bohras 

which had come to them through preachers from Yemen during the period of 

Shaikh al-Fattani. 

As far as ~i.ifism was concerned, al-Ghazali believed that it could easily be 

combined with orthodoxy but was critical of mystical teachings which led to a 

heterodox theology. Al-Ghazali received much help from the ~i.ifis in his 

personal life. The home town of Shaikh al-Fattani was famously known as Piran 

Pattan [Pattan of the Saints]. Both Imam al-Ghazali and Shaikh al-Fattani were 

at great pains to keep their mysticism in harmony with orthodox beliefs and 

with the performance of the common religious duties. When these scholars 

became mystics they did not cease to be orthodox Muslims. 
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3. Relevance of this study 

A study of the life and works of Shaikh al-Fattani, a Gujarati, Sunni Bohra 

scholar, which is attempted here fully for the first time, is not merely important 

for the subcontinent of India where he lived and taught the Islamic sciences, 

particularly l)adith studies or in the holy lands where his works were taught in 

the l)ara!1.!!f.P al-sharifE.!.!!Jthe two sacred sanctuaries of Makkah and Madinah]. 

They are equally important in South Africa where a large section of Gujarati 

Sunni Bohra Muslims live. The Sunni Bohras who adhere strictly to the ahl al

sunnah wa aljamiicah are the products of the Shaikh's age, sagacity and 

mujiihadah [efforts]. 

India, during the fifteenth century, had experienced a change in its politico

religious structure. The Muslim invasion brought about political changes in a 

pre-dominantly Hindu society which was characterised by the oppressive caste 

system. The foreign invasion by Muslim rulers brought in its wake a dramatic 

debut of Islamic scholarship that was to impact positively on India's role as a 

centre of Islamic learning. From the Khalji dynasty to the Moghul emperors, 

Islamic sciences developed bringing about a renewed interest in the Islamic 

traditions. 

It was in such a milieu that Shaikh al-Fattani was born in Anhilwara, Pattan in 

Gujarat to reassert the Islamic value system taught by the Prophet Muhammad 

~allalliihu caJayhi wa sallam through his al)iidith [Traditions] and lived by his 

~al)iibah, tiibiciin and tabc tiibiciin [Companions, Successors and Followers]. It ---was through the teachings of the Qur0 an and sunnah that a new atmosphere 

was created, overpowering the Vedantic or pantheistic tendencies. 

4. The differences between orthodox Islam and siifism 

The question that may be raised is what was unique about the ~iifism of Shaikh 

Mul,ammmad ibn Tahir al-Fattani that allowed it to coexist with an orthodox 
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position which demanded strict adherence to the tenents of the sharicah. Such a 

question presupposes the fact that ~i.ifism that appeared some 1200 years ago 

underwent a prolonged period of evolution and eventually came to hold an 

important place in the life of the community. That it is part and parcel of the 

Islamic ideological system is evidenced by its active resurgence in many 

countries even today. 

For Shaikh al-Fattani, his preceptors al-Muttaqi and al-l:laithami and his 

students tafawwuf teaching was rooted in Islam with sharicah and tafawwuf 

inextricably linked. Certainly not all ~ufi tenets were in its long history 

compatible with Islam; certain fiifi trends fell foul of the sharicah and developed 

autonomously. An attempt will be made to identify some of the trends on which 

some ~i.ifis and the proponets of orthodox Islam disagreed. It would be 

appropriate to try to glean Shaikh al-Fattani's inclination with regards to each -of these trends. 

Oglu (1988, 245-250) has identified the six "basic principles distinguishing 

orthodox Islam from Sufism" as: 

1. Attitudes towards the sharicah 

2. The problem of wa]Jdah al-wujiid 

3. On the essence of God and soul 

4. Attitudes towards Muslim Rites 

5. Love and the use of symbols 

6. Relationship between magic, reason and knowledge 

The sharicah, as a code which governs the spiritual and secular life, was 

accepted and formally recognized by the ~i.ifis. They however distinguished 

,.., sharicah from ]Jaqiqah [the Truth]. The orthodox such as al-Fattani regarded 
( 

the sharicah to be ]Jaqiqah. The ultimate goal for a ~i.ifi is not sharicah but 

]Jaqiqah. Western scholars of fiifism such as Nicholson (1914) have 

documented this trend. Ghani Kasym (1330 A.H., 53) has observed that some 

fiifis make a distinction between sharf<ah and the Truth. This, he says, is 

ignorance since sharicah is the Truth. 

6 



Wal;dah al-wujiid was a ~iifi concept that exposed its proponents to severe 

criticism from the orthodox theologians who regarded its pantheistic conception 

unacceptable. The ~iifis spoke about the unity between God, man and the 

material world. They argued that God's essence permeates everything, including 

man. From an Islamic and sharPah viewpoint this was regarded as shirk 

[polytheism] and a negation of God's unity. Although both the theologians of 

Islam and the ~iifis claimed God to be the creator of the entire material world, 

when it comes to God's relationship with the material world, some ~iifi 

teachings are at variance with orthodox teaching. 

By the 14th century, well before the time of al-Fattani, Muslim India was home 

to three main schools of Islamic thought on this subject. The ljadiyyah, 

Wujiidiyyah and the Shuhiidiyyah emerged as the three main trends in this 

critical period of the history of the Subcontinent. 

The ljadiyyah are the Creationists or Transcendalists, who believe that God is 
---~~~~~~~-

separate from His Creation , an extra-cosmic God who created the heaven and 

earth in six days and ascended his throne on the seventh. He is the maker, the 

engraver, the painter. Everything is from Him [hama-azust]. 

"The simple belief of the Musalmans, " says Sir Sayyid Ahmad , "is that God is 

one, He exists by his own essence. He brought all things from nothingness into 

thingness. All things are dependent on Him for their existence. He is not 

dependent on anything. He is unique in .His essence and in His attributes and in 

!jis works Nobody takes part in his actions; His essence and His knowledge are 

not like our essence and knowledge, His hearing is not like our hearing, nor are 

His intention, His power and His speech like our intention, our power and our 

speech. There is no resemblance between these except in name. Creating is His 

special attribute, for nobody can create a thing out of nothing. Even the action 

of a man is created by Him, only that in the nature of a man He has created 

independent intention and will to do good and evil works. He is not contained 

in anything nor does anything contain Him. He surrounds everything by His 
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Essence and is near and with everything; but His proximity and propinquity are 

not understood by us" (Khan n.d., 159). This, in essence, is the position of the 

Ash<ari school of the mutakallimiin [dialecticians] that has been taken up by a 

group of the ~iifis. 

The second school which exerted a significant influence at the time was the 

Wujiidiyyah. One of the main proponents of this school was the great thinker 

Shaikh MuQ.iyyuddin ibn al-<Arabi1 (d. 1241), a native of Spain. Although he 

died in Syria he is counted amongst the ~iifis of the West. His doctrine was that 

man (or the world) comes out of the knowledge of God and gains the 
'°1 < 

experience of this world and then returns to his own cain [reality]. Here duality -is struck at the very root. There is therefore only one essence, which has 

manifested in many out of its own knowledge; which knowledge in the second 

stage of Emanation is itself. Having gained experience, it travels back to its own 

reality in the knowledge of God. "Everything is Him" [hama ust]. 

For the orthodox, the ideas of wahdah al-wujiid were unacceptable since they 

claimed that the Prophets instructed man in a tawhid in which God is one and 

did not insist that Being is one. The Prophetic religion is based on the premise 

of ithnainiyiit [duality] rather than the identity of God and the world. The 

second objection was that the concept of wal;idah al-wujiid conflicts with many 

a fundamental principle of Islam and provides, for instance, a justification for 

idolatry. Since this philosophy identifies the world with God, the worship of 

any object is the worship of God provided it is worshipped as a manifestation of 

God. This is what the pantheists and idol worshipper of India believed and this 

doctrine of the ~iifis therefore gained popularity in its Islamic manifestation. 

Another objection against wal;idah al-wujiid is that the doctrine denies that 

there is anything evil at all. As a manifestation of God, the Absolute Good, 

everything in existence is good; it is evil only in relation to something other 

than itself. Even heresy and infidelity are not evil; in fact they are good in 

themselves and bad or less good only in comparison to faith and Islam. Such a 

position, it was held, was contrary to the mission of the prophets and would 

discourage preaching and proselytisation. The defenders of wal;idah al-wujiid 
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point out that there is an obvious difference between pantheism and their 

doctrine. Although the One exists, the essence of things are in His knowledge, 

much as there are plans in the knowledge of a builder. When a plan exists as a 

plan in knowledge it is no longer the builder itself. Identity no longer exists and 

in reverting the plan reverts to its type. They point out that Pantheism even in 

Hindu philosophy is a much abused word. Every stock and stone is not God-it 

simply means that everything is,_ instinct with consciousness. Pantheism may be t li v '-:"I 1 

the doctrine of Divine Immanence (i.e., God pervades His universe), which the 

? theological sect of the Muctazilites came to believe in, but the original 

philosophy of Ibn al-cArabi is of a loftier kind. The world was not created 

causally but exiated in the knowledge of God, and His knowledge is as eternal 

as His Dhiit [Being] itself. 

Shaikh cAbd al-Karim al-Jili (d. 811 A. H ) the renowned author of al-Insiin al

kiimil and several other books, was the founder of the next important sect of 7 

Shuhiidiyyah. Unlike al-Ghazali, who believed that attributes alone are in 

evidence and essence is an unknown quantity (a zero), al-Jili believes that 

essence itself is in evidence, and attributes are always hidden. Man has no 

cognizance of benevolence, which is always hidden in the benevolent one, who 
,,,~\ 

alone is in evidence. "Al-l)aqqu mal)siiSiiJJ, wa al-khalqu macqiilun" [The essence 

is sensed, the world is only inferred]. He believed that God created the world 

out of nothingness. Ex-nihilo nihil fit-of the Greek philosophy did not find a ;'? 

place in his ideas. He argued that forms come out of nothingness and recede 

into nothingness. Wax is moulded into forms, which therefore come out of 

nothingness. Forms come out of the knowledge of God; but before they come 

out they existed in God. ijafii, the Persian poet, was in his poetry, an exponent 

of Jili. When attributes become manifest, they receive names [asma~]. Names, 

are therefore mirrors. For without names, attributes would not manifested 

themselves. The names [asm3'] reveal all the secrets of the being. This, the 

theory of Divine Immanence, found a place in the thought of ~iifis in India. 

They also held that names are mirrors for yet another reason. God created the 

world out of nothingness. The Divine attributes then became manifest by 

contrast with the attributes of "nothingness". "Nothingness" has no-speech, no-
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sight, no-hearing, no-providence, no-good, etc. The power of speech, sight, 

hearing and the goodness of God become manifest, by contrast with lack of the 

same in this "nothingness" or form [cain]. 

The essence possesses the attributes of completion and permanency and the 

cadam [nothingness] has the attributes of "imperfection" and degeneracy and 

decay. The Wujildiyyah have only one Essence, of God ; and the Dhat [Being]of 

God becomes the Dhat of the created in manifestation. The Dhat of the created 

is cabd [slave] and therefore bounded by attributes and names. The taw}Jid 

[Unity] consists in merely "dropping off limitations or indications" [al-taw}Jid 

isqiit al-ishiiriit]. The first circumscription was in God descending in his own 

knowledge. This is the stage of the reality of Mu"Qammad according to the ~iifis 

and of Christos according to the Gnostic Christians. 

The Shuhildiyyah however believe in two Dhiits-one of the reality and the 

other of the non-reality; the one of God and the other of the <abd. That of the • 

cabd is however zero [cadam] with cadam being aii.)<Jafi [relational] and not \; ~ {(_:;\I 

}Jaqiqi [real] concept. If there is an essence called cadam, it would mean that 

there are two Dhiits and a dualism. The cadam al-i</iifiis only relatively a cadam. 

It is a mere zero. Adding zeros to a number does not change its value. <Adam is 

therefore an emblem in the knowledge of God. Since perfection appertains to 

the Dhiit, God is goodness itself. Imperfection relates to cadam; and hence Evil 

is the manifestation of cadam. The judgement that we give when we judge an 

action to be foolish or wicked, a statement false and a work of art ugly are all 

metaphorical. What is intended is not that there is an existence called error, 

ugliness or foolishness, but only that there is a given existence and that another 

is wanting2
• 

Shaikh Mu"Qiyyuddin lbn al-cArabi held that the Divine one descended into His 

own knowledge. When knowledge illuminated the being, the world evolved (to ? 
outward appearances) gradation by gradation and became manifest. This want 

of knowledge is however not a deficiency in the essence. In one aspect it is 
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absorbed in itself and there is no manifestation and in another it frees itself 

from itself and then the attributed become manifest. 

Besides the three schools enumerated above, there are the schools that hold 

Allah to be 

1. Thought 

2. Will 

3. Love (Beauty) 

4. Light 

<"') 
I 

Those who take God to be Thought are similar to the Shuhiidiyyah. Their 

doctrine states: Anna huwa al-iina kamii kiina [He is now as He was before]. 

Thought makes no change in individuality. Worlds may come and go but He 

goes on forever-unchanged and unchangeable. 

Those who expounded the idea of Will included Shaqiq Balkhi, Ibrahim Adham, 

Rabicah Basri and others. The whole is the manifestation of the Will. While Ibn 

al-cArabi held that it is God that is manifest through forms on His knowledge, 

this group of ~iifis argued that if there were no Will, the forms could not be 

manifest. 

The "Love" schools held that the Universe is a mirror in which God sees 

Himself. Hence the Universe is the manifestation of Beauty and Love. Macriif 

Karkhi and I:Iafii Shiraz, the famous poet of Shiraz and others were the 

exponents of this doctrine. 

By the sixteenth century, Gujarat was home to a manifestation of all these 

schools of tafawwuf. On the question of the essence of God and soul there 

existed contradictions between the teachings of the ~iifis and the orthodox 

cufamii'. In the Qur°an and other Islamic sources, the angels, the soul etc are 

represented as non-corporal. The ~iifi pantheists however permitted a fusion of 

God with nature and man and claimed that God was visible. They allowed that I 
God had a definite essence in a definite place. It was al-Ghazali who sharply 
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criticised those ~iifis who allowed for "a dissapearance in Allah" and "a 

dissolving or fusion with Hirn". Al-Ghazali declared (1987, 250) that: "Almighty 

Allah and the angles are neither in the world, nor beyond the world." 

The other point on which the ~iifis and the orthodox scholars clashed was on 

account of the attitude that some ~iifis had towards the basic obligations and 

rites that Muslims are required to fulfill. Some ~iifis avoided the basic 

injunctions of prayer, pilgrimage and fasting. Masset (1961, 159) notes some of 

the devices employed by ~iifis as they tried to circumvent Islamic observances. 

He states: " The first is liturgy showing itself in gradually pushing out the five 

canonical prayers with mystical zeals (zikrs); the second one is the ethical 

showing itself in moving from entrusting God (tawakkul) to an absolute passive 

quietisrn resulting in actually complete indifference to the outside world." Sufi 

maxims such as: "The true ka<bah is the heart and not a house of stone vexed 

and antagonised the theologians. In their zeal the ~iifis used the flute and lute 

during dhikr whereas the orthodox cuJamiP had already declared music and 

singing impermissible. 

The idea of the infinite love of God was basic to ~iifi teachings. Some however 

took this concept to extremes of practice. They also maintained that truth 

cannot be known by knowing the appearance of things. Each ?ihir [appearance] 

has an inner essence known only to men of truth. They therefore employed 

symbolism in their poetry and other writings. 

Nicholson (1914, 12) observed that fortune telling and magic were common 

among Egyptian mystics. Muslim theologians realised that belief in the 

supernatural was necessary to support religion and to understand divine truths 

and that in this respect the role of reason was secondary. On the whole 

however they held that reason has an important and clearly defined role in the 

Islamic system. The ~iifis on the contrary were suspicious of reason and in fact 

believed that to attain truth reason has to be left behind. 
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5. Primary sources for this study 

The central source-material for this study will be the extant works of Shaikh 

Mu]}.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani. While we are aware of some thirty three 
a::::: 

~f the Shaikh, six of these works are available to this researcher. 

1. Majmac bil)iir al-anwiir fi ghariiib al-tanzil wa lafiiif al-akhbiir. 

This lexicon in the very intricate and hair splitting field of gharib al-l)adith 

[obscure words in the Prophetic Traditions] is the best known work of the 

Shaikh. The work remains valued by scholars to this day and is testimony 

to the Shaikh's abilities as a mul)addith [specialist in the study of the 

Traditions]. It is worthy of note that, as the title of this work suggests, 

such a study can be classified as a work in the field of <uJiim al-Qur3ifn 

[sciences of the Quran] too. 

2. Tadhkirah al-maw<;fuciit 

Tadhkirah al-maw<;fuciit is another work compiled in the field of l)adith 

studies. It is an excellent example of writing in this genre. Research in this 

field demands a wide and in depth study of the Traditions since the 

compiler of any work in this field must be able to sift the true al)iidith from 

the fabricated ones using not only his knowledge of the narrators but also 

a deeper sense for the true sayings of the Prophet that is acquired only 

through years of selfless devotion to the field. 

3. Qiiniin al-ducafif3 

It is only experts in the field of l)adith studies who compose works of rijiil 

("knowledge of the men"). Al-Fattani's contributions in this field not only 

show his expertise but also his fresh and novel approach to a field that has 

seen compilations by the famous scholars of Islam. While other 

compilations on rijiil are more general in nature and cover the biographies 

and credentials of many persons, al-Fattani has in his Qiiniin al-ducafif3 in a 

very novel way made mention of only those persons who are weak 

narrators or who have attributed fabrications. The extreme usefulness of 
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such a compendium would be clear to any serious scholar of the 

Traditions. 

4. al-Mughni fi <Jahr al-rijiil. 

Another compilation in the same field is Mul;iammad ibn Tahir's al

Mughni fi <Jahr al-rijiil. Here he has provided notes on some of the 

narrators as he thought appropriate. This list is arranged alphabetically 

and contains some such information that is not found even in more famous 

works on the subject. 

5. Kifiiyah al-mufritin fi shar]J shiifiyyah 

As a student and linguist of the Arabic language Shaikh is the author of 

Kifiiyah al-mufritin fl shar]J shiifiyyah. This is a commentary on the work 

on grammar written by Ibn Hajib. 

,..., 
6. Kitiih al-tawassul 1 

.__-

The book comprises of biographical notes of not only the ]Jadith scholars 

but also includes short biographies of the Companions of the Prophet, 

their Successors [tiihh1n] and the Followers [tahc tiihicilu] as well as the t ·~ { f:) ( 

latter day scholars of ]Jadith and the jurists. While giving notice of every 

great personality al-Fattani traces their descent, mainly by dates of their 

birth and death, their ri]Jlah [journey in quest of ]Jadith] if any, the names 

of their teachers and at times their successors and students. As far as 

available he also gives his critical remarks with regards to the position of 

the riiwi [narrator]. 
.-, 

( 

7. Since al-Fattani was actively involved in teaching, many such shurii]Jiit and 
--= --

]Jiishiyyiit [commentaries and notes] have been prepared by him. These 

types of works may have been prepared during the course of his lectures and 

his teaching of these works. This is evident from the complete list of his 

works provided in Chapter Three. 
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6. Methodology 

The methodology found to be most appropriate to a study of this nature is that 

propounded by Glaser and Strauss and which has come to be known as 

grounded theory. This is essentially an emergent methodology that goes - ~ .~ 
through the following often overlapping phases: data-collection, note-taking, 
~ d. ~ . ·~ . d:::f-'. . A h h f h" . h . co mg, memomg, sortmg an wntmg. t t e eart o t 1s process 1s t e aim to 

discover the theory implicit in the data. The reason that this methodology was 
,,__..,-

chosen is that it is explicitly emergent. During the course of this research, the 

phases of data collection, coding and memoing occurred simultaneously from 

the beginning. This was followed by the process of sorting. The final phase was 

that of writing where the data was integrated into a coherent argument. 

Together with the method described above, this study has, as far as possible, 
:2 ? 

adopted a phenomenological approach as its underlying int~retiv~ Qaradigm. 1' 

It is held that models based on this approach are suitable for the study of 

religions (King 1985, 1: 108-125). Phenomenology of religion owes its origin to 

the philosophical thought of the German philosopher Edmund Husserl (1859-

1930). Phenomenology may either be an effort t describe religious reality or it 

can be used in an effort to~ it. Phenomenology seeks to employ ~~ 
.-- ~' 

interesting paradoxical approach: that of the "objective", detached approach, 

epoche, combined with an empathetic, intuitive approach, ~he eidetic vision. 

Epoche can be described as "bracketing", or the suspension of judgement on the 

part of the investigator. The eidetic vision is an effort to empathise and to grasp 

intuitively the object of study (Barbosa da Silva 1982, 27). 

7. Chapterisation 

It might help to see this study as located within several concentric circles: most 

narrowly within the biography of the subject; a little more broadly within his 

scholarly contribution; next in the context of his ethnic identity and still further 

in terms of his religious belief. 
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In keeping with the approach described above the plan followed in this study 

will be to firstly construct a biography of Shaikh Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir al

Fattani relying on the sources. The study that follows focuses on Shaikh 

Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani's formulation of religious thought. It may 

therefore be appropriate to begin by reconstructing the essential biographical 

details in the life of Shaikh Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani. A biography of 

Shaikh Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani based on the previous works is 

attempted here with the aim being to use available resources to collect as much 

factual information pertaining directly to the details of al-Fattani's life. Later in 

the ether dimensions of his life, which 0ontributory to a better )(hf~v 
appreciation of al-Fattani's contribution, are discussed. 

The aim in Chapter Three is then to provide an overview of the works of 

Shaikh Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani which are available to this researcher. 

Since the Shaikh has left no single work in which he expounds his beliefs, the 

purpose of the analysis in this chapter would be to identify aspects of Shaikh al

Fattani's religious thought as reflected in his works. 

The religious thought of Shaikh Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani has also been 

shaped by other systems of belief that he came into contact with. Chapter Four 

and Chapter Five will be devoted to a discussion of these. In Chapter Four, the 

identity of the community to which al-Fattani belonged i.e. the Bohra will be 

explored. Since he devoted his reform activities towards this community, this 

background information is important. In the following chapter the beliefs and 

practices of the Sunni Bohra will be examined and the process that led to them 

adopting a religious identity that was distinct from that of the Dawiidi and 

other types of Bohras will be outlined. 

Chapter Six is then devoted to drawing conclusions about the religious thought 

of Shaikh Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani in the light of his literary 

contribution, his opposition to the Dawiidi Bohra and the Mahdawiyyah. 
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CHAPTER ONE: NOTES 

1 lbn al-<Arabi's philosophy has very adequately been explained by Dr. A.E. 

Affifi in his The Mystical Philosophy of Mul)yid al-Din Ibnul <Arabi (n.d. 

C.U.P., reprint Lahore, Ashraf). <Afifi has also edited lbn al-<Arabi's Fu~u~ al-_ __, 

l)ikam with copious notes on it (1946. Cairo). Titus Burckhardt's Introduction 

to Sufi Doctrine (1968. Lahore) is in fact an introduction to lbn al-<Arabi's 

doctrine. Henri Corbin's Creative Imagination in the Sufism of Ibn al-<Arabi 

(1969. Princeton University Press) is a penetrating study into lbn al-<Arabi's ~ 
thought. A Comparative Study of the Key Philosophical Concepts of Sufism and 

Taoism of Toshihuko Izutsu (1966-67. 2 vols. Tokyo) has captured the main 

concepts of lbn al-<Arabi's thought based on his Fu~u~. 
2 The Shuhudiyyah usualry project the following Qur0 anic verses in order to 

substantiate their rational ar1ents: 2:115, 20:46, 27:18, 55:26, 55:26, 24:35. 

'? 
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CHAPTER TWO 

An account of the life of Shaikh MuQammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani 

1. Introduction 

The historical and biographical details on Shaikh MuQammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani 

have been scattered in fragmented forms in various libraries of Gujarat such as the 

~uQammad Shah Library Jmd the library o the Dar al-<Uliim of Pattan a well 

as the library of Nadwatul <Ulama' of Lucknow. nformation is also to be found 

with certain descendents of the Shaikh as well as Sunni Bohras of Pattan who have 

chosen to settle in Jeddah, Madinah and Makkah in Saudi Arabia. This closlely 

knit group of people are now Saudi citizens and are knoBs Fattani Jama<at. It was 

this Jama<at which arranged for the publication of Shaikh MuQammad ibn Tahir 

al-Fattani's famous work Majmac bil)ar al-anwar ff gharaib al-tanzil wa la{aif al

akhbar. It would have proved a difficult task to collect these materials were it not 
! ~ 

I for the help of Professor Bombaywala, Dr. Kakiwala and Dr. Ziauddin Desai (all of 

, AQmadabad) who provided this researcher with some of the materials needed in 

this study apart from their own observations on the life of Shaikh MuQammad ibn 

Tahir al-Fattani. 

2. Kitab al-manaqib 

The most detailed account of the Shaikh's life is to be found in a work entitled 

Risalah-i-manaqib. While the work is not long it is the most extensive single 

account of the Shaikh's life. The author has detailed most of the important 

biographical details. 

This risalah is held at the library of the madrasah [Islamic school] founded by 

the Shaikh at Pattan. Some of what has survived of the personal collection of the 
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books the Shaikh as well as other manuscripts dating back to his era are housed 

here. 

The Risiilah-i-maniiqib is a short treatise written in Persian. The calligraphy is 

nastaliq and the calligrapher's name is not mentioned at the end of the work. The 
- J 
opinion of some scholars at the library is that another biography of the Shaikh 

was also prepared in Arabic which is extinct. Whether the Persian Risiiliih is a 

translation of the biography that was written in Arabic or a separate work cannot 

be determined.~ ,, 
7 .~·1 l 

lnfo~n ~e i~ later biographical sources mention details of the 

author of this treatise. A study of this material is valuable since it gives us some ·---------
insight into the role that the family of Shaikh Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani 

played in public life after the Shaikh's demise. Insights are also gained regarding 

the nature of the relationship at the time between the <u]amif3 [religious scholars] 

and the Moghul rulers and the official religious posts that had been established. 

The name of the author of Risiilah-i-maniiqib has been given as Shaikh <Abd al

Wahhab.1 

Shaikh <Abd al-Wahhab is the paternal-grandson of the Shaikh. <Abd al-Wahhab's 

father was Al}.mad, the Shaikh's son. In the introduction of the Risiilah <Abd al

Wahhab refers to himself as: <Abd al-Wahhab ibn Shaikh Al}.mad Siddiqi~tani. 

The above mentioned work represents only the chief source used for a study of the 

life of Shaikh Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani. Many other historical researchers 7 

were referred to during the preparation of this thesis. It is also important to 

remember that the literature produced by the Shaikh himself was a source of very 

useful information. Apart from being the fruits of his scholarly endeavours it serves 

to mirror his opinions and thoughts on the society he lived in, worked with and 

directed his reform efforts towards. 
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Before embarking on the biography proper these secondary sources will be briefly 

reviewed here. 

3. Other Sources 

The following are the most important works consulted which provide useful 

information on the life and works of Shaikh Mu]:iammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani: 

1. AJ-Niir al-siifir fi akhbiir al-qarn aJ-<iishir of Shaikh Mul}i al-Din <Abd al-Qadir A 
al-cAidariis (d. ca. 1031/1622) is an account of scholars and ~iifis in Gujarat and 

South Arabia which is most valuable (GAL II 419, S II 617; A]:imad, 1968, 2:8, 

3:22, 4: 19, 5: 14, 8:6, 10:5; Marshall 1967,117). 

The members of the al-cAidariis family settled in Bijapiir and promoted Arabic 

learning. Following in the tradition of his seniors, Ja<far al-cAidariis (d. ca. 1653) 

translated Prince Dara Shikoh's hagiography Safinah al-awliya~ into Arabic >
(A]:imad 1968, 8: 12). 

Since al-Fattani was a scholar of the qarn aJ-<iishir [tenth century] cAbd al-Qadir 

al-cAidariis has mentioned him. Here information about the date of birth and 

death as well as a few lines on his student life are given. 

2. After a lull of four centuries, an attempt by Sayyid l:lakim cAbd al-f:Iai al-l:lasani 

has been made to address the lacuna of biographical works in modern times. His 

magnum opus Nuzha al-khawiifir, compiled in six volumes, written in Arabic 

illustrates the writer's acumen in presenting the readers with the intellectual 

contributions of eminent scholars from the advent of Islam to the present century. 

Al-l:lasani has provided invaluable insight, albeit briefly, on the intellectual milieu 

of Shaikh al-Fattani's times and the social context in which he worked ceaselessly 

to uphold the highest standards of Islamic learning. His account is more detailed 
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than that of al-cAidariis, since he mentions the circumstances of the Shaikh's 

death as well as al-Fattani's interaction with Akbar and the Mahdawwiyyah 

movement of the time (al-I:Iasani 1350 A.H., 4:78). . J \. , ~ . J . ;, ? ) 
~-:> w11A~~ctci1S L).Q 1 C1 vv f , 

3. Akhbiir al-akhyiir ff asriir al-abriir is written by c~bd al-l:laq Dehlawi Bukhari f ( 
~== = 

(4:l-Q~W642) completed before 996/1588 but revised and completed in 

999/1590-1. Here he researched the biographies of some 225 of the famous of 

saints and scholars of his time. <Abd al-l:laq Dehlawi popularised the study of 

Prophetic Tradition in India and laid the foundations of th(sc~oolS)r.(ladith 
....__ 

which were to remain centres of orthodox piety up to our day. Not less than 

sixteen of his Arabic and Persian books deal with Tradition studies, ten with 

history, including bibliographies of saints and twelve with ~iifism. He was a 

member of the Qadiri order which had gained a firm footing in India since the 
-- ..•. u • . • •.• 

mid 9/15th century. That the mu.(laddith was also a poet in his own right (writing 

under the pen-name Haqqi) goes without saying (Schimmel 1973, 39). 
. 'l. 

Together with a basic biographical sketch of Shaikh Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir al

Fattani, cAbd al-l:laq also mentions the Shaikh's association with Shaikh cAli al

Muttaqi. The Shaikh's efforts at reform of his own people, the Bohra, is also 

mentioned (cAbd al-l:laq 1914, 280). 

4. In his Sib.(lah al-marjiin ff iithiir al-Hindustan [The Coral Rosary about India] 

Azad Bilgrami has given some details of al-Fattani's life. His treatment is no more 

extensive than that found in any of the above mentioned biographies (Bilgrami 

1903, 44). Bilgrami deserves further mention for two reasons. The Evis that his 

literary production is large Secondly he represents a growing trend of biographers -that produced works in the 12/18th century. 

Bilgrami's works range from an Arabic commentary on Bukhari's $a.(1i.(1 to poetry 

in honour of the Prophet which gained him the honorific title of I:Iassan al-Hind, 

~e Prophet's panegyrist I:Iassan ibn Thabit. Sib.(lah al-marjiin his 
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famous biography is divided into four parts. In the first part he attempts to proveliRl 

by Prophetic al)adith [Traditions] that India is the real homeland of prophecy\l._jJ 

The argumentation sounds very convincing to a modern reader. The second part 

of the book is devoted to biographies of outstanding Indian Muslims. Here he has 

mentioned some details of the life of al-Fattani. The third chapter contains a 

discussion of literary beauties and specifically examines the Indian ideals of 

poetical beauty. The fourth part explains some of the expressions of love 

employed in Indian and Arabic poetry. This work is therefore an unusual 

compilation of varied subjects. He wrote two other biographical works. His 

Ma 3athir al-kiram (cf. 1: 196 for details of al-Fattani) contains the biographies of 

150 important people of his home town. He also compiled a dictionary of 143 

poets who were born in or visited India, including eight poets who wrote in 

rekhta i.e. Urdu. 

5. Mawlana Sayyid Mul)ammad Deobandi (1991, 1:343) in his cUJama3-i-Hind ka 

shandar ma<fi has dedicated a few lines to discussing Shaikh Mul)ammad ibn 

Tahir al-Fattani. 

6. Apart from these monographs other materials have become available such as a 

document in Persian in the possession of Mul)ammad Niir Qutub Pattani which 

describes the Shaikh's house. The document states: 

"The house of Mul)ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani is built by baked bricks 

and contains two rooms. Each one is supported by a large amount of 

wood. There are two rooms on the roof side which has a roof made of 

wood and baked tiles. There is a court-yard in the house. During the 

period of <Abd al-Barakat, it was sold for a sum of four hundred rupees 

on 4 Jumad al-thani 1085 A.H/5 September 1674." 

7. A short note on the Shaikh appears in the editions of Tadhkirah al-mawdu3at 

and Majmac bil)ar al-anwar written by Shaikh Mul)ammad <Abd al-Jalil al-1· 

Samrodi and Shaikh I:Iabib al-Ral)man al-Niami respectively. 
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8. At times the references to the Shaikh's works were found to be erroneous. 

Schimmel in her Islamic Literatures of India (1973) states referring to the Majmac 

bi]Jiir al-anwiir that the Shaikh had composed this Persian dictionary on difficult 

4. The Biography of Shaikh Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani based on the sources. 

4.1. Name, genealogy and place of birth. 

4.1.1. The name 

His name was MuJ;iammad. His.~as Majd al-Din. Besides Majd al-Din, the title 

Jamal al-Din has also been used. The last page of the second and third volumes of 

Majmac bi]Jiir al-anwiir indicates that the title Jamal al-Din was also used. In al

Niir al siifir it is mentioned that Jamal al-Din MuJ;iammad ibn Tahir was the "king 

of the mu]Jaddithin" [Traditionalists] of India (al-cAidariisi 1934, 361). 

His father's name was Tahir. His grandfather's name was cAli ibn 'Ilyas Khwajah. 

Khwajah means master and this name was conferred on him because of the high 

esteem in which the people held this family. 

Some works refer to the Shaikh as MuJ;iammad Tahir suggesting that his first two 

names are MuJ;iammad Tahir. Many Bohras are also of the opinion that the 

Shaikh's name is MuJ;iammad Tahir. Amongst the Bohras there is the custom to 

sometimes append the name MuJ;iammad to certain names. The name cAdil would 

thus be made MuJ;iammad cAdil. This gives support then to the contention that the 

same could have happened in the case of the Shaikh and his name is in fact 

MuJ;iammad Tahir. Another custom amongst the Bohras however does not render 

support to this theory. 
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Very often Bohras give the name of the father and son without using ibn [son of] 

in between. They would, for example, say that MuQ.ammad Qasim conquered 

Sindh, when in fact they mean MuQ.ammad ibn Qasim. It is likely that the same 

has occurred with the name of the Shaikh. 

In the third volume of the hand-written manuscript of the Shaikh's work Majmac 

bil)iir al-anwiir, which was written thirty nine years after the Shaikh's demise it is 

stated: 

"tamma Majmac al-bil)~aikh Mui)ammad ibn Tiihir al-Mui)addith al-Fattani 

muwarrinan". (al-Fattani n.d., 3:443) 

The Shaikh himself writes in the beginning of his Tadhkirah al-maw<fiiciit. "wa 

bacda qiila aqcaf 1biidalliih al-qawi Mui)ammad bin Tiihir bin ~Ji al-Fattani al

Hindi maskanan wa al-Bohrah Jaqaban al-/fanafi madhhaban" (al-Fattani 
r-

1161/1748,1). 

MuJ.iammad Ghawthi Shanan, a pupil of Shiih Waji al-Din and a contemporary of 1¥.~( 
Shaikh MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani has written a work called Gulziir-i-abriir ,J v 
[The Garden of the Pious People] where he has written very briefly about the '"' 

Shaikh. Here he mentions the Shaikh's name as MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir. This 

biographical dictionary was composed during the reign of Jahangir in 1036/1626 

and is available in the Gujarat Widya Sabha Library in AQ.madabad. 

The Shaikh writes in the prolegomena of his work Shari) al-shiifiyyah: "fa yaqiilu r? 

aJ-cabd al-multajii3 ilii Alliih aJ-cani ahqar cibiid Alliih ibn Tiihir bin ~Ji ayyada 

Alliihu Ji lutfihl' (al-Fattani n.d., 2). Here he has only used his father's name 

instead of his own first name. It is clear therefore that Tahir is his father's name. 

MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir ibn <Ali is thus the Shaikh's name. 
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4.1.2. The family 

Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir's grandfather, cAli, was a prominent trader in Pattan. Being a 

family of traders, they were called Bohras. At the time they traded as far as Yemen, 

Jeddah, Makkah, Madinah, Taif, Basrah, Siraf and Hurmuz. They were dealers in 

commodities such as paper, silver, and golden brocade, Yugarti utensils, various 

types of cloth products, swords, daggers and small knives. The bulk of the trade 

was however in paper and cloth. To this day a type of cloth is manufactured in ) 

Pattan which is found nowhere else. 

When cAli died he was survived by two sons. The worth of his inheritance can be 

judged by the fact that when his wealth had to be divided amongst his heirs it was 

not done by counting the gold and silver coins of the time, but instead they were 

weighed in order to be divided. 

The Shaikh's father was a businessman too. He spent his entire life as a trader. It 

has not been established how many children he had or when he passed away. 

What is known however is that in Adhkiir-i-abriir the author, who is a student of 

Shah Wajih al-Din and a contemporary of Mul).ammad ibn Tahir, states that the 

Shaikh's brother's name was Nur Mul}.ammad and he lived in Ajin. l ) 
4.1.3. Genealogy 

I;Iakim Mul}.ammad Qasim Surti has received the genealogy of the family from 

their descendants and researched this particular aspect. The genealogy is as 

follows: 

Mu])ammad 

Tahir 

CAli 

0 Ilyas 

Abu al-Na~r Dawud 

Abu clsa' CAbd al-Malik 
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4.1.4. Place of birth 

Abu al-Fatl}. Yunus Shami2 

lbn <Umar Shami3 

<Abdullah 

Abu al-<Ata' I:Iusain Mufti 

Abu al-l:lamid A])mad Gharib 

Abu Qasim M u])ammad 

Abu al-Sala]) Mu])ammad 

Abu al-Fai<j Mu])ammad 

Abu al-Ri<ja0 <Abd al-Ra])man 

Abu al-Baqa0 Qasm al-Birr Mu])ammad 

<Abbas 

Abu al-Na~r Mu])ammad Tayfiir Shami 

Abu al-Majd Khalaf 

Abu al-Majd A])mad 

Abu al-Wujud Shu<aib 

Abu Tal])ah 

<Abdullah 

<Abd al-Ra])man 

Abu Bakr al-Siddiq (the first Caliph of 

Islam) 

Shaikh Mu])ammad ibn Tahir was born in Pattan in 914/1508. The author of al

Nii.r al safir has put this date at 913/1507 (al-<Aidarusi 1934, 361). This was the 

period of Mu])ammad Niam who is famous in the history of Gujarat as Ma])mud { 

~egard. Begard is derived from the words be-meaning two and gard meaning 

casth(:)Mu])ammad owned two grand castles. 
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Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir calls himself a Pattani. In his Arabic works he writes his 

name as al-Fattani since the letter pe does not exist in Arabic and is usually 

replaced by the fiP instead. History shows that Pattan is an ancient area. 

The founder of Pattan was a friend of Vanraj [The Forest King] Chowra (Chaora) 

by the name of Anhil. Anhil had selected this area and his friend decided to name 

it after him. The Arabicized form of the name that is found in all Arabic books of 

history is Naharwalah. In later times people started to use the name Pattan alone. 

In Hindu usage the name Pattan was used to describe a large city. Examples of 

these are the names Raj Pattan, Pak Pattan, Prabhas Pattan, Sownath Pattan and 

Verawal Pattan. Even in the examples cited above, very often these towns became 

known as Pattan alone (Khan, 1927, 1:26). 

The Ismacili or Dawiidi-Bohras have their own explanation for the name Pattan. 

According to them Sultan Mul}.ammad Shah Tatar Khan ibn Sultan Muiaffar Shah 

I, who was the founder of the Kingdom of Gujarat, named the area Piran-Pattan, in 

honour of Hacjrat I:Iasan Pir. The word piran is however the plural for pir which 

means saint. Due to the large number of graves of saints, which were frequently 

visited, the area was named Piran-Pattan. 

The very first king of Pattan was Vanraj who had been elected by the Bhils in 

Gujarat to be their ruler. He was from the Chowra family who together with the 

Jethwas and Walas constituted the Rajputs. Vanraj died in 804 and was succeeded 

by Yograj, then Kshemraj, Bhuwad, Wirsinha, Ratnaditya and Samatsinha in the 

order named. Their name suggests that they were j>lunderers. the word "Chowra" 

being derived from the Gujarati word choriya, a band of robbers. From the ruins of 

the temple that they built at Pattan it would seem that they regarded Shankar as 

their principal deity. Leadership remained in this family for 196 years until 

696/1296. The Solanki family were the next to rule, Molraj was their first leader 

and this family continued their reign over Pattan for 156 years. After the death of 

the Kumarapal in 568/1173, who ruled for thirty years, the Solanki dynasty began 
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to decline in power. Before it ended in 641/1244 it was able to put up a weak 

defence against the overwhelming onslaught of the Muslims who had already by 

the middle of the century began changing their policy of plundering raids against 

the region into permanent occupation of Gujarat. Between 1178 and 1241 

successive invasions were made. In about 1179 Shahab al-Din MuQ.ammad Ghori of 

Ghazna made a raid on Gujarat but was driven back with loss. Sixteen years later 

he despatched an army under the leadership of Qutub al-Din Aibak which 

plundered the country, but returned to Ghazna after doing so. In 1296 cAia al-Din 

Khilji seized the throne in Delhi and in the next year sent his wife's brother, Sunjar 

Khan-more generally known as Alaf Khan-with his Prime Minister, Malik Nasrat 

Jalesari, into Gujarat (Wilberforce-Bell 1980, 48-52). 

/ ) 

At the time the Bagila family reign over Gujarat with Kirn Bagila was their king) f JV!>; · 

He was ousted by the forces of cAla' al-Din Khilji. The Bagila family ruled Gujarat 

for 126 years (Khan 1927, 1:15). 

4.2. Academic Career 

4. 2.1. Early education 

The early education of the Shaikh took place at home where MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir 

memorised the Qucan before the age of maturity (approximately 924/1518). He 

then began his study of other subjects. By the age of fifteen (929/1522) he had 

completed his study of the prevalent religious and rational sciences of the period. 

MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir then turned his attention to writing and composing works. 

During his student days the young MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir was well known for hi 

intelligence. Whenever he had any discussion or debate with any student he 

defeated that student. Such a person never dared to come to him to debate a 

matter again. He also had the leadership qualities that made him look 

distinguished as compared to his other contemporaries. This was however the 

reason why many fellow students were envious of him and tried to trouble him. 

Likewise some of his teachers also had a strained relationship with him for which 
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the Shaikh underwent some hardship. It is for this reason that MuI.iammad ibn 

Tahir resolved and took a vow [nazr] at this stage of his academic career already, 

that if Allah gave him the good fortune to be a teacher he would respect the 

students of religion and treat them with a great deal of kindness ('Abd al-Wahhab, 

n.d., 6). 

The Shaikh was true to his noble intention. Whatever he received from his father's 

inheritance he spent mostly on his students. He never deprived anyone of 

knowledge and it is for this reason that the ]Jalqah [circle] of his students was very 

large (al-<Aidariisi, 1934, 361). 

4.2.3. Indian teachers 

Shaikh Nagori, Shaikh Burhan al-Din Samhodi and Shaikh Yadullah Siihi ~ ? 
amongst MuI.iammad ibn Tahir's famous teachers. The Shaikh qualified uncle~ J "1 

~7 Mulla Mut. ~ 
~ 

This researcher has been unable to get details on the biographies of these teachers. 

What may be said is that they were the experts in their fields since Pattan 

(Naharwala) was a centre of knowledge and learning. Being an ancient metropolis, 

many culamii', ~iifis and other experts were attracted here as is testified by many 

works of history. 

At the a e of fifteen then, MuI.iammad ibn Tahir began his career as a teacher. 1 
This is an indication of his abilities and depth of know e ge. t ts or this reason 

that the Shaikh produced many students who became accomplished scholars. 

About MuI.iammad ibn Tahir's career Sidi <Aidriisi writes: 

He was born in 913/1507 and before reaching the age of maturity memorised 

the Qur'an. He exerted himself greatly to acquire knowledge. For fifteen years 

he remained involved in this pursuit until he became an expert in certain 

sciences. 
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He excelled his contemporaries to the extent that in the field of l)adith 

[Tradition] studies he had no equal among the cuJamii3 [scholars] of Gujarat. 

He was pious, God fearing and an ocean of knowledge. In the field of l)adith 

[Tradition] studies he has compiled several works. He taught in Pattan for 

fifteen years (Khan 1927, 116). 

4.2.4. The journey to Makkah and the pilgrimage [Jfa.i.J] 

In 944/1537 the Shaikh decided to perform Jfajj He left Pattan for either 

Kambayath [Cambay] or Dev, the two main ports used at the time. Surat was 

developed into a port only later under the leadership of the navy in Gujarat by ·Jr: 
Safar Sulaimani. Dev was the busier of the two ports and most passengers would 

travel to Makkah via Jeddah from here. 

The Shaikh first visited Makkah and after fulfilling the rites of Hajj, visited the 
. ~ 

:prophet's city Madinah. He then returned to Makkah. This was during the reign of 

Sultan MalJ_miid al-Thani ibn Latif Khan ibn Muiaffar Khan al-Thani. 

4.2.5. Studies in Makkah 

On his return to Makkah, the Shaikh noticed that this was a centre for scholars 

from many parts of the Islamic world. He decided to take the opportunity of 

benefiting from the company and knowledge of these teachers and spent a while 

here. 

The Shaikh was more inclined towards Tradition studies and thus searched out 

teachers who were accomplished in this field. 

The following are some of the Makkan teachers from whom the Shaikh took 

knowledge: 

1. Shaikh Abu cUbaidullah al-Zabidi 

2. Sayyid CAbdullah Cidriis CAdni 
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3. Shaikh <Ubaidullah Hadrami n 1 
4. Shaikh Jarullah ibn Fahd Makki 

~ 5. Shaikh Barkhordar Sindhi < 

~ 

6. Shaikh Abii al-I:Iasan Bahri Makki 

7. Shaikh <Ali ibn <Iraq Madani 

However, the two teachers who had the greatest influence on Mul)ammad ibn 

Tahir were Shaikh ibn l:lajar l:laithami Makki and Shaikh <Ali al-Muttaqi, the 

famous l)adith scholars of the time. The influence of these two teachers on 

Mul)ammad ibn Tahir is apparent and the chief reason why he was inclined to 
"--

specialize in l)adith studies. 

4.2.6. Shaikh <Ali al-Muttaqi 

<Ali ibn Husam al-Din ibn <Abd al-Malik ibn Qaqikhan al-Muttaqi al-Burhanpiiri 

was born in Burhanpiir in 885/1480. His family was well respected in the area. 

At a young age his father sent him to the Chisti ~iifi Shaikh Bahau al-Din. Al- ·~ ? 

Muttaqi took the oath of allegiance [baicah] at the hands of the Shaikh and 

benefited from the spiritual training this ~iifi master had to offer. On the death of 

Bahau al-Din, Shaikh <Ali al-Muttaqi renewed his baicah with Bahau al-Din's son 

<Abd al-l:lakim ibn Bahau al-Din. Soon <Abd al-Hakim saw the progress that al- k ) 
Muttaqi made spiritually and appointed him as his khalifah [vicegerent]. 

<Ali ibn Husam al-Din then left for Multan and studied under Shaikh Husam al-Din 

al-Muttaqi. Here he studied Tafsir al-Bai</iiwi and other works (lkram 1958, 305-

311). It is because of his tutelage under Shaikh Husam al-Din al-Muttaqi that he is 

called "al-Muttaqi". He spent two years here before moving to Al)madabad, which 

was at that time under the rule of Bahadurshah (d. 943/1536). When Bahadurshah 

heard of the piety of al-Muttaqi, he came to meet him personally. After meeting 

with al-Muttaqi, he gave him a large sum of money which al-Muttaqi gave away to 

another scholar close to the king, Qaqi <Abdullah Sindhi. 
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When in 941/1534 Humayun defeated Bahadurshah and conquered AI;imadabad, 

al-Muttaqi left for Makkah. In Makkah, al-Muttaqi attended the classes of Shaikh 
1 

i'°' .-, 

Abu al-l:lasan Bakri al-Shafri and Shaikh Shihab al-Din AI;imad ibn l:lajar al-Makki !. o'- " 
(d.973/1565). The latter was the Mufti of the Arabian Peninsular at the time and a 

very distinguished scholar. He was the author of many works including al-Sawiiiq 

al-mul;riqah, a popular book in refutation of the Shicah. 

Al-Muttaqi also met the ~iifi Shaikh Mul;iammad Sakhawi. It is from him that al

Muttaqi acquired ijiizah [permission] in the other ~iifi ruruq [confraternities] i.e. ----Qadariyyah, Shadhliyyah, Madaniyyah and Maghribiyyah. 

Al-Muttaqi studied under other scholars in Makkah and after some time devoted 

himself to teaching and writing. 

He wrote his Kanz aJ-cummiilwhere he re-arranged the Tradition collection of Jalal 

al-Din al-Suyiiti according to chapters pertaining to jurisprudence. Al-Jalbi states 

that it is only after al-Muttaqi had prepared his work that the Jiimic al-saghir and 

Jame al-Jawiimic of al-Suyiiti became accessible since al-Suyiiti had arranged his 

collection alphabetically and not thematically (al-Saqa" 1989, 16: 786). Kanz al

cummiil is in sixteen volumes. Besides this famous work al-Muttaqi wrote other 

books as well. AJ-burhiin ff caJiimiit al-mahdi iikhir al-zamiin, is a work on the topic 

.1 of the Mahdi. Previously al-Suyiiti had written a brief work on this subject entitled 

~\h aJ-cUrf al-wardi ff akhbiir al-mahdi Al-Muttaqi's work expands on what al-Suyiiti 

~ has written and also includes Traditions on the subject from Jame al-jawiimic and 

·tr {'A_ 'Aqd al-durar ff akhbiir al-mahdi al-muntazar. 

/' 

Al-Nahaj al-a tam ff tartib al-l;ukum, al- Wasilah al-fiikhirah ff sul{ah al-dunyii' wa .......__ --
al-iikhirah, Talqin al-tariq ff al-suliik Ji ma alhamahu Alliih subl;iinu, al-Burhiin al-

jali ff ma"rifah al-wali and Risiilah ff ib{iil dacwah al-sayyid Mul;ammad ibn Yiisuf 
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Jawnpiiri, are other works of al-Muttaqi. From the titles of these books it is clear 

that al-Muttaqi was a versatlie scholar able to research in a number of fields. 

It was this academic ability and spirituality that attracted Mul;lammad ibn Tahir to 

al-Muttaqi while in Makkah. Al-Muttaqi was very particular about practising on 

the Traditions and this influence is to be found in his disciples. His teacher lbn tM 
l:lajar recognised the piety of his student and became his disciple (Khan 1927, 89). fr 
Mul;lammad ibn Tahir frequented al-Muttaqi's gatherings and benefitted from his 

spiritual guidance. He took the baFah [spiritual oath of allegiance], thus becoming 

his disciple. For Mul;lammad ibn Tahir, al-Muttaqi was not only his teacher of 

l;iadith but also his spiritual guide. The words of praise for al-Muttaqi in his 

various works are testimony to the love that he had for his master. 

While resident in Makkah <Ali al-Muttaqi came to Gujarat twice. When in 

952/1545. Sultan Mahmud took over leadership of Gujarat himself and Asif Khan 

was made the chief minister, al-Muttaqi came to Gujarat. The Sultan became a 

disciple of al-Muttaqi and resolved to govern the affairs of state in accordance with 

the Islamic law [sharicah] and take the advice of al-Muttaqi in all matters. 

Al-Muttaqi appointed one of his disciples to manage the affairs of the state and 

ensure that they were in accordance with Islamic law. After some time this person 

began accepting bribes. The Sultan got news of this and was very disappointed. He 

ordered that all the governors of Gujarat should rule their territories as they saw 

fit. When al-Muttaqi got news of what had happened he went back to meet with 

the Sultan but saw that the Sultan's attitude was now very different. 

Al-Muttaqi left the king's palace and made up his mind to return to Makkah. 

When he reached Sarkhez he met with some of the ministers who insisted that he 

should not leave. Al-Muttaqi did not agree and explained to them that he had 

always heard the adage that din [religion] and the dunya~ [the world] are like 

two wives of one husband. He had come from Makkah only to experience that 
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this was in fact so. On return to Makkah the Shaikh remained occupied with 

religious activities (al-f:Iasani 193 7, 4: 235). 

In 975/1567, at the age of ninety, al-Muttaqi passed away. He died in Makkah and 

was buried there near the tomb of Fu<jail ibn <Ayaq (Khan 1927, 87). 

<Ali ibn f:Iusam al-Din had many students and disciples. Of these the famous ~nes 

are: Shaikh MuJ;iammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani, Shaikh <Abd al-f:Iaq MuJ;iaddith 

Dehlawi, Shaikh RaJ;imatullah Sindhi and Shaikh <Abdullah Sindhi. 

4.2. 7. The return to Pattan 

The exact date when the Shaikh MuJ;iammad ibn Tahir returned to Pattan is 

unknown. It can be presumed that he spent four or five years away from home and 

returned in about 950/1543. 

On his return he continued lecturing and teaching at Pattan. The Shaikh received 

a large sum of money from his father's inheritance and spent most of this on his 

students. He would send money to other teachers and ask them to identify good 

students and send them for further studies to his classes. Once these students came 

to him he would question them as to whether they are poor or wealthy. If the 

student was from a wealthy home the Shaikh would encourage him to study 

without any concern for all else. A poor student was given the guarantee that his 

and his family's expenses would be taken care of. He had an excellent relationshi 

with all those who were poor and destitute and came for assistance to him. 

It was because of this inclination that a large number of students gained 

proficiency in various fields of learning and spread throughout the length and 

breadth of undivided India (al-<Aidariis 1934, 361) 
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4.2.8. Pupils 

The kind treatment of the Shaikh and influence became proverbial. Students 

started arriving at Gujarat and particularly to Pattan from far away places. Shaikh 

had the honour of teaching a very large number of pupils who in turn established 

their own l)alqah and centres of imparting knowledge. Some of the most prominent 

of his pupils are listed below: 

1. Abii al-Bashar MuQ.ammad Faql 

2. Shaikh I)iya0 al-Din ibn MuQ.ammad Gaws (Gawalyari) 

3. Abii al-Fatl;i Mawlana Mia A.Qmad Khan Pattani 

4. Shaikh Dawiid ibn Shaikh I:Iasan 

5. Mawlana Mia Burhan al-Din Wac.?-

6. Mawlana Al}.mad 

7. Mawlana Mul}.ammad IsQ.aq 

8. Mia Jalal ibn Makhan (popularly known as Mah <Alam) 

9. Mawlana Shah MuQ.ammad I:Iasan 

10. Mawlana Mia Niir MuQ.amamd I:Iasan 

11. Mawlana Mira <Abdul ibn FatQ.ullah Saringpiiri 

12. Mawlana Shaikh MuQ.ammad Shattari 

13. Mawlana Shaikh Jivan Surti 

14. Mawlana Shaikh I:Iusain Surti 

15. Shaikh <Abd al-Hadi AQ.madabadi 

16. ~~i~K~a~s~ib~P~at~t~an~i--~~~~~--~~~~~.,.._~ 

17. Shaikh <Abd al-Nabi (~adr al-~udiirduring the period of Akbar) 

4.2. 9. The successorship 

At about the same time that the Shaikh returned to Pattan from Makkah and 

began teaching, his ustadh [teacher] Shaikh Mut passed away. Shaikh Mut was 

the most senior and respected scholar in Pattan. The elders of the area could not 

decide on a successor to their leader who had passed away. Eventually it was 

decided that the prayer-mat from which Shaikh Mut led the prayers be left empty 
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and whoever felt capable of this position should himself come forward and lead the 

prayers. Shaikh Mul)ammad ibn Tahir, unaware of this decision, came to say his 

prayers and led the prayer. The people understood by this that Allah had decided 

to make Shaikh Mul)ammad ibn Tahir the successor of his teacher and none even 

questioned this. 

4.3 The Shaikh as a reformer 

Besides teaching and lecturing to scholars, the Shaikh also gave public discourses 

from which the lay people learned much. The Shaikh was inclined more towards 

Tradition studies because of the close atta~hment he enjoyed with Shaikh cAli al-
t.i \ 

Muttaqi and Shaikh ibn l:lajar al-Haithami Makki. 
.. I 

The pious and good hearted always actualise in their own lives what they teach to 

others. In this regard Shaikh Mul)ammad ibn Tahir was no exception - an ardent 

follower of the al)adith [Prophetic Traditions] himself, he longed to see others 

adhering to the Prophetic way too. Piety has to begin at home and it is for this 

reason that the Shaikh focused his reform activity on his own family and people 

first. 

4.3.1. Dawiidi Bohras 

The Bohra people were made up of both Sunni and Ismacili Shi<ah. Initially the 

majority of the Bohras at the time of the Shaikh were Ismacili Shi<ahs. Together 

with trade they would propagate their religious beliefs as a result of which many 

new Muslims became Ismacm Shi<ahs. 
--~~.,,,,...----~ 

~;~ became a Sunni Muslim. ~fter this event the number of 
/ 

Sunni Muslims increased and they became known as the bari jamacat [big 

grouping]. The Shi<ah Bohras were called the choti jamacat [small group]. In both 

these groupings however many old customs continued. The Sunni and Dawiidi 

Bohras could not be differentiated in their social habits and ways. This situation 

had two major harms. 
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Firstly, the Sunni Bohras had adopted some customs from the Dawiidi Bohras that 

were not permitted for Sunni Muslims. Sunni-Bohras adopted these beliefs and due 

to the close ties and for the sake of unity never raised a voice against them. The 

second problem concerned inheritance where many Sunni Bohras were influenced 

by the Shi<ah system of inheritance practised by the Dawiidi Bohras. 

It is for these reasons that the Shaikh resolved to remove from his nation all those 

customs and ways that were against the Sunni creed. He began speaking about the 

ills of these customs in his public discourses. The Isma<ili Bohras were naturally 

not pleased with the Shaikh's activity. 

By his tireless efforts he was able to create a firm distinction between the Sunni 

and Shi<ah Bohras and in all societal matters there was a change. The give-and

take of daughters and sons in marriage also came to an end. 

Mir3iit-i-Al)madi mentions that the innovations present in the Muslim community 

were all removed by the Shaikh. Those who were Dawiidi (and Isma<ili) became 

distinguished from those who were Sunni (Khan 1927, 116-117). 

Shaikh <Abd al-l:laq MuQ.addith Dehlawi writes: 

Shaikh MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir was from the town of Pattan in Gujarat. He was 

a Bohra. After acquiring knowledge in that country, he studied in Makkah and 

Madinah. He was a specialist and excelled in the field of l)adith [Tradition] 

studies. He benefitted from the companionship of Shaikh <Ali al-Muttaqi and 

was his disciple too. When he returned to his hometown he made concerted 

efforts to root out innovations and customs (<Abd al-l:laq 1914, 280). 

Azad Bilgrami writes: 

Shaikh Pattan was resident in Gujarat. Initially he studied tinder local 

teachers and later benefited from teachers at Makkah and Madinah. He 
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especially studied under and remained associated to Shaikh cAli Muttaqi. 

Returning to his hometown he involved himself in teaching and propagating 

the truth. Like his teacher he also resolved that he would try to reform the 

Bohra Mahdawiyyah from amongst his people (Bilgrami 1980,44). 

From the above quoted historical evidences it would seem that the Shaikh was 

concerned primarily with the reform of his own Bohra community. He was really 

not interested at this early stage in changing the beliefs of the Dawiidi Bohras. 

4.3.2. The visit to AJ;imadabad 

This intention was not fully understood by the Dawiidi Bohras as the incident of 

the Shaikh's visit to AJ:imadabad proved. MuJ;iammad ibn Tahir had come to 

AJ;imadabad to further his mission of reform amongst his own people when news 

spread that the Shaikh had come to create a change amongst all Bohras. 

This disturbed the Dawiidi Bohras and their leader Sayyidina Dawiid ibn cAjab 

Shah (d. 997), who was the Daci at the time, went into hiding. The Dawiidi Bohras 

were completely shattered. All this was however due to their own 

misunderstanding and mere rumours. When after a few days, the reality of the 

situation and the nature of the Shaikh's visit became clear to the Dawiidi people, 

the leader was relieved and he came out of hiding (Shah 1950, 113). 

The visit that MuJ;iammad ibn Tahir undertook to AJ;imadabad created a 

considerable amount of interest because of the reaction of the Dawiidi Bohras. It 

cannot however be determined correctly in which year the incident took place. 

cAbd al-Wahhab is of the opinion that the AJ;imadabad visit took place during the 

reign of Sultan MaJ;imiid the third (cAbd al-Wahhab, n.d., 7). Sultan MaJ;imiid III 

had become a Mahdawi and imposed taxes on the Muslims. The Shaikh came to 

AJ;imadabad to correct the Sultan. This opinion is, it would appear, incorrect. 
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Tadhkirah-i-Abriir states that the Shaikh met cA_llamah Shah Wajib al-Din and .. 

exchanged ideas. The author further writes that after Emperor Akbar conquered 

Gujarat, then in the reign of Khan Niam he came to Al}.madabad in order to 

reform his people. Khan Niam was ruler of Al}.madabad from 980/1572 to 

982/1574. 

The author of Mosum Bahar places the visit during the period of Sayyidina Dawiid 

ibn cAjab Shah. Shah Waji al-Din died in 998/1589 and Sayyidina died in 

997 /1588. It can also be established that the Sayyidina became the Daci in 

975/1567. The Shaikh died in 986/1578. It is therefore possible that the Shaikh 

visited Al}.madabad somewhere between the year 975/1567 and 985/1577. 

The author of Tadhkirah-i-Abriils father was a student of Shah Wajih al-Din and 

lived up to the time of Jahangir. Tadhkirah-i-Abriir was also written during this 

period. The author of Mosum Bahar has quoted the incident of the Shaikh's visit 

to Al}.madabad from a work entitled Sawiinih-i-Dacwat written by Sayyidina Dawiid 

himself. 

It is quite possible that Shaikh Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir came to Al}.madabad more 

than once. To conclusively establish this is however difficult. 

4.3.3. The meeting with Shah Waji al-Din 

When the Shaikh left Pattan for Al}.madabad to preach there he also met Shah 

Waji al-Din. 
" " 
\',,;;' dh;h Waj~s the most respected scholar in Al)madabiid at the time. When 

for example a fatwii3 [juristic verdict] that Sayyid Mul}.ammad Ghaws Gawaliar 

should be executed was presented to Sultan Mal}.miid III which carried the .. 

signature of many of the cuJamii3 [scholars], the Sultan rejected the fatwii3 only 

because Shah Waji al-Din's signature did not appear on it. 
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When Shaikh MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir went to visit Shah Waji al-Din they both met 

with a great deal of mutual respect and exchanged views for a long while. At the 

end of the discussion MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir expressed some of his reformist 

thoughts and programmes to Shah Waji al-Din. Shah Waji al-Din listened to all 

the Shaikh had to say and then expressed the following thoughts: 

My valuable brother, because of his mind and heart which is able to recognise 

the truth, knows very well that the reason for the creation and its perfect 

order is the manifestation of the Divine Perfection that prevails in the 

Heavens. This manifestation in this world, is connected with the qualities of 

jalal (might) and jamal (beauty) of Allah. 

According to the exegetes the ~irat al-mu~taqim is of two types: ijabi 

[acceptable] and ijadi [innovative]. In the Qur,an, wherever this word has 

been used in the indefinite case then the ijadi sense is meant. Those verses 

where the definite case is used with the word ~irat al-mustaqim then here the 

ijabi sense is intended. Understand this matter well and ponder over it. 

The second thing is this that man, who is a microcosm of the bigger world, 

why does he not draw a lesson looking at his material manifestation that his 

existence is dependent upon the balance and smooth operation of a few clean 

and dirty organs. It is for this reason that even if a pain occurs in the 

intestines, the entire garden of the body becomes disturbed. 

Now, oh my brother, politics is not a matter of depth of understanding. One 

has to remain decorated with the truth and not the creation. This is the time 

of silence and to remain at home. 
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4.3.4. Mahdawiyyah 

The last years of Shaikh MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir's life were devoted to his reform 

involvement in his community and particularly for the removal of the 

Mahdawiyyah thoughts which many people had accepted. 

Sultan MaQ.mud Niam (d. 918/1512) was the ruler of Gujarat when at the end of 

his reign Sayyid MuQ.ammad Jawnpuri came to Gujarat. He invited people to 

follow the sharicah [Islamic law] and the sunnah [Prophetic paradigm] and from 

there went to Khurasan where he died. 

4.3.5. Sayyid MuQ.ammad: The founder of the Mahdawiyyah 

His name was MuQ.ammad and his honorific titles were Khiitam al-awliyii' [The 

seal of the saints] and Mahdi al-mawciid [The Promised Messiah] His lineage was 

as follows: MuQ.ammad ibn CAbdullah ibn cUthman ibn Musa' ibn Qasim ibn Najm 

al-Din ibn cAbdullah ibn Yusuf ibn YaQ.ya' ibn Nicmatullah ibn Ismacil ibn Musa' 

Kaiim ibn Jacfar Sadiq ibn Baqir CAii Zain al-cAbidin ibn I:Iusain ibn CAii. 

He was born on Sunday 14 Jumad al-awwal 847 /1443 at night. His mother 

Aminah had given birth to a son before him called AQ.mad. Jawnpiir, the place of 

his birth was neighbouring Banaras. When MuQ.ammad was five years old 

O .7 (852/1448) he began his basic education under the tutelage~ of Shaikh Daniyal 

~ J~a famous teacher of the town. At the age of seven (845/1441) he 

memorized the Qur'an. By twelve he had completed his education. 

Because of his vast reading, he was a sea of information. Even the senior scholars 

were very surprised whenever they came into contact with him and came to know 

of his knowledge. It is for this reason that his contemporary cufamii' gave him the 

title asad aJ-culamii' [the lion of cufamii']. 

In 862/1457 or 863/1458 Husain Shah Sharqi attacked Orissa. In the battle the 

Rajah was wounded and agreed that he would pay taxes on his land. He failed to 
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keep to his word and therefore was attacked again in 864/1459. Aged seventeen, 

MuQ.ammad Jawnpiiri joined the army of Shah Sharqi with the intention of 

receiving a reward from Allah. After the Rajah was killed and the army returned 

victorious, MuQ.ammad Jawnpiiri turned his attention towards asceticism. He 

became complete1y drownedjn ~iifism and ~iifi practices. Mahdawi sources claim 

that Jawnpiiri remained in the condition of sakr [spiritual intoxication] and 

fluctuated between consciousness and unconsciousness for ten years. 

When MuQ.ammad Jawnpiiri reached the age of twenty-seven this state passed and 

he continued to live a pious and dignified life in Jawnpiir for approximately twelve 

years. 

4.3.6. Hijrah [Emigration] 

In 887 /1482 MuQ.ammad Jawnpiiri migrated to Danapiir (cAzimabad Patna). He 

~ 
stayed for a while in the jungles of the area accompanied by his wife, eldest son 

Miran Sayyid MaQ.miid, Shaikh Bik and other students. At the time he was thirty

five years old. 

Leaving this place he moved to Chandhari and then went to Mando, in the Malwa 

district. The king of this region, Giyath MuQ.ammad Jawnpiiri (d. 905/1499) 

became a follower of MuQ.ammad Jawnpiiri. Many other people were also 

influenced and impressed by his character and his preaching. Then he left Malwa 

in 888/1483 and came to Janpanir, Gujarat where he stayed for one and a half 

years. He continued to guide people to the right way. His wife died while he was 

stationed here in 890/1572 and was buried near the fort at Damankoh. 

At this stage Janpanir was not yet conquered. Sultan MaQ.miid Niam had 

surrounded the city and stayed at MuQ.ammadabad, a town next to Janpanir. Sultan 

MaQ.miid got news of MuQ.ammad Jawnpiiri's piety and inspirational discourses and 

expressed the desire to meet with him. The advisors to the king felt that such a 

meeting was not appropriate when there were more pressing problems of the war 
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to attend to. They were also concerned that the king should not be influenced by 

Jawnpiiri to give up his kingdom and live a purely spiritual life. 

Sultan MaQ.miid A°?-am never did meet with Sayyid Mul}.ammad Jawnpiiri. A 

prominent leader of Jalur, Zubdah al-Mulk cUthman Khan however, did meet with 

Mul}.ammad Jawnpiiri and became his ardent follower. Jawnpiiri was forty years 

old at the time. 

In 890/1485 Jawnpiiri left Chanpanir and came to the metropolis of Khandes, 

Burhanpiir. From there he went to Dawlatabad where he stayed for a short period 

after moving on to Al}.madnagar the metropolis of Ni?-am al-Mulk, the chief marine 

commander. Ni?-am al-Mulk was very impressed with Jawnpiiri and became his 

follower. The thoughts and ideas of Jawnpiiri were spread in the family of Ni?-am 

al-Mulk, even after the Nizam's death and they in turn propagated these ideas to 

others until the number of people holding Jawnpiiri as their spiritual leader 

increased significantly. 

Jawnpiiri moved onto Baidarsharif which was the seat of the royal Barid family. 

Soon the leader here, Qasim Barid also became a murid [disciple] of Jawnpiiri. 

From Baidar he went to Gulbargha, the capital of the Bahamni Sultans. He 

preached here and people joine.d his thought pattern. Next he went to Dabul, a 

port town and then by sea left for Makkah. Jawnpiiri was fifty-one years old. 

In 901/1495 he completed his l)ajj and returned via the port of Dev. He returned 

to Al}.madabad and took up residence at the Taj Khan Salar Mosque in Jamalpiir. 

Here Jawnpiiri became famous for his piety, good character and excellent talks. 

Many people benefitted from his advices. 

Sayyid Jalal al-Din, better known as Shaikh Jivan ibn Sayyid Mal}.miid ibn Sayyid 

Qutub <.Alam heard about Jawnpiiri and came to meet him. On his arrival Sayyid 

Mul}.ammad Jawnpiiri recited a verse from the Qur°an, to which Shaikh Jivan 
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replied with another verse. In reply to this Jawnpiiri recited a third verse and 

Shaikh Jivan, after replying again only citing a Qur>anic verse, bade Jawnpiiri 

farewell and left. When Shaikh Jivan was asked for his impressions of the meeting 

he replied: 

The man has reached certain stages spiritually, however the things that 

should be told to the elect or super-elect amongst those gone higher in 

spiritual upliftment he tells to the uninitiated in public. Always remember the 

adage that you should talk to the public according to the understanding that 

they possess. The result of his neglect of this adage is that his followers will 

be confused after him and create a fitnah [mischief]. 

Sutan Mal}miid k~am (Begra) had returned from his tour of Bagar and ldar and 

came to know of Jawnpiiri. He again expressed his desire to meet with Sayyid 

Mul}ammad but once again his ministers prevented him from doing so. 

The author of Mir~at-i-Sikandari narrates a story that had become famous at the 

time. A lover went to his beloved's house one night and for some reason they had a 

fierce quarrel. Towards the latter part of the night he became intoxicated and with 

sword in hand went to the banks of the Sabirmati River. He saw Sayyid 

Mul}ammad and some of his disciples standing there and in an aggressive tone 

asked them why they had come there and what they were doing. Sayyid 

Mul}ammad replied that that person who has become angry with his beloved and 

has come here, will be inclined by my guidance towards good deeds. As soon as he 

heard this remark he fell unconscious and when he regained consciousness he 

renounced the world and also became a murid [spiritual disciple] of Sayyid 

Mul}ammad. 

Likewise there is a story of the son of a gardener who from an early age was very 

much inclined towards Allah-consciousness and worship. The people of his 

household considered that he was mentally deranged and therefore put him out of 
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the house. When he became mature he wanted to perform the J;iajj pilgrimage. He 

came to AI,madabad and someone took him to Taj Khan Mosque to meet Sayyid 

Mul}.ammad. The moment that their eyes met he fell on his feet and died. 

At the time nobody in AI,madabad, opposed Sayyid Mul}.ammad's teachings and he 

engaged himself in his works and propagation without being disturbed in the least. 

In most historical records dealings with the subject the reasons and circumstances 

surrounding Sayyid Mul}.ammad's departure from AI,madabad are mentioned. 

Jawnpuri had declared one day that in this very world with these naked eyes, he 

was able to see Allah. This statement did not go down well with all the cuJama' 

[religious scholars] of AI,madabad and they became disturbed. They agitated 

against him and declared "eyes cannot see Him" and by saying so gave the fatwii3 
_f') (7 

[juristic verdict] that he should be killed. However Mawlana Taj Muhammad ~ 

._Khan, whQ_was the most prominent scholar at the time, warned the cuJama' against 

issuing such a severe fatwa'. He particularly told his pupils whose circle as very 

large: "have you learned knowledge from me for this reason alone, that you may 

give a fatwa' for the killing of a Sayyid?" Mawlana's position in the matter resulted 

in none of the rulers taking any steps against Jawnpuri. Other cuJama' were 

however not supportive of Taj Mul}.ammad's leniency for Jawnpuri and tried their 

best to inform the public against him. With this situation in AI,madabad, Sayyid 

Mul}.ammad decided to leave AI,madabad after a stay of one and a half years. In 

903/1497 he left for Solasanitij. 

Before leaving AI,madabad two influential people became his disciples. In the year 

he left AI,madabad Malik Burhan al-Din and Malik Gohar took Mul}.ammad 

Jawnpuri as their spiritual leader. At this stage Jawnpuri was fifty-three years old. 

After a few days, Jawnpuri went to Naharwala (Pattan) and stayed at the Khan 

Sarwar Dam. Here a scholar called Sayyid Mir Khund Pattani became Jawnpuri's 
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disciple and later on his second caliph and was given the honorary title of siddiq-i

wiliiyat [the true successor]. ? r( 

Jawnpi.iri stayed for a long while in Pattan. Here all sectors of the community 

benefitted from his teachings. 

After a year, at the end of 904/1498 he left Naharwala and came to Barni a place 

some nine miles from Pattan. There is no reason recorded why he left Pattan. 

4.3. 7. The Promised Mahi 

Tiirikh-i-Piilanpiir, states that after leaving Jawnpi.ir he spent a few days in the 

jungles of Danapi.ir and it was here that for the first time Sayyid Mu];iammad 

Jawnpi.iri received an intuition that he was the mahdi. Those people who had 

accompanied him believed in his claim. At the time he was thirty-eight years old. 

The incident took place in 888/1483. 

When he went for l)ajj, then at the Ka<bah between the rukn and the maqiim al-

Jbriihim Jawnpi.iri declared himself as the mahdi. In respo~hah Ni~am al-Din e_ ~ 
and Qaqi <Ala.0 al-Din S1:!Qported his claims, and confirmed that he was the mahdi. 

This incident took place in 901/1495. 

When Jawnpi.iri came to AJ;imadabad in 903/1497 he made a similar claim 

repeatedly. From here he went to Barni, where he stayed for six months. In 

905/1499 he openly and forcefully made the announcement of his being the 

mahdi. This immediately created a commotion amongst the cuJamii3 and public, 

resulting in a fatwii3 being issued sentencing him to death. When Jawnpiiri saw 

that sentiments were raising against him he left Barni. At the time he was fifty-five 

years old. 
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The author of Gulshan-i-Gujariit states that besides the common-folk, three 

hundred and eighty cuJamii' [religious scholars] testified to Jawnpiiri's claim at 

Barni. 

Some of these were: 

1. Mawlana . Lar SJiah Gujarati 

2. Mawlana Yusuf Suhaib 

3. Mawlana A]}.mad Shah Qadan 

4. Mawlana Abiijee ijafii 

5. Mawlana <Abd al-Rashid 

6. Mawlana Sala]}. al-Din 

7. Mia Sayyid Khund Mir Pattani 

8. Malik Barkhordar Pattani 

9. Malik Himar Pattani 

10. Malik Allahdad Pattani / 

What has been discussed above co_11c;~L!l:in~ claim of Sayyid Mu]}.ammad 

Jawnpiiri has been sourced from<M,;~dawiy~:h~n him. This information is 

not collaborated by what is found in other general histories. These sources claim 

that Sayyid Mu]}.ammad went from A]}.madabad to Pattan and from there to Barni 

and only at Barni did he declare that he was the mahdi. These accounts would 

seem to be more correct. ' 

.~~~ J~~-eg-
Before his declaration at Barni, wherever Jawnpiiri went to he was welcomed and 

well loved. This could only have been the case if his beliefs were not in conflict 

with the belief pattern of the general Muslim public. He was never opposed by -anyone until he expressed his view concerning the beatific vision with the naked 

eyes. At this, Muslims opposed him. 

In the jungles of Danapiir, if he had made any claim, then there was really none to 

verify it. The announcement at Makkah would however not have been the same. 

Had he made an announcement here it would have created a commotion not only 
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there but throughout the world. The cuJamii~ of Makkah and Madinah would have 

certainly engaged him in debate. There is however no mention in any history 

books, even in the Mahdawiyyah sources of any opposition. This is quite surprising. 

From Barni Sayyid Mul}.ammad went to Tarad, and from there to Jaliir. At the time 

Malik Buddan was the ruler. The government received Jawnpiiri with a great deal 

of respect. Jawnpiiri stayed here for a period of four and a half months before 

moving on in 907 /1501 to Nagor (Malwar). As he travelled he gained many 

followers. From Nagor he passed through the town of Jaysalmir and reached 

Na~arpiir where he spent the month of Rama</iin. On the 26th of Rama<Jiin he 

prayed two rakiicah of ~aliih with the congregation. 

From Na~arpiir he came to That, the capital of Sindh and a major port city. Here 

Shaikh Sadar al-Din Mufti and Darya Khan the chief minister, both became his 

disciples. From here Sayyid Khund Mir and Shah Nicmat were dispatched with a 

group of followers by Sayyid Mul}.ammad to return to Gujarat to do the 

propagation of his thoughts. Sayyid MuQ.ammad himself went with a group of nine 

hundred of his sincere followers to Khurasan. The first place they reached was 

Kandarha. Shah Beg Argiin, the leader of this place showed great respect and 

hospitality to them. In Rabi al-Awwal 910/1504 the party reached a place called 

FarQ.. 

After only three months Sayyid Khiind Mir returned with his leader's son, Mira 

Sayyid MaQ.miid to Farl}.. Mul}.ammad Sayyid lived for another six months and 

ultimately on Sunday 19 Dhu al-qacdah 910/1504 at the age sixty he died. The 

cause of his death was tuberculosis. ---
Mira Sayyid Mal}.miid performed the funeral prayer and he was laid to rest 

between Raj and FarQ... Shah Qassam Iraqi built a mausoleum over Sayyid 

Mul}.ammad's grave. 
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The numerical value of the date of his death may be calculated to be "ishk tani' 

[complete love]. It is interesting to see how Jawnpiiri's opponents have also 

derived other equivalents for this date. These include "dacwat kidhb al-mubin" [the 

claim is a clear lie], "laysa dhiilika mahdiyyan" [that is not a mahdl), "kadhaba bi 

dacwiihli' [he has lied in his claim]. 

Abii al-Fa<jl, a famous scholar in the court of Akbar has mentioned in his "Ain-i

Akbari a few notes about Sayyid Mul;tammad. The information here is however not 

entirely verifiable. It is not correct, for instance, that Sultan MaQ.miid Gujarati 

became his disciple, since both of them never actually met. 

Mawlana Jalal al-Din (Shaikh Jivan) had after his meeting with Sayyid 

Mul;tammad made certain observations, which included a prediction about what 

would happen after the death of Jawnpiiri. His predictions became a reality. The 

followers of Jawnpiiri came to Gujarat after their leader's death and instead of 

propagating his teachings of following the Prophetic way emphasised the fact that 

Jawnpiiri was the mahdi They were able to win the support of many people from 

various positions in the community to their Mahdawiyyah thought. 

In a few months the Mahdawiyyah became a strong force and grouping. They 

became so acute in the matter of the mahdi that they declared all those who 

rejected their mahdi as kiifir [unbeliever]. Mahdawiyyah thought became so 

popular and bold that if any influential person denied that Sayyid Jawnpiiri was 

the mahdi, they would be killed. Each one of his followers was,!o worked up that 

they were prepared to sacrifice their lives even in the service of their Mahdawi 

beliefs. During the reign of Sultan Mal;tmiid ibn Latif Khan (944/1537), the 

position they took became almost similar to the stance taken by I:Iasan ibn Sabal;t's 

Ismaciliyyah. The radical nature of this movement resulted in a great deal of 

confusion and bloodshed. Ultimately the Sultan decided to exile the group and 

made sure that Gujarat was free from Mahdawiyyah influence. 
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Sultan Ma]:imiid's death was sudden and the Mahdawiyyah got some opportunity to 

spread their doctrines. They first popularised amongst the people in Gujarat stories 

of the supernatural feats of their leader and other saints. This is how they were 

able to return to Gujarat. In the time of the last sultan, Mu~affar Shah there was a 

great deal of political confusion and instability in Gujarat and the result of this 

state of affairs was that neither Mu~affar Shah nor the governor of Pattan Sher 

Khan ibn <Ain al-Mulk concerned themselves with the Mahdawiyyah .. Mawlana 

.<Abd al-Rashid Gujarati was.,the spiritual leader of the Mahdawiyyah at the time. 

During the reign of Emperor Akbar, the Mahdawiyyah once again mobilised their 

followers. At the time Khan A<~am was the minister of Gujarat and Amin Sanjar 

Khan was his deputy. Sanjar Khan was favourably disposed towards the 

Mahdawiyyah and gradually established relations with them. He expressed his 

desire to become a follower of the group and convinced the Mahdawiyyah to bring 

their leader Mawlana <Abd al-Rashid to him so that he could take the oath of 

allegiance to him. Together with his important leaders and supporter Mawlana 

<Abd al-Rashid went to meet with Sanjar Khan. 

E 
Sanjar prepared an elaborate banquet for his guests, which numbered a few 

hundred. He then asked about the founder of this group and his teachings. 

Mawlana <Abd al-Rashid gave the answer to Sanjar Khan's question at length 

without any hesitation. After he had heard <Abd al-Rashid's response Sanjar Khan 

kept silent allowing the guests to complete their meal. After they had finished 

their meal, he ordered that they should all be killed. Only one young boy by the 

name of Mustafa" was spared and sent to Khan A<~am. 

After this incident the Mahdawiyyah did not emerge as an influential grouping 

during the entire reign of Akbar. Even the period of Jahangir was a quiet one. 

While Shah Jehan was ruler however an incident took place that is worthy of note. 

Aurangzeb was the governor of Gujarat for one and a half years. He came to 
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A.Q.madabad in Rabic al-awwal 1055/1645 and left in Shacbiin 1056/1646. It was 

during this period that the Mahdawiyyah rose once again. 

The Mahdawiyyah had a very prominent place in their teachings for jihiid and had 

~hus excelled as soldiers. In fact over the years their numbers in the military 

increased. cAlamgir was known for his strict application of the sharicah [Islamic 

law] and the Mahdawiyyah also propagated a strict adherence to the Qur°an and 

]Jadith. This commonality was further supported by the fact that they were both 

lfanafi and sunni. Due to this apparent similarity Aurangzeb was unaware of the 

true Mahdawiyyah beliefs. For some time this situation continued until one day 

Aurangzeb said a few words of praise of Sayyid Raju, the leader of the 

Mahdawiyyah group. Upon hearing this some of the advisers of Aurangzeb exposed 

the actual belief pattern of the Mahdawiyyah and Sayyid Raju. Aurangzeb was 

however not convinced. 

Once when Aurangzeb was at a meeting with Sayyid Raju, the Emperor asked him 

concerning his beliefs. Raju replied that the promised mahdi was Sayyid 

Mu.Q.ammad Jawnpiiri who had already lived and died. No other mahdi will now 

come. Aurangzeb now turned towards the cuJamii~ who presented him with all the 

relevant Traditions concerning the mahdi and the signs mentioned in the 

Traditions whereby the mahdi is to be identified. The king now asked Raju what 

proof he had to his claim that Sayyid Mu.Q.ammad was the mahdi. Since he was a 

soldier and not a scholar he became more and more angry as he was being 

questioned by the culamii'. Finally he replied: "my answer is my sword." 

Aurangzeb saw that the discussion had got quite out of hand and concluded the 

meeting. In order to make sure that this movement was quelled he dismissed them 

all from service as soldiers. After their dismissal they all gathered at a place called 

Gulabbagh. At a meeting here they resolved that all the Mahdawiyyah of the 

entire Gujarat must be gathered and together they must wage a war. To die was 

better than to live disgraced. 
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They sent out letters to all areas of Gujarat encouraging their supporters in this 

way. When Aurangzeb got news of this he asked the <uJamiP for a fatwa3 in this 

matter. They replied that while it was not permissible to kill them they should be 

ordered to leave Gujarat. The emperor issued a decree to this effect but the 

Mahdawiyyah refused to leave. A group of people were sent out from the court to 

convince the Mahdawiyyah to leave but when Sayyid Raju, the Mahdawiyyah 

leader, refused, Aurangzeb issued an order that the Mahdawiyyah tents be 

destroyed and they must be forced out of their places. There was the fear that a 

civil war could break out as Aurangzeb sent some of his army as well. As expected 

when their tents were being uprooted the Mahdawiyyah took up their swords and 

skirmishes took place. 

Mahdawis from A:Qmadabad, mostly artisans, and the surrounding areas also came 

and joined the battle. When Aurangzeb got news of the situation, he sent 

reinforcements. The battle was fierce. The artisans who had come to support 

Sayyid Raju fled from the battlefield but Raju and his soldiers fought on bravely 

until their end. The Mahdawiyyah declared that Raju was a martyr and till today 

visit his mausoleum for blessings and veneration. 

The author of Mir3at-i-Al)madiwrites: 

The Sayyid who people call Niir Bakhsh was a resident of Jawnpiir. The word 

Jawnpiir is originally Jawna piir. The actual name of Sultan Mul,ammad 

Taghluq was Jawna, which is a Turkish word. Fayrozshah Taghluq named this 

city in his memory and gave it the name Jawn~ Eventually it was 

shortened to Jawnpiir. The genealogy of Niir Bakhsh reaches Shaikh Najm al

Din Kubra0
• He received divine illumination and performed supernatural acts. 

He had many disciples. Once he even came to Gujarat. Because he had 

performed many miracles, his followers began to regard him as the mahdi of 

the last time. This belief became entrenched into their belief system. Their 
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leader Sayyid Mul}.ammad Jawnpiiri, however never made any such claim, but 

this was an innovation of his disciples. 

I 
Shaikh <Abd al-<Aziz Mul}.addith Dehlawi writes in one of his letters: 

Sayyid Mul}.ammad possessed every perfection of character and faith that the 

Prophet, peace be upon him, had except that he was not blessed with divine 

revelation and prophethood. The only difference was that the Prophet 

Mul}.ammad was the original and Sayyid, by following him had become a 

copy." 

4.3.8. The Mahdawiyyah in Pattan 

Sayyid Mul}.ammad Jawnpiiri came to Al}.madabad in 901/1495 during the rule of 

Sultan Mal}.miid. He then went to Pattan in 903/1497. Here he remained occupied 

with preaching. He stayed near the Khan Sarwar Dam in Pattan. From here he 

moved to Barli or Barni, a place nine miles away from Pattan. The author of 

Tiirikh-i-Piilanpiiris of the opinion that, while in Barni Sayyid Mul}.ammad claimed 

that he was the mahdi. 

According to the author of Gulshan-i- Gujarat three hundred and seventy cuJamii' 

verified his claim. Of these scholars ten were Gujaratis and four were from Pattan 

itself. 

In 906/1500 Sayyid Mul}.ammad dispatched a group from Nagor to Gujarat for the 

sake of propagating their beliefs. At the head of this delegation was Sayyid Khund 

Mir and Shah Ni<mat. When Sayyid Jawnpiiri personally visited Sindh and 

Khurasan and died in 910/1504, then a large number of his followers returned to 

Gujarat and peacefully continued the propagation of their religion. 

When during the reign of Sultan Mu~affar II (d. 932/1525) the Mahdawiyyah 

started to become fanatical, then Mu~affar Shah was compelled to suppress them. 

The measures taken by Mu~affar Shah also resulted in the Mahdawiyyah losing 
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their strength. Some of them ran away and others became silent and secretive 

about their beliefs. 

In the period of Bahadur Shah, who ruled after Mu~affar Shah II, the 

Mahdawiyyah once again were able to spread their thoughts. This was so because 

Bahadur Shah remained occupied with his conquests for most of his life and did 

not pay attention to the Mahdawiyyah who then had a free hand to do as they 

liked. 

In 944/153 7 Sultan Mul)mud II ascended the throne and for a while the situation 

remained the same. Then in 952/1545 Sultan Mal)mud II tore himself away from 

the clutches of his ministers and became more authoritative. At that time Asif 

Khan was the chief minister. Shaikh cAli al-Muttaqi had at the time also left 

Makkah and was resident at Al)madabad. Shaikh cAli al-Muttaqi was deadly 

against the Mahdawiyyah and had written a treatise against them. His preaching 

against the Mahdawiyyah was very strong which made many of them leave 

Gujarat. Those that remained behind became very silent and kept their beliefs to 

themselves. 

Sultan Mal)mud II died in 961/1553. The Mahdawis spread the news that the 

sultan died as a result of a miracle of their leader and other pious people. They 

returned to Gujarat where the conditions were very favourable for them. There was 

no king appointed, the ministers were all involved in a power struggle amongst 

themselves and the political situation generally did not allow anyone to pay 

attention to the Mahdawiyyah. 

Sultan Al)mad III was next to come to the throne. The situation remained very 

much the same for the Mahdawiyyah. When Sultan Mu~affar Khan III became king 

in 968/1560 then Jctimad Khan was the chief minister of the Sultan. Sher Khan 

and Musa' Khan Fuladi decided to wage war with the governor of Pattan but 

returned to their city unsuccessful. About this time Mawlana cAbd al-Rashid 
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Gujarati, the leader of the Mahdawiyyah took full advantage of this to spread their 

thoughts freely. It was at this time that the ruling family of Pattan joined this new 

movement. Since the Mahdawiyyah was a new religious thought it now got some 

official support. The <u]amii3 of the time did not have the courage to raise their 

voice against the government. 

Mu]:iammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani (d. 930/1523) had completed his studies during 

the reign of Sultan Mu?-affar Shah II. He began teaching and remained in this 

profession for fourteen years. In 944/1537 Sultan Ma]:imiid II was king when the 

Shaikh left for Makkah. It is not established exactly how long Shaikh spent in 

Makkah before returning to Pattan. It is possible that he spent five or six years in 

further studies there and returned to India by 950/1543. The company of great 

scholars in Makkah had the effect of widening the Shaikh's ideas and views. It was 

also from here that he thought of reform of his people. When he came back to 

Pattan he saw his community involved in innovations. Since a sizeable part of his 

people, the Bohra, had accepted Sunni Islam after they had been Shi<ahs and lived 

in close contact with the Hindu religion, much of the practices of the old religion 

and its thoughts and customs of the locals were continued. The Shaikh therefore ... ~.i,/~ 

decided to reform his own home and people first. His efforts created a commotion '.~ . . _.--e_e:~ 

~ithin his c~.!.!!!!.rnnity The Shaikh challenged the Shi<ah Bohra beliefs and '-t.-~:J!.2.-
preached openly against it. The talks were directed against the Shi<ah Bohra 4· 
because his Sunni Bohra community had adopted many beliefs, customs and 

practices that were, for the Shaikh, against the Prophetic paradigm embodied in 

the sunnah. 

Shaikh Mu]:iammad ibn Tahir used to spend his time in the reformation of his 

people, teaching and research. In what remained of his time Mu]:iammad ibn Tahir 

wrote and compiled books. 

The initial period of the reign of Sultan Mu?-affar (the last Sultan of Gujarat, 

968/1560) saw much petty squabbling between almost all the ministers. This gave 
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the Mahdawiyyah full opportunity to gain a degree of ascendency. This was given 

an added impetus when the family of Sher Khan Fiiladi, the governor of Gujarat 

became a Mahdawi. 

When the Mahdawiyyah became very bold and declared all those who denied the 

Mahdawiyyah thought as kuffiir (unbelievers) and could even be killed, then 

Mu]Jammad ibn Tahir began his efforts against them. He opposed them in writing 

and through his speeches by using both rational arguments and producing relevant 

proofs from the Islamic sources. The Shaikh's main thrust was against the 

Mahdawiyyah theology. The ruler of the time was also made aware of the flaws in 

Mahdawiyyah beliefs. During this time Na~il)ah al-wuliit was written by the 

Shaikh. This treatise was sent to Sher Khan, who accepted it with great respect. 

The ruler also commented that had the Shaikh not written this treatise he would 

have held the Shaikh responsible on the Day of Judgement. Due to the effect of 

this book there was silence for some time. After a little while however, the 

Mahdawiyyah resumed their activities. During this period Sher Khan's own family 

members even were very much engaged in the preaching of Mahdawiyyah views. 

Hence in the preface of Sharl) al-shiifiyyah there is a hint to this situation: 

"I was hesitant to write this work because of the difficulties and the enemies who 

are constantly encroaching on my privacy." 

At the conclusion of the book he writes: "All praise is due to Allah who, despite the 

difficulties I have experienced at the hands of opportunists and the changing 

conditions, has made it possible for me to complete this work." 

This book was completed in 960/1552. 
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4.4. Gujarat during the Shaikh's life (1506-1578) 

4.4.1. The Muslim occupation of Gujarat 

The first Muslim attack against Gujarat was in 416/1025 by MaQ.mud Ghaznawi. 

He defeated Bim Dev to take control of Pattan. However, after Mahmud Ghaznawi 

left the area, Bim Dev once again restored his power in the region. 

In 591/1194 Qutub al-Din Aibak conquered Pattan but after having collected the 

spoils of war left the region. Then in 593/1196 he once again attacked the area 

and conquered Pattan. This time he appointed a governor before he returned. Due 

to his preoccupation with battles in different regions, Qutub al-Din could not 

support this governor financially. The Rajah was thus able to bring Pattan under 

his control once again. 

4.4.2. Muslim rule in Gujarat 

In 797 /1394 cAla' al-Din Khilji received a request from Madu, the governor of 

Rajah Kirn Bagila, that he should send an army to invade his territories. cAla' al

Din dispatched Rani Khan to conquer Gujarat. With the fall of the Khilji dynasty, 

the Taghliiq's replaced them. The last king in this family was Mahmud Taghliiq. 

During his reign the Sultanate of Pattan became independent. 

Sultan MuQ.ammad Tatar Khan ibn Mu~affar Khan was the first king. On his death 

his father Mu~affar Khan became king. He became known as Mu~affar Shah. Next 

his grandson Sultan AQ.mad Shah ibn MuQ.ammad Shah Tatar Khan became the 

king. 

Sultan AQ.mad Shah made AQ.madabad the seat of his government in 813/1410 

AQ.mad Shah was succeeded by his son MuQ.ammad Shah and thereafter his son 

Qutb al-Din. 

Qutub al-Din built the Nahriyyah Dam and the mausoleum of Shaikh AQ.mad 

Katto. On the death of Qutub al-Din his brother MaQ.mud Begra (Begard) 
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succeeded him. It was during his reign that Al}.madabad was fortified. He ruled for 

25 years and died in 918/1512. Muzaffar II, his son ruled until 932/1525. On his 

death his son Sikander became the ruler and after a few months his brother 

Bahadur Shah ruled. 

During the reign of Bahadur Shah Deccan was conquered and most of the 

principalities were brought under his control. In fact almost half of India came 

under his rule. His nephew Mal}.miid ibn Latif Khan ibn Muiaffar II became the 

ruler in 944/1537. When he was killed, Al}.mad Shah succeeded him. 

Upon the death of Al}.mad Shah, Muiaffar Shah became the last ruler of Gujarat. 

In 980/1572, Akbar, the King of Delhi, conquered Gujarat and included it into his 

kingdom. Since this time Gujarat has been a province of India. 

Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani was born in the last part of the reign of Mal}.miid 

Begra. He was educated during the period of Sultan Muiaffar and it was in the 

reign of Sultan Mal}.miid that he left India to seek knowledge. When the Shaikh 

returned Sultan Mal}.miid ibn Latif Khan was the ruler. This was a period of 

instability caused by internal strife. Sher Khan's conversion to the Mahdawiyyah 

must be understood against the background of political events that began in 

944/1537. 

4.4.3. Political instability 

When in 944/1537 Sultan Mal}.miid ibn Latif Khan was made king, he was of a very 

young age. Due to this the ministers took over the leadership of the country. <Imad 

al-Mulk ruled and he was soon removed by Darya Khan who in turn was removed 

by <Alim Khan. Darya Khan fled to Hindustan where he died. Soon thereafter 

Mujahid Khan took over the leadership from <Alim Khan. At this point after several 

years of internal power mongering, Mal}.miid Shah, the king took over the 

leadership position once again. 
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This was a short-lived stability since in 961/1553 Sultan MaQ.miid Shah was 

assassinated by a servant called Bartan. AI,mad Shah III became the new king. He 

was also very young and was thus placed into the guidance of I<timad Khan. Na~ir 

al-Mulk opposed the appointment of I<timad Khan. In response to this Jttimad Khan 

lobbied the support of the chief-minister Mubarak Shah and other ministers and 

banished Na~ir al-Mulk from Gujarat. 

At this very time there was other dissent developing. Ikhtiyar al-Mulk I:Iasan Khan 

Dakti and FataQ. Khan Baliich joined together to declare a new king by the name 

Shahujiyo. Shahujiyo was the paternal uncle of AQ.mad Shah. 

All the ministers of the government met and began to divide the country amongst 

themselves. Pattan, Cambay, Dulha, Dandhuk, Ghjogha, Janpanir, Baroda, 

Karwanch and Balasinwar were all given to Sayyid Mubarak. Sayyid Mubarak gave 

control of Pattan to Musa° Khan and Sher Khan Fiiladi. <Alim Khan returned to 

Gujarat after Sayyid Khan had given him the guarantee that he would protect him. 

Soon however he resumed his mischievous activities. He was eventually defeated 

by the joint efforts of I<timad Khan 'Imad al-Mulk and Sayyid Mubarak. 

Sher Khan Fiiladi was an ally of <Alim Khan. They both joined forces to take over 

the area of Kari. I<timad Khan sent Ikhtiyar al-Mulk to protect <Alim Khan. In this 

battle <Alim Khan was killed. After this event, himad Khan killed a very powerful 

minister called Taghluq Khan. When Sultan AI,mad witnessed all these 

developments he became afraid. Without informing <Imad al-Mulk and I<timad 

Khan, Sultan AI,mad fled to Sayyid Mubarak Shah. At this very time I:Iaji Khan 

Afghan had been defeated by Humayun, the king of Delhi and was fleeing towards 

Pattan. At this stage he had five thousand horsemen and one hundred and fifty 

battle elephants. I<timad Khan got the wrong impression that Sayyid had requested 

the assistance of I:Iaji Khan and relying on this strength had called AI,mad Shah to 

him. 
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Ictimad Khan and clmad al-Mulk prepared their armies and left for Ma"Qmiidabad at 

night. By morning they had reached Ma"Qmiidabad and a battle ensued between 

them and the army of Sayyid Mubarak Shah. Sayyid Mubarak Shah fell in battle 

and the new rulers were now cJmad al-Mulk and Jctimad Khan. 

Soon however, clmad al-Mulk and Jctimad Khan began disputing amongst 

themselves. clmad al-Mulk requested his son Janghiz Khan to enter the town 

together with his army and armaments. Ictimad Khan sent a message to Tatar 

Khan, who was at Junaghar to come to his assistance. He also elicited the 

assistance of I:Iaji Khan, Sher Khan and Musa' Khan from Pattan and was thus able 

to expel clmad al-Mulk from the city. clmad al-Mulk fled to Baruch. As a reward for 

his assistance I:Iaji Khan was given half of the area of Kari. 

clmad al-Mulk, on the advice of some residents of Surat itself, attacked Surat. 

Khudawand Khan, the ruler of Surat, agreed to surrender and make peace with 

clmad al-Mulk. He invited clmad al-Mulk to a banquet at his Fort where he killed 

him. Janghiz Khan, in revenge of his father's death, killed Khudawand Khan. 

Janghiz Khan then took over the reigns of power and ruled over the entire country. 

At about this time Alf Khan Habshi died. His nation elected his son Juchar Khan in 

his place. Janghiz Khan got news of this development and was displeased by it 

since he felt he should have also been consulted in this matter. He thus decided to 

attack the newly appointed Juchar Khan. Janghiz Khan was defeated and retreated 

to AQ.madabad where he sought the protection of Ictimad Khan. 

Eventually Tatar Khan gave him the counsel that he should give away the control 

of Baroda and come to an agreement. himad Khan however did not agree to this 

and this angered Tatar Khan who wrote to Sher Khan at Pattan that he should 

attack FatQ. Khan the ruler of Radhaniir. When news reached Ictimad Khan that 

Fat"Q Khan was defeated he left Baruch and returned to AQ.madabad. At this time 

Sultan AQ.mad Shah had reached the age of puberty and began to realise his 
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inadequacies and limitations. In his frustration at the situation he found himself in, 

the young king expressed his desire to kill I<timad Khan and his two ministers Radi 

al-Mulk and Waji al-Mulk. When the king's intention became known to himad 

Khan he got the sultan killed in 968/1560 by one of the servants. The body of 

Sultan AQ.mad Shah was bathed on the banks of the Sabirmati river, shrouded and 

prepared for the burial which took place early the following morning. Sultan 

Muiaffar Nanno was made the king. He was the son of Sultan Mal}.miid and also 

still of a young age. 

himad Khan now decided to wage war against Musa' Khan and Sher Khan Fuladi. 

He could not get the support of the other ministers who were not pleased with the 

way himad Khan had killed Sultan Al}.mad. This meant that at the time of going 

out in battle, besides the Habshis and I:Iaji Khan nobody else supported I<timad 

Khan. As expected himad Khan was defeated and he returned to AQ.madabad. In 

his disappointment he took back the area of Kari from l:laji Khan. I:Iaji Khan left 

for Pattan. Sher Khan and Musa' Khan accepted I:Iaji Khan as their brother and 

gave him the area of Jaghir. 

Sayyid Mira ibn Sayyid Mubarak Shah did not get the treatment and respect he 

had expected from himad Khan. He therefore went to Tatar Khan for assistance. 

Tatar Khan and Sayyid Mira both went and joined forces with Sher Khan and 

Musa' Khan Fiiladi. With a fully equipped army and ready for battle, himad Khan 

reached Pattan. Sher Khan also prepared for battle and he felt greater confidence 

with the support he had from l:laji Khan. Sher Khan was able to defeat the army of 

himad Khan who was forced to retreat to Al}.madabad. Once again half of the area' 

of Kadi was given to l:laji Khan, this time by Sayyid Miran. Sayid Miran was also 

able to convince Sher Khan to relinquish control of Pattan. From Al)madabad 

himad Khan summoned Sayyid Mira, reassured him and gave him the areas of 

Dholka to be included in his territory. 
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After a few days himad Khan took the support of Janghiz Khan and once again 

launched an attack against Sher Khan. At this stage a dispute had arose between 

Janghiz Khan and Alf Khan J:Iabshi. Janghiz Khan felt that even though he was 

faced with a fierce enemy such as Sher Khan he could not be convinced of the full 

support of himad Khan. If Sher Khan was destroyed then himad Khan will not 

acknowledge and be grateful for the support that he had offered him. He therefore 

began secretly plotting with Sher Khan. During this period Musa' Khan FUladi 

died. Janghiz Khan took advantage of this event and declared that it would be 

against all dignity to wage war at a time of the death of someone. With the loss of 

his support himad Khan was forced to return to AQ.madabad. 

During this time a group of persons originally from Khurasan including Mirza 

Ibrahim J:Iusain, Mirza MuQ.ammad J:Iusain, Shah Mirza and Mirza Ashraf Din 

J:Iusain fled from the royal court of Akbar at Delhi and sought refuge with Janghiz 

Khan who gave them all employment. Janghiz Khan felt strengthened with his new 

recruits and approached Sher Khan that they attack I<timad Khan from opposite 

fronts and drive him out of Gujarat. The plan was agreed upon and both armies 

made advances. Sher Khan reached Kari. By this time however, Janghiz Khan had 

already defeated I<timad Khan and his army and had taken over A:Qmadabad. 

himad Khan took Sultan Muiaffar and went into hiding in a mountainous region. 

The area of Gujarat was divided between the two conquerors with the Sabirmati 

River as the boundary divide. 

Very quickly Janghiz Khan became powerful and displayed his abilities at 

governance. People became attracted to him and favoured his province. Aware of 

this success Sher Khan became afraid and regretted removing himad Khan. 

l<timad Khan managed to make contact with the governor of Burhanpur, 

MuQ.ammad Khan, who promised to assist him. himad Khan then left for Baroda. 

While at Baroda he received a letter from Janghiz Khan wherein Janghiz Khan 
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stated that J<timad Khan's ministerial position was still vacant, he should come and 

occupy it and then they would both eliminate all other hostile armies. 

When Sher Khan came to know of this plan, he wrote to Mul)ammad Khan. In his 

letter he promised that he would support Sultan Mul)ammad Shah who should 

allow him two days to prepare his army and meet with him. The Sultan agreed. In 

the meanwhile, Sher Khan informed his son Mul)ammad Khan that he should 

prepare an army. Mul)ammad Shah camped with his army a short distance out of 

Ahmadabad. Janghiz Khan led his army out of Ahmadabad and camped close to 

Mul)ammad Shah. Janghiz Khan first sent out his Moghul forces to confront his 

enemy. They were expert archers and for a full day, continuously pelted their 

enemy army with their arrows. Mul)ammad Shah fled at night and his entire army 

was destroyed. 

After this victory Janghiz Khan become very confident of his strength. Besides 

Ictimad Khan all other ministers had come into his court. He began living with all 

the pomp of a king. Sher Khan was very concerned with this state of affairs. It was 

during this time that Tajalli Khan f:Iabshi became unhappy with Janghiz Khan due 

to some land that he felt was due to him. Tajalli Khan convinced Alf Khan and 

Jiijahar that Janghiz Khan planned to kill them both. Falsely deceived they both 

found a suitable opportunity to kill Janghiz Khan in Chughan in 976/1568. 

Sher Khan proposed to Alf Khan and others that Al)madabad should be given into 

his sole control. The other areas could be given into the rule of the ministers who 

were in charge of them. Alf Khan agreed to this plan. 

In 980/1572 Sher Khan decided to occupy Al)madabad. He took his army out until 

he reached Adamka where the battle began. J<timad Khan took the assistance of 

the Mirzas and also sent a message to Akbar at Delhi that the Afghans had 

surrounded Al)madabad and that if Akbar did not come to assist J<timad Khan 

would give Al)madabad to the Mirzas for fighting against the Afghans. At the time 
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Akbar was at Malwa. He immediately came to Gujarat and conquered Pattan from 

where he advanced. He eventually took over the entire Gujarat. 

This was the first time that Mul)ammad ibn Tahir and Emperor Akbar met. It was 

on this occasion that Akbar tied a turban on the Shaikh's head. 

4.5. The attack on Shaikh Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir 

Musa' Khan and Sher Khan tried every ploy to silence Mul)ammad ibn Tahir but 

could not do so. Their every effort could not stop the Shaikh from his reform 

movement,~d writings. They therefore devised a plan to kill the Shaikh. 

Disguised as students they would often enter the madrassah [school] of the Shaikh 

waiting for the opportunity to murder him. One day while al-Fattani was alone in 

his residence they went there and struck a blow with their swords on his shoulder. 

The Shaikh was wounded and his attackers fled down a flight of steps. While one 

of the attackers was descending he fell. From a distance one of the Shaikh's pupils, 

Khair al-Din, observed what was happening and quickly ran towards his teacher. 

He cut off the neck of the fallen attacker and quickly hid his body. Khair al-Din 

mounted the attacker's horse and left Pattan. 

When Sher Khan came to know about this he sent people on horseback to search 

for Khair al-Din. He was found near Al)madabad at a place called Kali Talawari. 

Khair al-Din was killed. 

Al-Fattani has mentioned this incident at the end of his Majmac bi/;lar al-anwar. 

The Shaikh writes that as his wound was being stitched he felt no pain except for 

three stitches. A doctor would come on a regular basis to treat the wound and 

within a short period of twenty to twenty-five days he was completely cured. His 

enemies failed in their mission. 

Being influenced by this incident Mul)ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani thought of going 

to the central government at Al)madabad so that this movement can be quelled at 
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once. Hence he went to A:Qmadabad where he met with a number of leaders, 

ministers, noblemen and viziers. He found all of them to be selfish and only 

concerned with their own personal quarrels. 

The chief minister and some others responded to the Shaikh by informing him that 

Pattan is under the jurisdiction of Sher Khan Fuladi and hence they did not want 

to interfere in the matter. 

'(!iv ~ointed, the Shaikh returned to Pattan where he continued to resist the 
~ JI\ f . . . . ...______...... 
~L N'.\Jne anous act1vlt1es. 
~· 

\ 

4.6. Akbar and Shaikh Mu:Qammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani: Removing the turban 

As time passed Shaikh became more concerned about the Mahdawiyyah. In 

Gujarat sometimes the Mahdawiyyah would become completely quiet and then 

suddenly again become very prominent. Ultimately Shaikh Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir 

resolved that he was going to rid Gujarat of the Mahdawiyyah, who he considered \ rft>-\ 
., 

r . 
a menace. As a symbol of his resolve he removed his turban from his head. His w-\\.c-v"'\.. 
gesture meant that he was not being recognised as an caJim [scholar]. This was 

evident from the actions of the leaders who did not want to practice on his 

proposals for the eradication of the Mahdawiyyah. Obedience to an <§Jim, who has 

substantiated what he is saying from the Qur'an and Traditions was in the Shaikh's 

mind essential. Their disobedience is tantamount to their denying his position and 

thus the turban generally worn by an <§Jim is also not recognised by them. Since 

this action the Shaikh also started reading a du<ii [prayer] that this shar [evil] be 

curbed. This incident took place in 980/1572. 

A minister from the court of the Mughal emperor, Akbar, went for ]Jajj and came 

across Shaikh al-Fattani's Kifiiyah al-mufri{in. The minister enjoyed the book very 

much and decided that as soon as he gets back to his homeland he will meet with 

the author. The Shaikh had only said the prayer for ten or fifteen days when this 

minister came to visit him. The Shaikh spent a long time explaining to the minister 
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why he was so opposed to the Mahdawiyyah. Two letters were also penned by the 

Shaikh. One was addressed to Emperor Akbar and the other to Shaikh <Abd al

N abi Sadr al-Sudiir. The minister agreed to give the letter to his superiors. The 

letters contained the Shaikh's advices and opinions on the political situation and 

unrest in Gujarat and the innovations and irreligious practices. 

From the very beginning of his rule Akbar had desired to rule those areas over 

which his father Humayiin had reigned. This letter had given him more reason to 

fulfil his long held desire. Akbar had come to Malwa when he received the 

invitation from I<timad Khan, the vizier of Sultan Muiaffar Gujarati. Sayyid Aha 

Turab Sherwani, the trusted advisor of I<tmad Khan, had been successful in 

persuading Akbar to come to Gujarat. From Malwa Akbar went directly to Pattan. 

Sher Khan was at this time along the banks of the Sabarmati River with a large 

army and was launching an attack against Al)madabad. Akbar took control of 

Pattan and took the initiative to meet Shaikh Mul)ammad ibn Tahir al-Pattani. 

Akbar tied a turban on the Shaikh's head and said that in the future all matters of 

sharicah [Islamic law] would be decided in consultation with Mul)ammad ibn 

Tahir. Akbar also announced that he had conferred the title and position of Shaikh 

al-Isliim to the Shaikh. 

From Pattan Emperor Akbar went to Al)madabad from where he conquered the 

entire Gujarat. His half-brother Khan Nzam Mirza was appointed governor of 

Gujarat. Khan Niam Mirza was a Hanafi and a Sunni. Mul)ammad ibn Tahir and 

the governor enjoyed a very good relationship since Khan Niam was also very 

particular about observing the religious requirements. They joined together to 

suppress the Mahdawiyyah. 

With the Mahdawiyyah under control the Shaikh was satisfied and went back to 

teaching and research. 
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4. 7. Regrouping of the Mahdawiyyah 

In 986/1578 Shaikh Mu1;tammad ibn Tahir got news that !!Jhe royal court~ 

Akbar, Abu al-Facjl and Faicji had misguided the Emperor and that he now held 

certain irreligious views. Another political development also became a source of 

concern to the Shaikh. Khan N~am who had, because of his religious nature, 

always supported the Shaikh in his reform efforts and was very different from the 

other politicians as far as his attitude to religious efforts was concerned, had been 

replaced as governor. In 981/1573 <Abd al-Ra1;tim Mirza Khan became the new 

governor of Gujarat. The first difficulty for the Shaikh was that <Abd al-Ra1;tim was 

~ Shi<ah. Secondly he was young and a free thinker. <Abd al-Ra1;tim did not concern 

himself much with the Mahdawiyyah. The scattered and weakened Mahdawiyyah 

once again gathered strength as their activities and propagation was given a new 

opportunity. Shaikh MuJ;iammad ib,n Tahir drew the governor's attention to the 

problem but <Abd al- Ra1;tim paid no attention to the Shaikh's concerns. 

<Abd al-RaJ:iim Mirza Khan was called back to the royal court of Akbar in 

933/1526. Wazir Khan replaced him. His governorship was very tumultuous and 

politically unstable. He made a fatal mistake in a matter with Sultan Mu~affar 

Nattu and had to face defeat as a result. Wazir Khan could not manage the affairs 

of his province and was therefore in no position to help Shaikh MuJ;iammad ibn 

Tahir against the Mahdawiyyah. Due to Wazir Khan's inefficient management of 

Gujarat, he was called back to Agra and replaced by Shihab al-Din AJ;imad Khan in 

9851577. J<timad Khan Gujarati, the one time chief minister of Sultan Mu~affar 

was made commander of Pattan (Khan 1927, 131-140) 

None of the leaders of the time were concerned with Islam, instead all of them 

were only interested in their own worldly benefit. The rulers also realised that 

Gujarat would soon be captured. For their legitimacy, there was no need for them 

to get the support of the religious leaders such as MuJ;iammad ibn Tahir who 

would influence the thoughts and opinions of the masses. 
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Shaikh Mul}ammad ibn Tahir felt that it was best for him to go to Agra and 

present his case to Akbar. He would defeat Faiqi, Abii al-Faql and Mubarak in 

debate and bring the Emperor back to the true and pristine religion. 

4.8. The journey to Agra and martyrdom 

The Shaikh began his preparations for his journey to Agra. He remained occupied 

in preparation for three days during which he did not go to his family. Once ready, 

he left for Agra without going to bid farewell to his family. This incident took 

place in 986/1578. Leaving Gujarat he went to Malwa. At Saringpiir, a famous 

town of the time he stayed at the house of his student, Shaikh l:laji al-Islam 

Behkari. Mul}ammad ibn Tahir spent three days as a guest at his house. The next· 

stop en-route to Agra was a small town called Suhi. 

By this time the Mahdawiyyah had heard the Shaikh's plans and purpose of going 

to Agra. They realised the danger that such a meeting with the emperor posed for 

their future and decided to retaliate. The Mahdawiyyah waited for a suitable 

opportunity when the Shaikh was alone. On 6 Shawwiil 986/1578 when Shaikh 

Mul}ammad ibn Tahir was saying his tahajjud [pre-dawn] prayer he was killed. 

People around the Shaikh heard his assassin flee and pursued him but were unable 

According to cAbd al-Wahhab in Saringpiir Shaikh J:laji Mul)ammad had a dream 

wherein his teacher Mul}ammad ibn Tahir informed him that he has been 

martyred and instructed him to come to bath, shroud and bury his body. J:Iaji 

Mul}ammad awoke from his dream very disturbed and soon after informing others 

of it people gathered. A party left in the direction of Suhi. After travelling for 

sometime they saw a group of students and other pious crying as they carried the 

body of the Shaikh (cAbd al-Wahhab, n.d., 12). 

1

(4 
Abii Zafar Nadwi is of the opinion that Abii al-Faql had a hand in the assassination;.~{' 
of the Shaikh. When Abii al-Faql and his party at Agra heard that Shaikh\ 

\ 
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MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir was on his way to Agra for no other purpose than to defeat 

their beliefs, and bring the king back to the old religion, they became very uneasy. 

Until now all those who debated Abu al-Faql and Faiqi did not have the strength 

of good character and firmness of faith to support their arguments. Besides this, 

the Shaikh's knowledge of Islam and his command of the Arabic language was far 

superior to all at the court of Akbar. Without exaggeration MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir 

was, at the time, the best l)adith [Traditionalist] scholar of India. Abu al-Fa<jl used 

the Mahdawiyyah and supported them to kill the Shaikh. It was well known that 

Mulla Mubarak was well disposed to the Mahdawiyyah and held Mahdawi beliefs 

himself. He had lived for many years in AQ.madabad and due to his influence could 

very easily find people in that area to fulfil his sinister motives of killing the 

Shaikh. If he did not do this then his position and the position of his son Abu al

Fa<jl was in jeopardy. He therefore arranged for some of the Mahdawiyyah to kill 

the Shaikh (Nadwi 1967, 35). 

Shaikh I:Iaji MuQ.ammad and his party were extremely aggrieved at the loss of their 

teacher and religious leader. They took the Shaikh's body to Saringpur, where it 

was prepared for burial. The funeral prayer was attended by thousands of people 

since the news of the Shaikh's unnatural death had spread far and wide. The 

crowd at the janazah f aliih [funeral prayer] was so large that the prayer had to be 

repeated several times. Shaikh MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir was laid to rest in the tomb 

of Shaikh Behkari (cAbd al-Wahhab, n.d., 15). 

When Emperor Akbar got news of the death of Shaikh MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir, he 

ordered that the Shaikh's body be transferred to Pattan. MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir's 

children complied and brought him to a place in Pattan where the Shaikh was 

buried. 

The alpha-numerical value of the date of the Shaikh's death is ahl firii{ al

mustaqim [belonging to the rightly-guided path]. The Shaikh died in 986/1578 at 

the age of 72 years. 
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4. 9. MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir 

l:lafii Zain al-cAbidin, the teacher of Niiam al-Mulk Daccan narrates that he once 

went to Malwa with Khan Doran where he narrated to the scholars there what he 

had heard from his teacher cAli al-Muttaqi who had seen a dream in which al

Muttaqi asked the Prophet MuQ.ammad who the ~af<Jal al-niis [best of people] was. 

The reply was "you and then MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani." 

Similarly Shaikh cUmar Multani informed al-Fattani that his status was higher 

than that of the sky. Al-Fattani makes mention of this in his Majmac bil)iir al

anwiir. He writes: "I thank Allah for the good tiding" (cAbd al-Wahhab, n.d., 17). 

Mawlana Sayyid MuQ.ammad Deobandi (1991, 1:343) in his <UJamii'-i-Hind ka 

shiindiir mii</i has dedicated a few lines to discussing Shaikh MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir 

al-Fattani. He states: 

The Shaikh was born in Pattan, a village in Gujarat. He was from the Bohra 

people. Allah had blessed him with much knowledge. After acquiring 

knowledge he left for the lfaramain [the two holy sanctuaries i.e. Makkah and 

Madinah] He benefitted from the scholars and experts here especially cAli al

Muttaqi in whose service the Shaikh remained and under whom he 

specialised. Filled with knowledge, good actions, and spiritual blessings he 

returned to his hometown where he devoted himself to the reformation of his 

community. It was in this effort that he was was eventually martyred. 
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CHAPTER TWO: NOTES 

1 The details regarding the life of Shaikh <Abd al-Wahhab are to be found in Abu 

Zafar Nadwi's Urdu work entitled Tadhkirah (1967). 
2 The author of Jamie al-qa~a~. 
3 The author of Bidiiyah wa al-nihiiyah. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

The literary works of Shaikh Mul)ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani as a reflection of 

his religious thought 

1. Introduction 

The theoretical assumption underlying the study that follows in this chapter is 

that the scholarship of a biographee is a window to his thought. Scholarly 

works produced by Shaikh Mul)ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani are therefore the 

primary sources that inform this dissertation and this chapter is devoted to 

discussing these. The Shaikh's religious orientation becomes clearer in the 

context of other movements too. These will be discussed in subsequent chapters. 

The type of conclusions that can been drawn from Shaikh al-Fattani's 

interaction with other currents of religious thought are supported by evidence 

from his biography and the historical milieu of the time. Any conclusions made 

about the nature of his religious thought here however, must be attested by his 

literary contribution. It will be shown therefore that al-Fattani's works are an 

articulation of an Islam in balance between the extremes of the letter and the 

spirit. 

· This chapter begins with a bibliographical analysis of the corpus of works under 

review. What follows may only be described as a brief description of each of the 

six extant works of Shaikh Mul)ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani available to this 
;I 

student. A detailed appraisal of these works would require expertise in the field I 
they cover in order to, amongst other things, compare them to other similar 

works. 

At the end of this exercise an argument is made for those aspects of Shaikh al

Fattani's thought that may be deduced from his writings. While the supporting 

evidence for some of the conclusions drawn here may appear to be tenuous to 
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an exacting scholar, it should be borne in mind that al-Fattani has left no single 

work which plainly embodies his thought. 

2. Literary activities 

Shaikh Mul).ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani was a distinguished author, as is 

remarked admirably by many of the authorities. He wrote on various subjects 

within the Islamic sciences. His academic genius and masterly scholarship are 

however manifested chiefly in the field of Tradition studies. Here he produced 

works of exceptional quality which will be discussed shortly. His most 

voluminous work is in a field of study regarded as very difficult and intricate. 

The author of Risiilah-i-maniiqib (1954), cAbd al-Wahhab ibn Al).mad ibn 

Mul).ammad ibn Tahir has, after making mention of the early life and education 

of Mul).ammad ibn Tahir, provided an exhaustive list of his works. cAbd al

Wahhab introduces this list with a note where he mentions that this list is a 

record of "some" of the works of Mul).ammad ibn Tahir that have become 

famous "these days" (1954, 2). cAbd al-Wahhab died in 1109/1697 and it is 

possible that during his lifetime all the books in his list were extant. 

The works of Shaikh Mul).ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani listed in Risiilah-i

maniiqib (1954, 2) are: 

1. Majma bi]Jiir al-anwiir ff ghariiib al-tanzil wa lafiiif 

al-akhbiir 

2. Maqii~id jiimic al-u~iil. 

3. Dhail majmac al-bi]Jiir. 

4. Takmilah majmac al-bi]Jiir. 

5. lfiishiyah maqii~id al-u~iil. 

6. If iishiyah ~aiJiiJ al-Bukhari. 

7. lfiishiyah ~a]JiiJ al-Muslim. 

8. If iishiyah mishkiit al-ma~iibi]J. 

9. A compilation of forty a]Jiidith. 

10. Jddat al-mutacabbidin. 
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11. Minhiij al-siilikin. 

12. Kitiib al-tawassul. 

13. Mughni al-Jabib. 

14. Tadhkirah al-mawquciit. 

15. Qiiniin al-ducafii~. 

16. An Arabic treatise giving a brief biography of the Messenger 

of Allah from his birth to his death; recording chronologically 

all the events which took place in every year of his life. 

17. A treatise similar to the above but with different content 

written in the Persian language. 
? 

18. An abridged version of Kitiib al-inqiil. ~- , 

19. f:liishiyah talwi}J wa taw</ilJ. 

20. A treatise on the fa]Jiibah [Companions] in which the 

Shaikh has proved that none can reach the position of the 

fa]Jiibah and therefore nobody should give preference to 

anybody over the f a]Jiibah. 

21. Sharl) aJ-caqidah. This is a work written in the field of cjJm 

al-kaliim [theology]. 

22. Tabaqiit al-f:lanafiyyah. 

23. Risiilah al-naharwiilah also known as Risiilah al-Makkiyyah. 

24. Mukhtafar a~ 

25. Nafi]Jah al-wuliit wa al-ruciit wa al-ra'iyyah. 

26. Risiilah imsiik al-marar. 

27. Risiilah a]Jkiim al-bi~r. 

28. Nisiib al-bayiin. 

29. Nisiib al-miziin. 

30. Kifiiyah al-mufri{in: shar}J al-Shiifiyah. 

31. Khuliifah al-fawiiid. 7 

(--'32~.Jij/tii~ ai-farf. _) . ~ 

33. Risiilah ku]Jliyyah. ' 

Although the possibility exists that new manuscripts of al-Fattani's works could 

be discovered it would seem that all but the following works are lost: 
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1. Majmac bil)iir al-anwiir. 

2. Dhail majmac al-bil)iir. 

3. Takmilah majmac al-bihiir. 

4. The Arabic treatise giving a brief chronological biography of 

the Messenger of Allah. 

5. The treatise on the status of the ~al)iibah [Companions]. 

6. Kitiib al-tawassul. 

7. Kifiiyah al-mufritin: sharl) al-Shiifiyah. 

8. Mughni al-Jabib (sic). 

9. Tadhkirah al-maw<fuciit. 

10. Qiiniin al-<fucafii". 

3. Shaikh <Abd al-Wahhab's bibliography 

Shaikh <Abd al-Wahhab has listed the Dhail, the Takmilah, the sirah treatise 

and the treatise on the Companions as separate works. In the published version 

l~\ of Maj~1ac bil)iir al-anwiir, these sections are included in the fifth volume as 

\\ appendices. 

It is possible that these works were published separately also. From the Majmac 

itself it is clear that these sections were certainly intended to be part of this 

work. Introducing the section on the sirah [Prophetic biography], the author 

states: wa linull)iqu ba<fa fawiiidi al-siyari Jiyakiina dhii ba~iratin fi tiirikhi 

waqiii al-akhbiiri wa al-maghiizi ijmiilan fa la yashtabihi alaiha haqiiiquhii [and 

we are appending some useful notes on sirah so that the student can get a brief 

insight into the history of events and battles so that their realities do not 

confuse him] (al-Fattani 1994, 5:261). The inclusion of these sections into the 

work entitled Majmac bil)iir al-anwiir fi ghariiib al-tanzI1 wa lafiiif al-akhbiir is 

therefore not the decision of any scribe but the intention of al-Fattani himself. 

It is possible that these sections were published individually during <Abd al

Wahhab's lifetime. The treatises on the Prophetic biography and the status of 

the Companions could be understood and appreciated by readers without the 
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need to refer to the voluminous Majma~ Such a publication would not entail 

the simple task of copying from the Majma~ The system of citation employed in 

Majmac bil;iiir al-anwiir where abbreviations are used to refer to the works 

quoted is continued into the sections found in the published work. These works, 

if published separately, would therefore have required an introduction where 

the abbreviations are explained. 

Besides the treatises on the sirah and the Companions there are other sections 

of the book as well which could have been regarded as independant works. The 

section on the science of Tradition study (1994, 5:225), for example, could 

easily have been regarded as a separate section by <Abd al-Wahhab. Since he 

did not enumerate these other sections as separate works we have to assume 

that he was accurate in his bibliography of the published works of al-Fattani. 

This however raises a further question as to whether the works published 

individually differed from the sections as they appear in the published and 

manuscript versions of Majmac bil;iiir al-anwiir. Since these works are lost to us, 

it would seem that this question will remain unanswered. 

It is therefore not entirely correct to list the treatises on sirah and the status of 

the Companions as extant works since it is not possible to determine whether 

they are the same works published as an appendix to Majmac bil;iiir al-anwiir. 

The Dhail and the Takmilah which <Abd al-Wahhab refers to are without doubt 

the same as those included in the published work. The author wrote these once 

he had completed the work as he has indicated in his concluding paragraphs of 

the Majmac bil;iiir al-anwiir. A treatment of the composition of the Majmac bil;iiir 

al-anwiirwill discuss this aspect in detail. 

The works Tadhkirah al-maw<Jii.ciit and Qiinii.n al-<;lucafii3 are separate works 

although both works have been edited and published in a single volume. The 

works however complement each other and there is no doubt as to the 

usefulness of having them in a single volume. 
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One of the names mentioned in cAbd al-Wahhab's list is Mughni al-Jabib. 

Shaikh Mul)ammad ibn Tahir's work in the field of asmii3 al-rijiil [the names of 

the narrators of Prophetic Traditions] has been published in 1985 from Pakistan 

by Dar al-Nashar al-Kutub al-Islamiyyah. Here the full title of the book appears 

as al-Mughni fi <Jab{ asmii~ al-rijiil wa macrifah ku1!.f.y al-ruwiiah wa alqiibihim 

wa ansiibihim. The work Mughni al-Jabib is another famous work in the field of 

grammar by the well-know scholar <Abdullah ibn l:lisham al-Mi~ri al-Nal)wi al

An~ari (d. 761/1359). lbn Hisham is the author of the acclaimed work Shudhiir 

al-dhahab. 

The bibliography that <Abd al-Wahhab has compiled contains works in several 

fields. These may be categorised as follows: 

Qur0 anic Studies: 

1. Majmac bil)iir al-anwiir. 

Ifadith Studies: 

1. Majmac bil;liir al-anwiir. 

2. Maqiifid jiimic a]-Ufiil. 

3. Dhail majmac al-bil)iir. 

4. Takmilah majmac al-bil)iir. 

5. Ifiishiyah maqiifid al-ufiil. 

6. Ifiishiyah fal)il) al-Bukhiid. 

7. Ifiishiyah fal)il) al-Muslim. 

8. Ifiishiyah mishkiit al-mafiibil). 

9. A compilation of forty al)iidith. 

10. Mughni al-Jabib (sic). 

12. Tadhkirah al-maw<Jiiciit. 

13. Qiiniin al-</ucafii~ 

Islamic Jurisprudence: 

1. If iishiyah of Talwil) wa taw</ifJ. 

2. Risiilah al)kiim aJ-bi~r. 
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3. Nisiib al-bayiin 

Theology: 

L The treatise on the status of the ~al)iibah [Companions]. 

2. Sharl) aJ-caqidah. 

3. Risiilah imsiik al-marar 

$irah [Prophetic Biography]: 

L The Shaikh's short biography of the life of the Prophet Mu"Qammad 

~allalliihu caJaihi wasallam. 

2. A treatise in Persian also on the Prophetic sirah. 

Sufism: 

L Minhiij al-siilikin 

Biography: 

L Kitiib al-tawassul 

2. Tabaqiit al-f:lanafiyyah 

Ethics: 

L Na~il)ah al-wuliit wa al-ruciit wa al-ra1yyah. 

Logic: 

1. Ni~iib al-miziin 

2. Khuliisah al-fawiiid 

Etymology: 

L Kifiiyah al-mufritin: sharl) al-shiifiyah ·--2. Dustiir al-~arf 

Unknown: 

L Jddat al-muracabbidin. 

2. An abridged version of Kitiib al-inqiil. 
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3. Risalah Kul;Jiyyah. 

4. Risalah al-naharwalah also known as Risalah al-Makkiyyah. 

5. Mukhta~ar al-musta:thariyyah. 

4. Published works 

To date the following works of the Shaikh have been published: 

1994. Majma bil;ar al-anwar ff gharaib al-tanzil wa Jaraif al-akhbar. Madinah: 

Maktabah Dar al-Iman. The following appendices are included in this 

publication: 

Dhail majmac al-bil;ar 

Takmilah majmac al-bil;ar 

The Arabic treatise giving a brief chronological biography of 

the Messenger of Allah. 

The treatise on the status of the ~al;abah [Companions]. 

1985. al-Mughni Ii <fabr asma~ al-rijal wa macrifah_"~uwaah wa 

alqabihim. Lahore: Dar al-Nashar al-Kutub al-Islamiyyah. 

The following works have been published in a single volume: 

1343/1924 Tadhkirah al-maw<fucat. Egypt. 

1343/1924 Qaniin al-<fucafa. Egypt 

The manuscript of Kifayah al-mufrifin: sharl; al-shafiyyah1 which is a X 
commentary on the famous work of lbn I:Iajib remains unedited. 

The other manuscript that has survived the ravages of time is the work Kitab al

tawassuf. 

All these books represent the main scholastic contributions of al-Fattani 

available today. It is appropriate here to make a few observations regarding 

each of the works of al-Fattani. The scope of this study will not permit detailed 

analyses but it is hoped that these remarks can in some way provide the reader 
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with a general sketch of composition and contents of each of the above 

mentioned books. 

Al-Fattani's magnum opus is the Majmac bil)ar al-anwar ff gharaib al-tanzil wa 

lafiiif al-akhbar. This work is written in a very specialised field within the 

general subject of Tradition studies. The importance and uniqueness of al

Fattani's contribution would therefore demand a more detailed appreciation. 

5. Majmac bil)iir al-anwiir ff ghariiib al-tanzil wa la{iiif al-akhbiir 

This is a very popular and compendious dictionary of the ghariiib, i.e. difficult 

and uncommon words in the Qur0 an and l)adith. The work comprises an a~I al

kitab [main book], a khiitimah [appendix] and a takmilah [supplement]. In the 

a~I al-kitiib the author has collected almost all the ghariiib of the Qur0 an, the 

~il)al) sittah ["six most authentic"], and the Mishkiit al-ma~abil) and what yet 

remained has been covered by the takmilah (al-N?-ami 1994, 1: 39). The words 

have been arranged alphabetically according to their roots. This method of 

arrangement was first used by lbn Duraid and lbn Faris who felt that al-Khalil's 

methodology in his Kitiib al-cain was not practical and was very cumbersome. 

They felt that the solution they proposed was a necessary departure from the 

Khalili school of lexicology and a method more practical and also easier to 

follow (al-Zubaidi 1994, 1:14). Al-Fattani arranged each word under its root 

and all its derivatives along with the relevant passages of the Qur0 an and l)adith 

and their interpretations were also mentioned. Although lbn Athir's al-Nihiiyah 

was al-Fattani's main source, he has also utilised other works. The khiitimah 

[appendix] has been devoted to the study of Traditions, i.e. the technique of 

l)adith literature, fabricators [ wa</</iiciin] and fabricated Traditions abridged 

from his tadhkirah, correct reading [ </abt] of the confused names of the 

narrators (abridged from his work al-Mughni on the same subject), 

chronological events [sirah] of the life of the Prophet from his birth to his 

death, and finally several famous narrators of the Tradition literature [ruwat al

l)adith]. In short, the Majmac bil)ar al-an war may well be regarded as the 
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commentary of both the Qur'an and the sunnah, and a companion of l)adith 

studies. 

5.1 Editions of the Majmac 

This valuable compilation, which began during the lifetime of his teacher <Ali 

al-Muttaqi (before 975/1567), took the author about seven years to complete. It 

was lithographed at the Newal Kishor Press, Lucknow, for the second time in 

1314/1896. In the opinion of Nawwab Siddiq ijasan, by writing this work, 

which met with universal approval and recognition of the scholars, al-Fattani 

placed the world of Islam under a deep debt of gratitude CI:Iasan n.d., 896). 

Editions of the work were available during the lifetime of al-Fattani in many 

cities. Copies of Majmac bil)ar al-an war copied during the lifetime of the Shaikh 

may be found in Lucknow, Hyderabad and Ahmadabad. The work became so 

popular amongst scholars that in time most libraries acquired a copy and it was 

used as a standard reference work by teachers and students alike. An edition of 

al-Fattani's Majma<was prepared under the supervision of Shaikh <Abd al-Haqq 

al-Dehlawi in 1019/1610. Mullah Katib Jalbi has referred to this edition in his;~. 

Kash! al-iuniin. For more than 200 years the hand written copies were prepared i j 
from the 1019/1610 edition. 

With the advent of the press in India, Munshi Newal Kishor, a publisher of 

Islamic works, saw the demand for Majmac bil)ar al-anwar and decided to 

publish this work. The publisher searched for copies from several centres and 

spent a considerable sum of money to acquire these. Newal Kishor then 

commissioned Mawlana MuQ.ammad Maihar to compare the various written 

copies and prepare a correct edition. At this stage the ~il)al) works as well as 

Mishkat al-ma~abil) and its commentary had already been published in India. 

Mawlana MuQ.ammad Maihar saw the need for this work to be the next 

important published work. From the endnote of this edition it would appear 

that Mawlana MuQ.ammad Maihar regarded the Majmac bil)ar al-anwar as an 

essential work. He spent all his efforts in comparing the editions and correcting 
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the original from which the work was to be published. To this end he referred 

to al-Nihiiyah and al-Qiimiis and commentaries of the l)adith works. 

After much research the Majmac bil)iir al-anwiir was published in 1283/1866 in 

Lucknow. Many more people benefited from the work. The same publisher re

printed for a second time in 1314/1896. A third and fourth editions were also 

printed until the publisher closed down. With the closure of the Newal Kishor 

press the publication of religious books came to an end. Eventually it became 

difficult to come across even a single printed copy of Majmac bil)iir al-anwiir. 

<Abd al-Qadir Niir Wali, a descendant of al-Fattani, who is now resident in 

Saudi Arabia, decided to reprint the work of his famous forefather. Niir Wali 

requested Mawlana Abii al-l:lasan <Ali al-Nadwi that he should publish the work 

and appoint a reliable scholar to prepare the edition. Abii al-l:Jasan cAli Nadwi 

gathered the various editions and took these on loan from their owners. Besides 

the printed editions two other handwritten manuscript were also acquired. The 

first was the manuscript from the Pir Mu"Qammad Shah Library in A"Qmadabad. 

The second was the manuscript from the library at Pattan. Once Mawlana Abii 

al-l:lasan had acquired these manuscripts he commissioned Abii al-Fa<jl <Abd al

I:Iafii al-Balyawi, a lecturer in Arabic literature at Nadwah al-<Ulama°, an 

Islamic university in Lucknow in India, to compare the editions and prepare a 

corrected version. The project was headed by the reknowned l)adith expert ,,, 

Mawlana I:Iabib al-Ra"Qman al-Niami who checked the final draft of the work 

before it was sent to the publisher. The edition was published by cAbd al-Mu'id 

Khan the proprietor of Dairah al-Macarif al-<Uthmaniyyah. The new version is 

in its third edition (1994) and was published by Maktabah Dar al-Iman. 

Al-Niami noted that the edition from Pattan had many footnotes which were 

most likely those of the author himself. These footnotes have been retained and 

al-Niami testifies to the usefulness of these notes in understanding the text (al

Niami 1994, 1: 17). Al-Niami has also included his own notes which are 

indicated by the the use of the alpha beth i)ii' or the word al-A c:{ami. 
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5.2 The composition of Majmac bil)iir al-anwiir 

Majmac bil)iir al-anwiir in five volumes is composed of: 

1. A Prolegomena. 

2. The Preface/ Foreword [al-khufbah] where the author 

details his system of references. 

3. The main body of the work, with its distinctive style then 

follows. Here entries are found alphabetically. 

4. The khiitimah [conclusions]-which consists of several sub

chapters [abwiib]. 

5. The takmilah [appendix]. 

6. The khiitimah- being the actual conclusion of the work

although a similar section had already been added after the 

main body of the work and before the takmilah. 

5.3 Prolegomena- .\ 

Al-Fattani uses his prolegomena to explain the methodology that he has 

employed in his work. 

The gharib words, we are informed, are listed alphabetically. If a word is gharib 

then it will be found under the corresponding letter. At times however the word 

is not gharib but in the context in which it is used its meaning is not clear. In 

this case, says al-Fattani, he has listed the word in the l)adith because of which 

the meaning is unclear. 

5.4 The Preface/ Foreword [al-khufbah] 

Here al-Fattani draws the attention of the reader to the fact that in this work no 

mention of the biographies of the narrators of the Traditions have been made. 

The correct <fabf [phonology] of the name of a narrator could also be obscure to 

a reader but this does not qualify this proper noun to be included in a list of the 

gharib [obscure]. A clear distinction is then made between words that appear in 

the matn [body text] of a l)adith and the words of the sanad [chain of 

narrators]. Should a fiilib [seeker/student] need elucidation of any of the names 
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of the asmiiJ al-rijiil [names of the men] then, al-Fattani advises, they should 

refer to his book al-Mughni ff <fabr asmiiJ al-rijiil. 

It is thus established that al-Mughni is an earlier work. Next al-Fattani moves 

towards an explanation of the abbreviations he has employed in his work. 

5.5 The system of reference 

In his work al-Fattani has referred to other works in the field of ]Jadith studies. 

In his foreword [khu{bah] to Majmac bi]Jiir al-anwiir, al-Fattani mentions some 

of the works that are related to his study. The ~a]Ji]Jain, Mishkiit and Nihiiyah 

of Ibn Athir are all mentioned in the khu{bah. In the muqaddimah 

[introduction] a system of references are set up where the works referred to in 

the book are designated abbreviations. These abbreviations are called caJiiim al

kutub ["signs of the books"] and twenty such caJiiim are employed which refer 

to a total of seventeen books. Two books have two different abbreviations and 

the last abbreviation in the list is used to refer to the two works that preceed it. 

The abbreviation system is as follows: 

Abbreviation Source 

Niin and hii Nihiiyah ibn Athir 

Mim and khii al-Durr mukhta~ar al-nihiiyah 

Qiif and sin or qiif Shari) al-Bukhiiri Ji al-Qastaliini 

Kiif Shari) al-Bukhiiri Ji al-Kirmiini 

Mim and qiif Maqii~id shar]J al-Bukhiiri 

Niin Shari) al-Muslim Ji al-Nawawi 

Ali! and biiJ and yiiJ Shari) shar]J al-Muslim Ji al-Nawawi 

TaJ Shari) al-Mishkiit Ji al-Tfbi 

Jim Sharl) Jiimic al-u~ill 

Ghain Na?ir cain al-gharibain 

Mim and Iii al-Mafiiti]J shar]J al-ma~iibi]J 

ZaJ and rii" lfiishiyah al-Bukhari Ji al- Zarakshi 

TiiJ and wiiw Tawassur shar]J sunan Abil Diiwild 
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Mim and diil Madiirik al-tanzil 

Qiif and 'alif Tafsir al-Qa</i al-Bai</iiwi 

Shin Zubdah sharl;l al-shifii' 

Shin and mim Sharl) al-shifii' Ji al- Shiimni 

Shin and 'alif Zubdah sharl;l al-Shifii' and Sharl) al-shifii' Ji al-Shiimni 

Al-Fattani after listing these abbreviations and the works they refer to states 

that there are yet other books he used in his research. When quoting these 

works he has used full titles. 

In the Pattan edition there is a footnote at this point that has been added by 

the author. He states that where he knows the name of the book then he 

mentions it in full. If he is unaware of the title of the work then he uses the 

abbreviation "Jughah". This, he explains, is because by the Grace of Allah 

reliable works in gharib al-l;ladith have come into his possession but he does not 

know their titles. These are most likely fragments of other works on this subject, 

of which the complete works could not be traced by al-Fattani. 

The concluding lines of the prolegomena are a brief description of the 

conclusion [khiitimah] of the work. 

Al-Fattani promises that in his khiitimah [conclusion] he will discuss some of 

the more important principles that he laid down in his work al-Mughm~ Some 

of the terminology of the scholars of l)adith [ahl al-l;ladith] will also be 

mentioned. The history of important persons will be given. Al-Fattani then says 

that, if Allah makes it possible, he will mention other misunderstandings that 

have crept into historical data. 

The main body of the work then follows where entries are found alphabetically. 
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5.6 The a~J al-kitiib 

It may be appropriate to make a few observations here on the method that al

Fattani has employed in his entries. 

Al-Fattani made sure that in his work he did not leave out what is contained in 

al-Nihiiyah except on rare occasions where he felt that the word was well 

known and does not need elaboration. He also added to his work whatever was 

useful in Na?ir cain al-gharibain thus making his work more comprehensive than 

other works in the fields. What is common in the approach of al-Fattani is his 

attention for such detail that is often missing in the works of others. 

A salient feature of this work is that a person consulting other works in this 

genre may well come to know the literal meaning of a word but will find it 

difficult to understand the very word in the ]Jadith in which it appears. The 

]Jadith would then have to be further explained with the help of other 

commentaries. Al-Fattani saves the student this task and explains all facets of 

the word, especially its meaning in the context of the Tradition/s in which it 

appears. An example of this is his explanation of the Tradition that reads: 

Woe to those who promise themselves [mutalin]. 

In explaining the above Tradition Ibn Athir suffices by giving his reader the 

meaning of mutalin as "those who promise themselves". Al-Fattani however 

goes a step further and explains the reason why such persons earn the wrath of 

Allah and their actions are nullified (al-Fattani 1994, 1: 13). 

At times the literal meaning of a word is well known and needs no further 

elucidation. Nevertheless al-Fattani understands that in the text that contains 

the particular word there is a need for elaboration and therefore quotes 

examples from reliable sources. "And Allah shall come to them" lbn Athir 

ignores this entry. Our author on the other hand explains it as "and Allah shall 

appear before them" (al-Fattani 1994, 1: 13). 
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Inter-linear calque is a technique often employed by al-Fattani to provide a . -~·-· ,/ 

detailed and comprehensive explanation of a word. By adding certain words into 

the text of the Tradition he is able to assist the readers understanding. An 

example of this is the word illii, which he adds to several ai)iidith to achieve 

this. 

When comparing Ibn Athir and al-Fattani we become aware of the fact that al

Fattani is far more accurate in his approach. The word abhar, an early entry, is 

treated very precisely by al-Fattani but Ibn Athir's treatment is not only brief 

but also inaccurate in some respects (1994, 1:32). 

Another salient feature of al-Fattani's work which makes it easily accessible is 

the fact that his individual entries are in the form in which they appear in the 

Qur'an and i)adith. He makes no adjustment to the form of the word. Ajiidub 

(1994, 1:44) and ithmad can both be found alphabetically where the researcher 

can most easily find their obscure meanings (1994, 1: 44). 

Al-Fattani was an expert in his field. His expertise and depth of knowledge is 

not hidden from the researcher since whenever al-Fattani mentions a word he 

mentions other very relevant words that are derived from this entry. This is a 

feature not found in the works of lbn Athir or others. An example of this is that 

while explaining the word hara Ibn Athir does not mention istabra 3a lidinihi, 

while our author not only mentioned it but also followed this up by mention of 

other words derived from it such as abra ila Alliih and fatabarra 3akum yahud etc 

(1994, 1:165-66). 

The above characteristics of this work highlight a very important point. While 

this work is in the field of gharib al-i)adith it is also a very useful book of 

i)adith commentary and an explanation of obscuritites. 

This may explain the comment of Shaikh <Abd al-l:laqq Mul}.addith al-Dehlawi 

who while writing about the author says: "he has written a book named Majmac 

bii)iir al-anwiir which is devoted to the explanation of the six collections of 
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}Jadith." This opinion is also echoed by cAllamah al-Sayyid Siddiq I:Iasan al

Qaniiji who while commenting on the book says: "In other words this book is 

like a collection of perfume in the gharib of the Qur°an and }Jadith. We do not 

need another book in this field, it is as though it is a book of the commentary of 

the six books' (al-Fattani 1994, 1: 23). 

5. 7 The khiitimah: 

The khiitimah al-kitiib consists of the following chapters: 

1. The Science of ]Jadith and its terminology 

2. Jar}J and tacdil 

3. On narrating 

4. Fabricators of }Jadith 

5. Identifying some fabricators and their works 

6. Identifying some a}Jiidith that have become common on the 

tongues of people but are incorrect "in the same manner as I 

have mentioned it in al-Tadhkirah" 

7. Those leaders who have falsely claimed to be Companions 

8. The spelling of some names of narrators according to the 

rules laid down in my work al-Mughni 

9. The conventions of writing 

10. A brief history of the reason for the Abysinnian presence in 

Yemen and the attack of Abrahah on the blessed Kacbah and his 

subjugation under the governance of Kisra' 

11. His (the Prophet's) lineage 

12. An account of his nursing 

13. A chronological account of his life 

14. Concerning the ~a}Jiibah [Companions] 

15. The casharah mubashsharah [ten given glad tidings] 

16. Some ~a}Jiibah, tiibiiin, tabac tabiiin, mu]Jaddithiin, 

mu~annifin, famous jurists, I:Ianafi jurists, theologians and -
others. 

17. An important note 
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The last "important note" is advises to the student of l;iadith. Some of the - ~· 

etiquettes [adab] that the Shaikh instructs in gives the reader an indication of 

the type of atmosphere that prevailed at al-Fattani's audience with his students. 

Al-Fattani then ends his~ith two paragraphs. In the first paragraph 

he states that his work was completed on the 12th night of Rabic al-awwal [the 

third month of the Islamic calendar]. Rabic al-awwal is a month of "happiness 

and joy" and also a "fountainhead of mercy and Divine light." It is a month in 

which we have been ordered to express our joy. We should not "roil" this month -with the mention of death. By this al-Fattani means that we should not in any 

wa~th of the Prophet. This is unacceptable just as the 

commemoration of the death of Sayyidina J:Iussain3 is prohibited. He argues 

that if it is prohibited to commemorate the death of the pious then certainly 

this practice is unacceptable in the case of the Prophet MuQ.ammad. The Shaikh 

also says that the matam ceremonies are not practised in any of the Muslim 

cities. Rabic al-awwal, is then for the Shaikh a month of joy. Joy at the birth of 

the Prophet MuQ.ammad is to be expressed and although he also passed away in 

Rabic al-awwal it does not warrant turning this month into a month of 

mourning. 

The Shaikh cites the example of the commemorations held usually during the 

month of Mul;iarram around the death of Sayyidina J:Iussain. The month of 

Mul;iarram and the commemoration of the death of J:Iusain is an important 

event in the calendar of the Shi<ah. The Shaikh was well aware of the Shi<ah 

custom and therefore in passing made a reference to it. Just as the Shaikh was 

concerned about the Mahdawiyyah and their influence on the Sunni Muslims, 

he also cautioned against the Shi<ah ways. 

Considering that these are the concluding remarks of a lengthy work, the reader 

would certainly not expect the Shaikh to devote so many lines to the refutation 

of a custom that happened to be prevalent in the same month that he completed 

the writing of his book. Appealing to the "pure minded brothers from those who 

are trustworthy" that they make ducii' [prayers], the responsible and educated 
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are also called upon to prohibit those who have tried to turn this month into a 

month of sorrow "even for a single moment." They should correct these customs 

wherever they come across them. The writings of people in support of these 

customs should also be criticised and reformed. Those practising these customs 

are often stubborn and shortsighted, says the Shaikh. They are unable to 

distinguish "their earth from their sky" due to the evil company they keep and 

their distance from the respectable and good brothers. They have confused 

hearts and they lack intelligence. Those that have influenced them are enemies 

of knowledge. 

At the end of this first paragraph, it would appear that the book has been 

concluded with the l;iamd [Praise of Allah] and prayer of salutation [~aliih and 

saliim] on the Prophet and others. The second paragraph indicates that the 

book has not in fact been concluded. Al-Fattani tells his reader that he has not 

laid his pen yet. He very eloquently says: "and when I had taken a rest from the 

meanings of the book and leaned back like one who leans back on a cushion to 

rest, my determination was reawakened to add an appendix to the book" (1994, 

1: 27). 

5. 8 The takmilah 

The appendix that he promises does not follow immediately. Instead a shajarah 

[genealogy] of the Prophet appears. In the Pir Mul}.ammad Shah edition this 

shajarah is not to be found. Similarly the note on the Quraish and the names of 

the <Abbasid caliphs does not appear in the Pir Mul}.ammad Shah edition. They 

are however found in the Pattan edition and have thus been retained in the first 

printed edition and all subsequent printed editions. 

The khurbah of the appendix (1994, 1: 32) contains a J;iadith [Tradition] which 

the Shaikh says serves as an inspiration for him in his work. The Tradition is as 

follows: The Prophet ~allallahu caJaihi wassalam said: " May Allah keep that 

person fresh and radiant who hears my saying, safeguards it and conveys it as 

he has heard it." 
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5. 9. The second khiitimah 

978/1570 is the date given in the author's conclusion for the completion of his 

work. The date of Al-Fattani's death is 986/1578. His magnum-opus was thus 

completed eight years before his death. Specifically he records that it was in the 

month of $ala/ during the last quarter of a Saturday night. The exact date is 

not known. Al-Fattani rhymes the word ~afar with a prayer for iafar 

[success/victory]. He also adds that his lexicon has been completed in a place 

called Fattan. He rhymes this word with the word fitan [mischief] in a prayer 

where he asks Allah to safeguard Fattan from any sort of fitan [mischief] (al

Fattani 1994, 5:44). 

6. al-Mughni fi <fabt asmii3 al-rijiil wa macrifah kuniy al-ruwiiah wa alqiibihim 

This is the first compilation of Shaikh MuQ.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani written 

immediately after his return from Arabia, at Pattan in Dhii al-qacdah 

952/January 1546. 

Al-Fattani's al-Mughni falls into a genre that deals with the narrators of the 

Traditions know as 11m al-rijiil ["knowledge of the men"]. Compilers of works in 

this speciality have adopted one of five approaches: 

1. There are those authors whose works deal with the reliable 

and controversial reporters. The works o[}Darqutni, al-Khatib 

al-Baghdadi, lbn Makilla, lbn Nuqtah, al-Dhahabi and I:Iafii ibn 

l:lajar belong to this category. 

2. Compilations that attempt specifically to identify those 

reporters known by their agnomen and honorific titles have 

been produced by the likes of lbn 

Shirazi. 

3. Authors such as Abii Sa<d al-Sam<ani, lbn al-Athir al-Jazari 

and al-Suyiiti have compiled works devoted to detailing the 

geneologies of the narrators. 

4. Several significant works have been compiled of names and 

geneologies of narrators which are often confused because they 
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are similar or are difficult to pronounce. The books of al-Khatib 

and <Abd al-Ghani fall into this category. 

5. A category of books has as their subject matter the detailed 

disparagement or authentication of the narrators of only those 

Traditions that appear in the #]Jal) sittah. Examples of such 

works are al-Kamil ff ma<rifah al-rijal of <Abd al-Ghani al

Maqdisi and Tahdhih al-Kamal of Abu al-l:lajjaj al-Muzzi. lbn 

l:lajar's Tahdhih al-tahdhih (in twelve volumes) has been 

abridged from al-Muzzi's above mentioned work. ·---

Very few books written in the field of 'ilm al-rijal are comprehensive enough to 

cover all five of the sub-genres listed above. A close study of al-Fattani's al

Mughni reveals that the scope of this work is such that it accomodates 

information about all these aspects. 

6.1 Editions of al-Mughni 

Al-Fattani's al-Mughni fi <Jahr asma3 al-rijal wa macrifah kuniy al-ruwaah wa 

alqahihim was fiµt lithogrape~n the margins of Ibn I:Iajar's work Taqrih al

tahdhih out of Delhi in 1290/1873 and for the second time in 1308/1890. 

To place al-Fattani's work with the Taqrih of lbn l:lajar was a service to the 

student since these works complement each other. Taqrih al-taqrih is lbn 

l:lajar's summary of his Tahdhih al-tahdhih and therefore of approximately the 

same length as al-Fattani's work. 

In 1985 al-Mughniwas once again published, this time as on its own, by Dar al--Nashar al-Kutub al-Islamiyyah in Lahore, Pakistan. 

6.2 The composition of al-Mughni fi <Jahr asma3 al-rijal wa ma<rifah kuniy al

ruwaah wa alqahihim 

This is an otherwise short but nonetheless comprehensive work designed to 

supply us correct readings [</aht] of such names of the narrators [ruwat] of 

]Jadith, their fathers, grandfathers and of their kunya [agnomen] or Jaqah 
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[honorific titles] as are liable to misreading. All such confused names 

[mushtabihiit], the author arranges alphabetically. At the end of the discussion 

of the confused names under every alphabetical letter, he also gives the correct 

readings of all the confused nisbas that come under the letter concerned. This is 

not all, occasionally, short biographical notices of the ruwiit and the fabaqiit 

[classes] to which they belong have also been added. Names of prophets and 

relevant places that are likely to give rise to confusion have also not been left 

out. The last few pages have been devoted to the brief life-sketches of the 

Prophet, his four Caliphs, the Imams of the four schools of Islamic 

jurisprudence and the authors of the kutub al-fittah. 

Al-Fattani states in his introduction that it is the lack of interest amongst Indian 

students to devote themselves to the detailed study of the field of ciJm al-rijiil, 

which has motivated him to write this book. He has undertaken, he says, to 

write a work which will comprise of the five sub fields of ilm al-rijiil but 

promises that although such a task would have required volumes to accomplish, 

he will for the sake of brevity leave out those discussions and details he feels 

are unnecessary. 

The remarkable service rendered by this work is that al-Fattani has given 

detailed and precise direction as far as the reading and pronounciation of the 

names in his entries. A further debt all students and scholars of l)adith owe al

Fattani is that he has, for their convenience, compiled in al-Mughni a specific 

chapter containing all those names which are often confused and difficult to 

identify. For example he advises that the name "'Usaid" and all such similar 

names are, as a rule, always read with a <;lammah as the initial short vowel. The 

only exception being the name <Amr ibn "Asyad" al-Jariyah. 

While perusing the entires in al-Mughni the reader often comes across proper 

nouns that are not the names of narrators and therefore not found in similar 

works of 3asmii3 al-rijiil. Entries such as "Abraha"-the name of the Yemeni king 

who attempted to destoy the Ka<bah and <Ashiira'-a name of a month, are two 
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such words included by al-Fattani because his non-Arab audience, amongst 

them his students, were likely to confuse their reading. 

6.3 Sources for al-Mughni and al-Fattani's system of reference 

Al-Fattani states in his introduction that he has relied on the works of al

Kirmani, al-Zarkashi, lbn l:lajar's Tahdhib and his Muqaddima as well as the 

work Asma' al-ma~abi]J wa al-masharif. Occasionally he found the need to refer 

to al-Nawawi, al-Jamie and Ghunyah al-labib. 

Al-Fattani once again employs a system of reference with abbreviations 

referring to his sources. These he brings in the body text immediately after the 

relevant qoutation. The following abbreviations have been used: 

Abbreviation Source 

Mim and nun al-Tahdhib al-tahdhib 

Mim and qaf Muqaddimah lbn If ajar 

Ka! Sharl) al-Bukhari Ji al-Kirmani 

Nun Sharl) al-Muslim Ji al-Nawawi 

cGhain-niln Ghunyah al-lahib shar]J al-taqrib 

Jim Sharl) jamic al-u~ul 

Za' and ra' lfashiyah al-Bukhari Ji al- Zarakshi 

Mim and sin Asma' al-maf ahih wa al-mashariq 

This system of reference was carried through when he later wrote his Majmac 

where the following sources are once again used: 

1. Sharl) al-Muslim Ji al-Nawawi 

2. If ashiyah al-Bukhari Ji al-Zarakshi 

3. Sharl) al-Bukhari Ji al-Kirmani 

4. Sharl) jamic al-u~ul 
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6.4 The concluding paragraphs of al-Mughni 

As mentioned above, in the last few pages of this work al-Fattani has provided 

brief biographical notices of the Prophet Mul,iammad ~allalliihu caJaihi 

wasallam, the first four Caliph's, the fuqahii3 [jurists] of the four famous schools 

of jurisprudence and some scholars of l;iadi(h. The dates of death of these 

persons are mentioned. 

After having provided the reader of his work with an essential tool for the 

correct reading of certain words, al-Fattani now provides other valuable and 

basic knowledge that no scholar should be ignorant of. 

7. Tadhkirah al-maw<)ii<iit. 

In this book the author makes a collection of maw<)ii3 [forged] and <)a'if [weak] 

al;iiidith from works on al-maw<)ii<ift written by his predecessors, viz., al-Suyuti's 

Kitiib al-Ja 3ifJi, Kitiib al-dhail and Kitiib al-wajiz, al-Sakhawi's al-Maqii~id al

J;iasanah, al-Firiizabadi's Mukhta~ar kitiib al-mughni Ji aJ-<Jriiqi, al-Saghani's al

Maw<)ii<iit and others. 

These sources represent the chief works on the subject and are an indication of 

al-Fattani's breadth of research. 

7.1 Editions of Tadhkirah al-maw<)ii<iit 

The work was completed in Dhii al-qa<dah 958/November 1551, as is evident 

from a MS. in the Bankipiir Library5
• This would mean that al-Fattani compiled 

this work five years after writing al-Mughni. 

The Tadhkirah was first published in Egypt in 1343/1924 along with the 

author's Qiiniin al-maw<)ii<iit. 

Both works have subsequently being reprinted in India but this edition does not 

indicate the date of publication. 
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7.2 The composition of Tadhkirah al-maw<Jiicat 

In this work the Traditions have been arranged according to their subject 

matter into as many as 226 bah [chapters] beginning with al Kitab al-tawl)id 

and ending with the bah fi sacat ral)matihi wa shafacat al-Nab1: Every Tradition 

is preceeded by its ma'khadh [source] and has been followed by Shaikh al

Fattani's comments. The author's remarks are usually that the Tradition is 

either unfounded [la a~la lahu], baseless [ba{il], or forged [maw<Jiic]. He may 

also comment that one or other of the ruwat [narrators] is qa<Jf [weak], 

kadhdhab [a liar] or wa<J<Jac [a forgerer]. 

At times al-Fattani cites the opinion of other critics, viz., AQ.mad ibn. I:Ianbal (d. 

241/855), al-Bukhari (d. 256/869), al-Nasai' (d. 303/915), al-Darqutni (d. 

385/995), lbn l:libban (d. 354/965), lbn al-Jawzi (d. 597 /1200), al-Saghani (d. 

650/1252), al-Dhahabi (d. 748/1347), al-<Iraqi (d. 806/1403), lbn l:lajar al

Haithami (d. 952/1545) and <Ali al-Muttaqi (d. 975/1567). 

When citing the opinion of al-Muttaqi he uses the terms "qala shaikhuna" [our 

Shaikh said]. 

In his introduction al-Fattani claims that he will only classify a Tradition as 

fabricated or spurious when l)adith scholars have agreed on such a verdict. He 

will not rely on isolated verdicts of either the mutashaddidin [proponents of 

stern view points], such as Ibn al-Jawzi who will classify as apocryphal even the 

most authentic Traditions or of the mutasahilin [lenient or careless scholars of 

l)adith criticism] who will authenticate spurious Traditions even (al-Fattani 

1924, 3). His sources in this work, he tells us, are all moderate reliable scholars 

such as: 

1. MuQ.ammad ibn Yaqub al-Firuzabadi, the author of al

Mughni ff l)aml al-a~far. 

2. Shams al-Din al-Sakhawi, the author of al-Maqa~id al

l)asanah. 

3. Al-Suyuti, the author of al-La'ali al-masnucah. 

4. Al-Saghani, the author of al-Maw<Jiicat 
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5. Shaikh Siraj al-Din cumar ibn <Ali al-Qazawaini who has 

written a work entitled Maw<JiNit al-ma~abil;l 

Al-Fattani's introduction to Tadhkirah al-maw<Jiicaf will be of interest to a 

scholar examining the usage of some of the technical terms by l;ladith scholars. 

In his discussion on the status of a munkar [objectionable] Tradition, al-Fattani 

argues that a munkar Tradition may be elevated to the rank of a J;iasan [sound] 

Tradition "when narrated through other sources" (1924, 7). A munkar Tradition 

by definition is a l;ladith reported by a single weak reporter (lbn Sala]) 1981, 71-

74). If the common definition of a munkar Tradition is to be applied to al

Fattani's suggestion that a munkar Tradition may, under certain conditions, be 

accorded the rank of a l;lasan narration then, it may be necessary to carefully re

examine al-Fattani's usage of the word munkarin this context. 

A typical Tradition that comes under scrutiny from al-Fattani in his Tadhkirah 

(1924, 89) is one he lists in a chapter on the virtues of naming one's child with 

the name of the Prophet Mu])ammad ~allallahii caJaihi wasallam: 

The messenger of Allah said: whosoever is blessed 

with three children and does not name one of 

them Mul}.ammad he has been ignorant [faqad 

jahila] 

The same chapter (al-Fattani 1924, 89) contains another similar Tradition 

attributed to Mak])iil: 

The Prophet said: whoever is blessed with a child 

and decides to name him Mu])ammad tabarrukan 

[seeking blessings] then he and his child shall 

enter paradise. 
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8. Qiiniin al-<JucafiP 

Qaniin al-</ucafa' may be regarded as a supplement to the Tadhkirah al

maw<;liicar. It covers, in a short compass, the whole range of spurious and 

apocryphal ruwat [authorities]. 

The Qaniin al-<Jucafif has always been published together with Tadhkirah al

Maw<Jiicat and was most probably prepared by the author parallel to his work on 

the fabricated Tr'!ditons. " ( i ,J '( f t '-.;\ ' . 

The entries are arranged alphabetically. Al-Fattani does not give any detailed 

information of the ruwat by way of biographical notice as has been done in the 

Mizan aJ-ictidal or the Lisan al-mizan, but merely puts after every name the 

verdicts of the critics regarding him. 

It may be argued that this work is very basic and meagre since it deals only with 

the forgers while other works deal with all types of narrators. Having a handy 

ready-reference of all the forgers is not however without its value and in fact 

can prove to be indispensible under certain circumstances. In some regards 

therefore al-Fattani has displayed an innovative and novel approach within the 

asma' al-rijal genre in this work. 

9. Kifayah al-mufrifin: shari) al-shafiyah 

cJJm al-far! [morphology], as a branch of language studies, has never received 

much attention from Arabic linguists who have devoted many more works to the 

study of nai)w [syntax]. Perhaps the reason for the scarcity of special works on 

Arabic morphology is the fact that 'ilm al-far! has always been treated as an 

integral part of ilm al-nai)w. Kifayah al-mufrifin is one of the few works written 

in this field and yet this work remains relatively unknown. 
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9.1 The MS. of Kifiiyah al-mufrifin 

The only manuscript of this work of al-Fattani that could be located by this 

researcher is MS. No. 178 in Pir Mu]:iammad Shah Library, A]:imadabad, India. 

This book was completed by Shaikh al-Fattani in 960/1552. 

9.2. The source of Kifiiyiih al-mufrifin 

It is apparent from the title that this work is a shar./;l [commentary] of a work 

entitled al-Shiifiyiih. Al-Fattani mentions in his introduction (n.d., 3) that this 

is the work of Ibn I:Iajib. Most of the classical works of Arabic grammar 

considered both syntax and morphology but tended to emphasise syntax. There 

were however books devoted exclusively to morphology, including lbn Jinni's 

Mun~if, a commentary on the work of the ninth century linguist Mazini, lbn 

<U~fiir's al-Mumti~ lbn Ya<ish's Shar./;l al-Muliiki, a commentary on one of al

Jinni's short works, al-Muliiki and lbn I:Iajib's al-Shiifiyah along with its 

commentaries. Al-Fattani is therefore not the first scholar to write a 

commentary on lbn I:Iajib's celebrated work. 

9.3 The composition of Kifiiyah al-mufritin 

In the introduction to this work al-Fattani tells us that the sole object for 

writing this commentary is to provide a service to the reader of Arabic. 

Knowledge of morphology is umm aJ-cuJiim al-'Arabiyyah [the essence of the 

sciences of Arabic language] and the ~a~ii~ aJ-cuJiim aJ-~adabiyyah [the 

foundation of literary art]. He further warns that one who does not possess this 

knowledge "wonders in all the valleys without clear guidance" (al-Fattani n.d., 

2). Yet many have shown neglect to this field of study and have as a result not 
'---

been able to distinguish the root words from their derivatives. Al-Fattani next 

praises the contribution of lbn I:Iajib to the field of Arabic morphology. He has 

"laid down the foundation and clarified many aspects" thus making each line of 

his work a "string of pearls" and "each paragraph a magnificent ocean" (n.d., 2). 
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Inspite of the high regard he had for lbn l:lajib's work, al-Fattani had to 

undertake this commentary because the great work of lbn l:lajib was rather too 

concise and demanded a great deal of explanation. Al-Fattani states that he 

gave much consideration before embarking on this task since he has a busy 

schedule and lacks the expertise for this onerous responsibilty. He prays for 

Divine help from His Bounty so that he is able to simplify this text (n.d., 4). 

The methodology of the author in this book is not different from that applied by 

other scholars in the field. A notable exception is that al-Fattani has at certain 

places in his commentary taken the liberty of introducing principles of syntax. 

While these have no direct relation to morphology, by doing this the reader is 

given a better comprehension of applied 'ilm al-~arf 

Another siginficant contribution of this book is al-Fattani's discussions on the 

correct ways of writing and spelling Arabic words. This is a field Arab writers 

who wrote primarily for an Arab audience ignored. They never felt any need for 

such a study since it was taken for granted that anyone studying Arabic knew 

how to write and spell correctly. Al-Fattani however, writing with the non-Arab 

scholar also in mind, knew that it was always difficulty for non-Arabs no matter 

how well versed they may be in the language to master the art of Arabic 

writing. 

It is interesting to note that while most, if not all, of the Arabic syntax and 

morphology writers have extensively utilised Quranic examples to illustrate the 

rules they discuss, al-Fattani has mainly used examples from usage common in 

Arabic speaking societies. 

In this work al-Fattani makes two references to some of the personal difficulties 

he was experiencing at the time. The first is a comment he makes in his 

introduction (al-Fattani n.d., 2) where he states: 

"I was hesitant to write this work because of the 

difficulties and the enemies who are constantly 

encroaching on my privacy." 
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In his concluding remarks (n.d., 294) he writes: 

"All praise is due to Allah who, despite the 

difficulties I have experienced at the hands of 

opportunists and the changing conditions, has 

made it possible for me to complete this work." 

As has been briefly alluded to in Chapter Two, al-Fattani was here referring to 

the Mahdawiyyah. 

10. Kitiib al-tawassul. 

Kitiib al-tawassul, as the name suggests, is a book that was written for or 

dedicated to someone else. Al-Fattani tells us that he wrote this book as a way 

of interceding to Allah on behalf of his good Imam (Ji ~aliihi imam zamiim). 

Like al-Fattani's al-Mughni this work is also concerned with the biographies of 

narrators of the Tradition materials. Kitiib al-tawassul is therefore the second 

extant work by this author in the field of asmii' al-rijiil. 

10.1 Editions of Kitiib al-tawassul 

This work may be found in the Pir Mul,ammad Shah Library, Ahmadabad (MS. 

No. 333). 

This researcher has found reference to a work attributed to Shaikh al-Fattani in 

the Bankipiir catalogue (vol.xii, no. 730). The description of this work conforms 

with the Pir Mul,ammad Shah MS. in my possession. According to the Bankipiir 

catalogue however the title of this work is Asmii' al-rijiil. While it is not possible 

to comment definitively on the Bankipiir MS., the likelihood exists that this 

work of al-Fattani has been variously entitled. This is supported by the fact that 

"Kitiib al-tawassul' is an unlikely name for a work in this field. 
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10.2 The composition of Kitiib af-tawassuf 

This biographical work on the ruwiit af-J;iadith [narrators of Tradition] is 

divided into three faff [sections]. The first of these consisting of several ~anwiic 

~~vjons] hasJ:>een devoted, in the main, to a short life-sketch of the Prophet 

Mu];iammad faffaffiihu cafaihi wasallam. The second, extending over only two 

folios, contains some accounts of other prophets. The third faff has been 

divided into two nawc [subsection] of which the first deals chiefly with the ten 

most eminent Companions of the Prophet, called af-cashrah af-mubashsharah. 

The second subsection, which forms the major part of the work, comprises of 

notices of other male and female Companions, their successors (tiibiciin) and 

other Traditionists, all arranged alphabetically. 

While giving notice of a great personality al-Fattani traces their decent, mainly 

by dates of their birth and death, their ril;ifah [journey in quest of knowledge] if 

any, the names of their teachers and at times their successors and students. As 

far as available he also gives his critical remarks with due respect to the 

position of the riiwi [narrator]. 

11. Conclusion 

This brief overview of Shaikh Mu];iammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani's works may 

allow us now to examine aspects of his religious thought that are reflected in 

them. As was mentioned earlier, al-Fattani has left us no single work by which 

we may clearly know his religious thought and these observations are therefore 

understood from the nature of his scholarship rather than directly from ideas 

that he has expressed in his works. 

11.1 Locating al-Fattani's audience 

In his biography of al-Fattani, <Abd al-Wahhab stresses the fact that al-Fattani 

had for most of his life taught at Pattan, his hometown. This may explain why 

he wrote in so many different branches of Islamic studies. Al-Fattani, the 

teacher, could have had his students and other learned readers in mind when 

he compiled his works and as such his works all seem to be in the service of the 
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scholar. Ranging from his most important contribution to Islamic scholarship, 

the Majmac bil)iir al-anwiir, to the brief treatises on the history of MuQ.ammad 

~allallahii caJaihi wasallam, it would appear that all al-Fattani's works have been 

written with this purpose. He is often, as has been seen in the introductions to 

his works quoted above, concerned about what he regards as the neglect and 

scant attention that is paid to the particular field he is writing about. To 

generalise that al-Fattani has primarily a pedagogic aim and purpose in much of 

his works may not always hold true since at times it would appear that he has 

directed his scholarship to others of the learned class. 

Amongst this orthodox class there was a tendency of delineating a specific body 

of knowledge as 11m ["significant knowledge"]. Hodgson (1974, 2: 195) states 

that the orthodoxy regarded 11m as "the matter-of-fact historically documented 

data which in principle every individual could assimilate" and describes the 

range of their activities in the following words: 

Knowledge could be extremely refined and detailed, as was the 

}:iadith corpus and the criticism of it, which called for encyclopedic 

memory and for keen critical discriminations; it could even be 

extremely intricate, to the point of splitting hairs in academic 

niceties as often happened in the more hypothetical exercises in 

fiqh jurisprudence. It could even involve extensive logical 

sequences, assuming remotely abstract premises, as among those 

willing to accept kalam argumentation as being within the Shar<i 

range; but such premises must be prose clear, the logic must 

proceed by unshaded alternatives of yes or no, and in any case (of 

course) the conclusions must be consistent with positions accepted 

by the community on grounds of soberly documented historical 

revelation. 

Islamic scholarship in 10th/16th-century Muslim India and the learned class al

Fattani has directed his work to, certainly reflect the categories mentioned 

above. In this respect al-Fattani displays typically the tendency of the orthodoxy 

who through their established institutions of learning and by a characteristic 
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method sustain the transfer of <f]m. Educational institutes such as al-Fattani's 

Diir aJ-<uJiim (commonly called the madrasah) in Pattan had already an 

established history in the region. What is unique about the teachers and 

students of al-Fattani is their understanding of religion which fostered, together 

with this adherence to orthodoxy, a definite emphasis on mysticism. 

11.2 Continuity of a tradition 

Al-Fattani was clearly concerned with the passing on of Islamic knowledge. This 

continuity of a particular understanding of the Qur"an and l;ladith was for him 

then achieved by teaching and learning. This was very unlike some cuJamii3 

[scholars] who saw the continuity and the preservation of their position in the 

legitimacy afforded it by the bureaucracy of the state. In emphasising the 

institution of student and teacher as a method of preservation al-Fattani comes 

very close to the ~iifi idea that the seat of power is not the powerful institutions 

that were created but instead true authority is vested in powerful men who have 

a deep spirituality. 

11.3 Transmission of a spiritual influence 

Together with the meticulous transmission of Islamic knowledge al-Fattani has 

in several ways shown a deep veneration to the men through whom this 

learning has reached him. This idea is paralleled amongst the ~iifis where the 

teachings are revered because they are transmitted by the mouth of the masters. 

Al-Fattani often mentions his teacher al-Muttaqi with great respect and 

affection when for example in his work Tadhkirah al-maw<Jii<iit he states "qiila 

shaikhunii" [our teacher said]. 

In the Majmac al-bil;liir al-anwiir a section entitled "an important note" contains 

what may be described as a "contract" between the teacher and learner. It 

delineates the relationship that al-Fattani envisages for the transmission of 

learning. In ~iifism too, a pact [bai<ah] is entered into between candidate 

[murid] and the master [murshid/shaikh]. 
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Al-Fattani's dedication of his Kitiib al-tawassiil to his spiritual master al-Muttaqi 

also reflects this spiritual bond he saw between himself and his teacher. This 

work has been called Kitiib al-tawassulbecause the author hopes to, through his 

book, petition God on behalf of his teacher al-Muttaqi. 

It is not often that one can expect to find, in a book containing details of the 

narrators of the Traditions, mention of the previous Prophets or the Prophet 

MuJ;iammad. Yet in al-Fattani's works such information is added and apart from 

alluding to the continuous link that the author sees in transmission of religious 

teachings there could also be another motive. For the ~iifi the mere mention of 

pious men in the rariqah [path] is a source of blessing since at the heart of 

ta~awwufis the transmission of an esoteric doctrine from one master to another. 

In the estimation of al-Fattani, and others in his time, esoteric learning was 

neither in competion with nor inseperable from exoteric knowledge. The 

methods and etiquettes of one may easily therefore flow over into the other. 

Al-Fattani's works are outstanding contributions to Muslim intellectual life 

because in their style and tenor they at once display the best of Islamic 

orthodoxy and mysticism. In adopting this methodology he has proscribed any 

purely legalistic or entirely esoteric interpretation of the religion. The claim 

that mysticism is a rejection of intellectualism and rationalism therefore 

remains unsubstantiated in the case of al-Fattani. 

Al-Fattani's particular method must not be seen necessarily as a reaction against 

a particular religious position that was impersonal and formal in nature. Instead 

this bent of mind is more likely to have existed as a result of the training that 

al-Fattani received at the feet of his teachers at Pattan and abroad in the 

Arabian Peninsular. The accepted maxim, said to be the words of Imam Malik, 

which would have informed the approach to Islam in scholarly circles of the 

time was: "He who practices ~iifism without learning the sacred law corrupts his 

faith, while he who learns the sacred law without practicing ~iifism corrupts 

himself. Only he who combines the two proves true." 
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CHAPTER THREE: NOTES 

1 Ms. No. 178 in Pir MuQ.ammad Shah Library, AQ.madabad, India. 
2 Ms. No. 333 in Pir Mul}.ammad Shah Library, AQ.madabad, India. 
3 It is of significance that al-Fattani has used the honorific title "Sayyidina" with 

respect to this member of the ahl al-bait [the Prophetic household]. This usage 

is in conformity with the belief of the ahl al-sunnah wa aljamiicah who do not 

subscribe to the /miimiyyah-Shicah theory of Imamat. The Shi<ah would 

therefore~ rather append the title "Imam" to read "Imam I:Iusain" or "Imam 

l:lassan". 
4 1 Safar 978=5 July 1570 approx. 
5 Bankipur, vol. v, part ii, p.33 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Identity of the Bohras of Gujarat and beyond: 

The making of a society 

1. Introduction 

Shaikh Mu"Qammad ibn Tahir is not only referred to by his contemporaries, 

Muslim scholars and historians alike as "al-Fattani" but also as "al-Bohri" and 

"al-Gujarati". The attribute al-Gujarati is easier to understand since it describes 

the geographical area from which the Shaikh hails. In this chapter an attempt is 

made to understand the grouping that came to be known as Bohras and remain 

an identifiable unit today. 

Al-Fattani was not only a Bohra, he also spent all his energies at attempts to 

reform his community. The Bohras he lived with made up the majority of his 

followers. He taught their children in the seminary that he had served. The 

Shaikh was aware that the history that he shared with his community had been 

a powerful means of moulding the identity of his people. This study shows that 

at a critical time in the history of the Bohra people al-Fattani had been able to 

steer the entire community in a direction he saw appropriate. 

In this chapter an attempt will be made to determine the major factors that 

contribute to a sense of group identity amongst the Bohras. 

It is noted that the perceptions of the community as a whole regarding their 

Islamic origins contribute significantly to both their group identity and to their 

understanding of the "other". The dominant shared convictions about their 

origins shape their identity. 

Before attempting to determine the nature of al-Fattani's ethnicity, it would be 

appropriate to examine some of the theoretical considerations around the 

question of ethnicity. 
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1.1. Theoretical Perspective 

The first question is one of how to conceptualise ethnicity in general. In the 

social sciences, the classic "primordialist" perspective on ethnicity has come 

under much challenge recently by what may be referred to as the 

"developmental" perspective. Whereas the "primordialist" perspective (Geertz 

1963, 105-157; Isaacs 1975, 29-52) views ethnicity as a form of primordial 

attachment defined by and based on inherited and unalterable "given" 

attributes, such as shared ancestry and culture, the "developmental" perspective 

(Glazer and Moynihan 1963; Sarna 1978, 370-378) seeks to understand 

ethnicity more as an emergent phenomenon, a form of social organisation 

designed to achieve ends for a group of people and an adaptive response to 

external forces. De-emphasising the cultural component as a basis of ethnic 

formation, this view focuses on ethnicisation as being driven by the particular 

status and position of different groups within a particular society. 

Viewing ethnicity more as a situationally driven and transformable 

phenomenon, the developmental perspective avoids some of the shortcomings of 

the primordialist perspective. However, in its focus on the interest- and 
Mi ---

situation-driven motivations for ethnic mobilisation, the developmental 

perspective fails sufficiently to take into account the salience of primordial 

factors in ethnic mobilisation and the definition of ethnic identity. That is, it 

cannot explain why interests are pursued through ethnic cohesion rather than 

by some other forms of solidarity (McKay 1982, 395-420). 

The best way to think about ethnicity is therefore an approach which integrates 

the two perspectives. While ethnicity must be seen as a dynamic, emergent 

cultural construction arising in response to external conditions over time, ethnic 

identity must also not be understood simply as a "collective fiction," but as a 

construction which "incorporates, adapts, and amplifies pre-existing communal 

solidarities, cultural attributes, and historical memories" (Conzen et al. 1992, 

41). In other words, whatever the motivation for ethnic mobilisation, it must be 

recognised that a group's rationale and basis for its identity can often be 
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primordial in nature, based on a belief in elements of shared or inherited 

culture 1
• 

Marger (1994, 13-17) lists a unique culture, sense of community, ethnocentrism 

and territoriality as the basic characteristics of ethnic groups. They display a 

unique set of cultural traits such as language and religion. In addition to a 

common set of cultural traits, ethnic groups display a sense of community among 

members. There is a consciousness of kind or an awareness of close association 

among members. Sociologist Milton Gordon (1964) suggests that the ethnic 

group serves above all as a social-psychological referent in creating a "sense of 

peoplehood." This sense of community or oneness derives from an 

understanding of a shared ancestry or heritage. Such common ancestry however 

need not be real. As long as people regard themselves as alike by virtue of their 

perceived heritage and as long as others in the community regard them as so, 

they constitute an ethnic group, whether such a common background is genuine 

or fictitious (Shibutani and Kwan 1965). Ethnic groups are social creations 

wherein ethnic differences are based on group perceptions. 

These perceptions lead to ethnocentricism, the tendency to judge other groups 

by the standards and values of one's own. Sociologists and anthropologists have 

found this inclination to judge other groups by the standards of one's own and 

to view other groups as inferior or deficient to be a universal practice. In 

addition to fostering cohesiveness within one group, ethnocentrism however 

also serves as the basis of conflict between different groups. As Bonacich and 

Mondell have explained, "ethnicity is a communalistic form of social affiliation, 

depending, first, upon an assumption of a special bond among peoples of like 

origins, and second upon the obverse, a disdain for people of dissimilar origins" 

(Marger 1994,15). 

The next characteristic listed by Marger (1994, 15) is that ethnic group 

membership is ordinarily ascribed. This means that one's ethnicity is a 

characteristic acquired at birth and not subject to basic change. Being born a 

member of an ethnic group, one does not leave it except in unusual 
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circumstances. Through the socialisation process, individuals come to learn their 

group membership early and effectively and to understand the differences 

between themselves and members of other groups. One accepts group identity as 

naturally as accepting one's gender. Hughes and Hughes have suggested that, 

"If it is easy to resign from the group, it is not truly an ethnic group" (1952, 

165). 

Another characteristic of ethnic groups is that they often occupy a distinct 

territory within the larger society. Most of multiethnic societies throughout 

history consisted of groups that were regionally concentrated. When ethnic 

groups occupy a definable territory, they also maintain or aspire to some degree 

of political autonomy. They are in a sense "nations within nations." In some 

societies, the political status of ethnic groups are recognised whereas in others it 

is not. In instances where an ethnic group is no longer territorially based, such 

as the Bohras living in multiethnic societies outside of India, they retain 

sentimental ties to their society of origin. Bohras living in Saudi Arabia who 

were originally from Pattan have retained their links with the birth-place of 

their ancestors. 

Each of these characteristics is displayed in varying degrees by different ethnic 

groups in any society. An ethnic identity such as that of the Bohras is one 

conceived in terms of the characteristics outlined above. A population or social 

collectivity may be simply an ethnic category that has been assigned an identity 

by outsiders, but once that identity becomes subjective and that population sees 

itself in ethnic terms, perhaps in response to the identity outsiders assign to it, it 

becomes an ethnic group. 

It has been shown above that at the foundation of ethnic attachments lies real 

or assumed common descent. Weber (1968, 389) shows that ethnic ties are 

blood ties. The fact of common descent is less important than belief in common 

descent. In this chapter it will be shown that in the case of the Bohras too what 

matters is not "what is but what people perceive' (Connor 1993, 377). The 

potential basis for this belief in common descent are multiple, varying from 
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physical resemblance to shared cultural practices to a shared historical 

experience of inter-group interaction. Any of these or a combination of them 

may be the basis or justification of common descent. 

Prominent in the shared history of the Bohras is the perception that their Islam 

is qadim [ancient] and that they are not the decendents of converts to the faith. 

Their history therefore demands that they show that even before the advent of 

Islam, there existed an established link between the Subcontinent and Arabia. It 

would therefore be proper to detail the shared history of the Bohras. 

2. Islam in India 

2.1. The relationship between Arabia and India: India in the Arab mind. 

Centuries before the Turks established Islam as a political power in India, the 

Arab merchants had made settlements on, and established commercial relations 

with, the coastal towns and ports in South India and in the islands of the Indian 

Ocean (Husain 1968, 125). Sayyid Sulaiman Nadwi (1975, 9) writes: 

Arabia and India are two pilgrimage centres of two great nations 

of the world and both these centres are considered pure and sacred 

by their respective nations. Probably a few thousand years ago, the 

Aryans travelled from central Asia to Punjab and they thereafter 

scattered pursuing the courseways of the two major rivers Ganga 

and Jamna2
• However, the Arabs claim that their relationship with 

India does not extend over a few thousand years only but it goes 

back to well before their existence. India, they say, is the country 

of their forefather Adam. Many tafiisir [commentaries of the 

Qur0 an] and al)iidith [Traditions] make mention of the fact that 

when Adam was sent from Jannah [Paradise], he was sent to the 

Jannah of this earth which is referred to as Hindustan Jannat 

nishiin [India, the token of Paradise]. 
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2.2 Sarandip/Sahandalip (Sri Lanka) 

Adam first set foot in Sri Lanka the imprint of which is still visible today on a 

mountain in Sri Lanka3
• According to the tafsir of Ibn Jarir, Ibn Abu I:Iatim and 

I:Iakim, the name of the area of India where Adam first set foot was called 

Dajna. The commonly referred to name for the southern parts of India is 

Dakhna or Dakhan. Various types of perfumes and spices used to be exported 

from the south of India to the Arab world and from there to the other parts of 

the world. As a result of this, the Arabs believe that these exports are all 

souvenirs of the gifts Adam brought with him from Jannah [Paradise] (Surti 

1998, 16). 

Saylan, the name given to Ceylon by the Arab geographers, became the first 

Arab settlement in the Indian Ocean and denoted in Muslim literature only that 

part of the island in which lay Adam's Foot or Adam's Peak. Suyuti's Dur al

manthiir-a commentary on the Qur'an-has it that Adam, driven from Paradise 

dropped on the paradise-like soil called Hindustan Jannat Nishiin (Husain 

1968). 

2.3. A common sacred place 

There is an outstanding footprint on a boulder on one of the mountains of Sri 

Lanka. The most surprising thing is that this footprint is common ground for 

the beliefs of the Arab Muslims, the Buddhists and the Hindus in general. The 

Muslims believe it is the footprint of Adam, whilst the Buddhists say it is the 

footprint of Shakiah Muni and the Hindus claim it is the footprint of Shiv. All 

three religious groups regard it as sacred (Surti 1988, 17). 

2.4. The first I:Iajji was an Indian 

I:Iabib al-Ral)man al-A<zami4 writes: "Adam caJaihi al-saliim [may peace be upon 

him] was the first human being and he was also the first l;liijji [pilgrim] of the 

baitulliih [the house of Allah]. From all the cities and countries of the world, 

Allah TacaJii had honoured India as being the first country to send a person for 

l;lajj. The author of Tiirikh al-Tabari states that Ibn <Umar is reported to have 
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said that Allah divinely inspired Adam whilst he was in India to go and perform 

l;ajj of Baitulliih. He accordingly set out and performed J;ajj"(Surti 1998, 22). 

cAllamah Mul}.ib al-Din al-Tabari writes in al-Qura~ Ji qa~idi um al-qurra~ that 

the famous tiibici [Successor], cAta' ibn Abi Rabah narrates that Adam was made 

to descend in India and with him were four branches of Paradise from which 

people used to acquire fragrance. From there he went for the pilgrimage as well 

(Surti 1998, 22). 

2.5. The name Hind (India) 

Prior to the advent of the Muslims in India, the country itself had no proper 

name. Each of the provinces had its own name. Every princely state was known 

by its capital city. When the Persians captured one of the provinces of India, 

they named it Hindhu after the sea of Sindh5 which the Arabs used to call 

Mahran. 

In ancient Persian and Sanskrit languages, it was common to use the letters "s" 

and "h" in place of one another. There are many examples of this. Hence the 

word Sindh was changed over to Hind by the Persians. In contrast to the 

Persians, the Arabs who were well acquainted with not only Sindh but the 

entire country referred to Sindh as Sindh and the rest of the country as Hind. 

The name stuck and up to this present day it is referred to (in the Arab world) 

as Hind. The people hailing from Khaibar named it Hindu-stan which in Persian 

is pronounced as Hindustan (Nadwi 1975, 1). 

2.6. The ancient relationship of the Arab world with Gujarat 

The province of Gujarat is situated at such a strategic point that its western area 

is surrounded by the Arabian Sea. In front of it lies Oman. On its right is the 

Persian Gulf whilst on its left lies the Gulf of Eden. Beyond Eden lies Africa. 

Hence, a strategic location such as this would naturally create favourable 

trading partners as well. This is quite evident from the pages of history. Gujarat 

enjoyed a very penetrating business relationship with the Arab world 

particularly with Yemen and Hadhramaut. 
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The trading conditions of the ancient Arabs can be determined partly by the 

Torah and chiefly by studying Greek and Hebraic history. The Arabs continued 

with this relationship from approximately two thousand years before 

Christainity. They were considered as a vital part of the chain linking the East 

to the West. Goods from India used to be exported by sea from the coastal 

regions of Gujarat to the coast of Yemen and Hadhramaut and from there via 

the coastal roads of the Red Sea to the coast of Syria and finally to Europe over 

the sea of Rome. Alternatively, from Syria they would go to Alexandria in Egypt 

and then to Europe. This route remained in use right until the reign of Ptolemy, 

the Greek (Nadwi 1975, 181). 

Mountstuart Elphinstone states that two centuries before the Christian era the 

trade between India and the ports of Sabaea6 was entirely in the hands of the 

Arabs (Husain 1968, 125). Drawing on the information of well-known Arab 

geographers, Tennent (1859, 1:607) says: 

The Arabs who had been fimiliar with India before it was known to 

the Greeks and who had availed themselves of the monsoons long 

before Hipplaus ventures to trust them, began in the fourth and 

fifth centuries of the Christian era to establish themselves as 

merchants at Cambay, Surat, Mangalore, Calicut, Kaulam and other 

Malabar ports whence they emigrated to Ceylon, the government of 

which was remarkale for its toleration of all religious sects and its 

hospitable reception of refugees. 

Large volumes of commercial goods used to be exported by tradesmen from the 

southern parts of India and the surrounding islands to Yemen. Apart from this, 

gold, silver and carnelian7 used to be exported from Gujarat in ancient times. In 

fact, up to this very day, carnelian is still being exported to other countries from 

Cambay [Kambath] (in Gujarat). It is quite probable that during the era of the 

Prophet cAshciya°, the perfumes, gems, jewels, gold etc. that used to be seen 

transported from Eden, the port of Yemen and from Anatolia to Syria all 
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emanated from India - as is mentioned by Josephus, the historian, in his book 

Budh mati Hind on page 28. Soparah (in the district of Thana near Bombay), 

and Rorakh (next to Bharuch) were both major ports of trade from ancient 

times dating back to the times of Solomon. Ivory and other goods used to be 

exported from here to Palestine (Nadwi 1975, 185-6). 

Arab settlements are known to have existed on the west Indian sea coast8
• "Arab 

geographers and traders who came in the ninth and tenth centuries speak of 

these, self administered, ancient colonies with centuries of history behind them" 

(Misra 1963, 3). 9 

Presently, the oldest book dealing with the history of past nations is the Torah. 

Even a cursory study of these sources will reveal that just two generations after 

the Prophet Ibrahim, a business caravan passes by this road, picks up Yusuf and 

takes him to Egypt. Greek historians have also made mention of this route. 

In short, the Arabs remained in control of trade relationships with India from 

the Prophet Yiisuf's time up to the times of the European traveller Marco Polo 

(591 C.E.) and the Portuguese traveller Vasco Da Gama (852/1448). Argather 

Shidash, a Greek historian approximately two thousand years before cisa' writes: 

"Cargo ships would set out from the coastal regions of Gujarat and dock at Saba 

in Yemen and from where they would proceed to Egypt" (Nadwi 1975, 186)10
• 

On the strength of the aforementioned historical narrations it may be deduced 

that the Arabs and Indians always enjoyed close trade relations. This is also 

evident from ancient as well as modern history. 

2. 7. The opinion of Sayyid Sulaiman Nadwi 

On the occasion of a graduation ceremony at the Jamicah Husainiyyah in 

Rander (Husainiyyah University in Rander, Surat, Gujarat), Sayyid Sulaiman 

N adwi delivered what was regarded by students of the history of India as, a 

rather contentious lecture on the topic of the history of Gujarat and about ciJm 

[knowledge] and taqwii' [Allah-consciousness]. The address was later published 
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in the Urdu monthly Macari[ which is published from <.Azamgarh in September 

1945. Twenty-five years later, in September 1970, Mawlana Yusuf Binnori 

reprinted the same lecture in his Urdu monthly Bayyiniit published from 

Karachi. The following is a translation of an excerpt from the lecture: 

This part of India known as Gujarat and particularly this town of 

yours i.e. Rander (a town next to Surat), which was once famously 

known as "the door of the Ka<bah", was at one time before the rise of 

Bombay, the first stage of the journey for those travelling to the 

Ka<bah. Not only from India but from far afield as Turkey, China, 

Afghanistan and Russia people used to go to Makkah and Madinah 

via this very port. This river before you i.e. the Tapti and further 

afield near Bharuch, the Narmada river, both these rivers lead into 

the Arabian Sea. The visitors to Makkah and Madinah used these 

rivers those days to land onto the Arabian Peninsula. One of the 

greatest blessings of this place is that in those days any faqih Uurist] 

or mui)addith [Traditionist] that came from ijijaz, Syria or Egypt 

first spread his sheet of grace and talent at this very place and the 

very first assemblies of "qiilalliih" and "qalii al-rasii/' ["Allah says ... " 

and "the Prophet says ... "] used to congregate at this very place as 

well. There is only a patch of water separating Gujarat and the 

Arabian Peninsula. Hence, any wave that rose on that end always 

came and struck this end and any storm that brewed on that end also 

found its way to the Indian side as well11
• This is one of the main 

reasons why Gujarat was the first province in India to be honoured 

with the wealth of the knowledge of i)adith [Traditions]. Apart from 

this, the entire treasure of Asaf Khan, the last sovereign of the 

Gujarati empire, was transported to ijijaz where it became a source of 

academic and spiritual nourishment. During the era of the kings of 

Gujarat, the (produce of the) lush and verdant lands of Gujarat were 

endowed for the lushness (benefit) of the barren lands (of ijijaz) 

(N adwi 1970, 43). 
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2.8. The arrival of the $al)abah [Companions], Tabicfin [Successors] and Tabac 

tabiciin [Followers] in Gujarat and the Subcontinent. 

The former Professor of l)adith of the Islamic University at Dhabel (Jamicah 

Dhabel), Mawlana CAbd al-Jabbar al-N~ami writes: 

It is legendary that the very first relationship India enjoyed with 

Islam commenced from Sindh and in the year 94 A.H. Mu];iammad 

ibn Qasim al-Thaqafi traversed the deserts of Sindh and established a 

Muslim government in India. However, this fact also cannot be 

overlooked that the first place the Muslim's eyes fell on were the lush 

mountainous regions of Gujarat. Gujarat always remained their chief 

objective right until they conquered it. In fact it can be said that 

Gujarat was the first province to be honoured with the blessed feet of 

those who succumbed to the unity of Allah [tawl)id] and Gujarat was 

the first province in whose mountains, deserts, and jungles the chants 

of Allahii akbar [Allah is the Greatest] reverberated. In the year 15 

A.H. an army under the leadership of a Companion ijakam ibn c_As 

al-Thaqafi came to Gujarat. Many of them lost their lives as well in 

this expedition and most probably many of the martyrs had witnessed 

the blessed face of the Prophet MuQ.ammad and benefitted from his 

instruction and companionship. These $al)abah are somewhere in the 

land of Gujarat but exactly where this hidden treasure lies, we have 

no idea (cAbd al-Jabbar 1978, 1:447). 

2. 9. The inception of Islam in India 

One of the most well known historians of Arabic, Persian and Urdu history of 

our times, cAllamah Qaqi Athar Mubarakpuri who was the director of the 

Shaikh al-Hind Academy-Deoband, writes in his Urdu work Hind me Arab ki 

l)ukumaten [Arab Rule in India]: 

According to our research, the areas of Sandan i.e. Thana (near 

Bombay), Bharbhut, Bhari.ich, Rander, Cochin and Gujarat were the 

first areas to welcome Islam and the Muslims. The blessed feet of the 

~al)abah and tabiciin [Companions and Successors] first landed on 

these fortunate areas. The inception of Islam in India is normally 
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considered to have appeared in the time of the conqueror of Sindh 

and India MuQ.ammad ibn Qasim. Allow me, however, to inform you 

that in the year 15 A.H. during the Caliphate of cumar, just three or 

four years after the demise of the Messenger of Allah, a group of 

Muslims under the leadership of a fal;iiibi [Companion] named 

f:Iakam ibn cAbii al-As landed in the cities of Thana (Thane), 

Bharbhut, Bhariich and Rander etc. Their arrival and descent was the 

first impression of Islam in Gujarat. Islam gained its luminous glory 

in the Indo-Pak subcontinent from this very lamp of spiritual 

guidance. Approximately 80 years before the victory of the mujiihid, 

MuQ.ammad ibn Qasim over Sindh, the relationship and roots of the 

Muslims had already gained a strong footing in the south of the 

country i.e. in Gujarat (Surti 1998, 29-30). 

From amongst the earliest contacts between the Muslims and the Indians were 

those with the Gujarat kingdom of the Maitrakas who ruled from Vallabhipura 

near modern day Bhavanagar (Misra 1963, 3). 

2.10. King Bhoj and India 

There is an incident which, although not firmly established from the narrations 

of the ~al;iiibah and tiibFiin [Companions and Successors], is definitely 

mentioned by historians and often repeated in the exhortations of lecturers. 

There are differences of opinion in historical accounts over the witnessing by 

king Bhoj of the miraculous splitting of the moon by MuQ.ammad and also over 

whether he had summoned one of the Prophet's Companions to India to convert 

him to Islam. There are also different views over the whereabouts of the graves 

of this fal;iiibi [Companion] and the king who was responsible for calling him to 

India. 

<Allamah Qacji Athar Mubarakpuri and the scholar who has been famed as the 

"Imam of l;iadith" of our times Mawlana f:Iabib al-RaQ.man al-N~ami were both 

asked by Mawlana Kafletwi about this historical incident. Mawlana Kafletwi 
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received replies from both these authorities and has recorded the gist of both 

the letters in his Gujarati work entitled Akabirin-i-Gujarat. As a point of 

departure for his question, Kafletwi refers both scholars to an article written on 

this subject by Mawlana Ashraf cAli Thanwi. 

In his reply CAllamah Qaqi Athar Mubarakpuri says: "There are many unreliable 

narrations regarding certain kings of India who had converted to Islam upon 

witnessing the miraculous splitting of the moon by the Messenger of Allah 

[peace be upon him]. The kings which have been made mention of in these 

narrations are: 

1. Rajah Samri of Malabar (Kerala) 

2. Rajah Bhoj of Dharwar in the province of Karnataka situated near the 

province of Maharashtra 

3. Rajah Bhoj of Bhojpur in the province of Bihar 

4. Rajah Bhoj of Dhar in Madhyapradesh near Malwah and Ujain. 

No mention of this has been made in any book of Arabic history nor is there any 

oral or written narration supporting this view. This incident is possible but we 

cannot establish its authenticity for the lack of historical evidence." 

Mubarakpuri further states: "The incident Thanwi mentions of Rajah Bhoj 

cannot be historically established. Nonetheless there is a possibility this 

incident is authentic but as there was no system of recording any historical 

events in those days, the Arab historians were unable to come across any record 

of this incident." 

The Imam of J;adith in India, Mawlana I:Iabib al-RaQ.man al-Niami replied: "I 

have received your abridgement and checked Thanwi's article. Your 

abridgement was most correct. The incident of Rajah Bhoj is based mainly on 

hearsay. We have not come across any such incidents in any of the Arabic or 

Persian reliable accounts of history. Even in the detailed biographies of the 

Companions we were unable to come across any mention of a ~al;abi 

[Companion] coming to India at the request of Rajah Bhoj. There would not be 

any problem if you mention this incident in your writings provided you expose 
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the basis of this narration and specify the reason for mentioning this narration. 

I will try to glean more information on the names Thanwi has mentioned in his 

article and I will also try to determine where he (Thanwi) resided in 

Gorakhpur. Probably from there on I will be able to pursue the incomplete book 

he makes mention of in his article. May Allah reward you tremendously." 

It is interesting to note that both the provinces of Karnataka and 

Madhyapradesh contain places by the name of Dharwar. We do not reject this. 

However, another ancient city in Kutch, Kathiawar (Kathiawad) also had the 

same name of Dharwar which was mentioned in Thanwi's article. If none of the 

historians are aware of the place, it does not necessarily mean that the place 

does not exist. 

According to cAbd al-I:Iai Kafletwi, Mawlana Ashraf CAii Thanwi's article 

contains at least three factors which convince the reader that Gujarat was 

honoured with the burial on its lands of this king and the Companion who 

converted him. Firstly, Thanwi mentions that the king was named Shaikh 

cAbdullah, he was a very pious saint and his grave is in Dharwar (Gujarat). The 

second convincing factor is that one of the descendants of Rajah Bhoj, Mawlana 

I:Iasan Bastawi says: "I am one of the Rajah's descendants." He thereafter 

mentions the entire incident of the king's conversion to Islam. In conclusion, 

Mawlana I:Iasan Bastawi says that due to the Rajah's conversion to Islam, the 

people deposed him. His grave as well as the grave of the said Companion are 

situated at Dharwar in Kathiawad, Gujarat. The third factor is what Mawlana 

Ashraf CAii alludes to when he says: "I have a close colleague residing in the 

environs of Bhojpiir who informed me that according to the local villagers, the 

king converted to Islam. As a result he was deposed and he thereafter fled to 

Gujarat." 

By way of summation Kafletwi states: 

We wish to bring to the notice of the reader that there were two aspects 

of the aforementioned incident. One dealt with the advent of the Prophet 

Mu.Qammad's Companions and the subsequent conversion of Rajah Bhoj 
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to Islam. The second aspect deals with the location of their graves. As far 

as the first aspect is concerned, i.e. the reliability of the narrations citing 

the kings conversion to Islam etc, this humble servant totally accedes to 

the views of the two seniors expressed above. There is no room for 

dispute as far as this is concerned. However, as far as the second aspect is 

concerned, i.e. the location of the grave, we can claim, basing this claim 

on the convincing factors of Mawlana Thanwi's article, that the most 

closely accurate record is that the city of Dharwar in the district of 

Kathiawad in Gujarat was honoured with the graves of these two pious 

souls. This is our belief and Allah knows best (Kafletwi n.d., 53). 

2.11. The grave of a Companion in Gujarat: the findings of Mawlana Ashraf <Ali 

Thanwi 

Mawlana Ashraf <Ali Thanwi writes in the Urdu monthly al-Niir (Mul;iarram 

1346, 23): 

Eventually I requested my friend Sayyid Maqbiil ijusain to write out the 

text which was originally in Persian. The gist of it was that Rajah (king) 

Bhoj witnessed in India the miraculous splitting of the moon by the 

Messenger of Allah. To verify this he despatched a few people to Arabia 

and upon acquiring this verification he accepted Islam. He was named 

<Abdullah. He was a very pious and devout Muslim. His tomb is situated 

in Dharwar (Kutch, Kathiawad, Gujarat) (Kafletwi n.d., 53). 

Mawlana Thanwi further states: 

I continued contemplating over this incident and I also persisted in 

enquiring from others but I was unable to gain any convincing proof. 

However, I came across a few timeworn sheets of paper in my host's 

house in Gorakhpur. These sheets were in a book form lying 

abandoned and cast aside in his house. As the first few pages of the 

book were missing, the name of the book was unavailable. The book 

which at that time comprised of pages 7 to 114 was printed on 

almond-coloured paper. Even the author could not be determined. 

On page 97, it reads: "Shaikh Umid <Ali was a resident of 
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Kolawamari (district c.Azamgarh). Whilst going through his books 

one day in his library, I came across a translation by Faic;li of the 

diary of Rajah Bhoj. It was a translation of the original manuscript. 

One of the entries in his diary also made mention of the splitting of 

the moon into two. Apart from this, Mawlana I:Iasan Rac;la Khan says: 

"I am a descendant of Rajah Bhoj. Rajah Bhoj was the king of a place 

called Dhar. One night, whilst sitting on the upper story of his house, 

he witnessed the moon splitting into two. He summoned his priests 

and consulted them over this matter. They informed him that this is 

a miracle of a person born in Arabia. The Rajah despatched a person 

to the Prophet requesting him to send someone to teach him his 

religion. The messenger of Allah sent a Companion who converted 

the Rajah to Islam and named the king <Abdullah. Upon his 

submission to Islam, the people deposed him and appointed his 

brother as the king. The Companion also passed away at the same 

city (of Dharwar). The tomb of King <Abdullah is in the same vicinity 

as the tomb of the Companion (Kafletwi n.d., 62). 

To this Kafletwi adds the following observations: '( ;~ 

/ ' 

/ / 
1. Rajah Bhoj was a very famous and mighty king of Indi~The ~~ Urdu 

expression Kahan Rajah Bhoj aur kahan gangwa teli expresses the king's 

seniority as well as his majesty. 

2. There is a similar incident recorded about the king of the coast of Malabar. 

He also witnessed the splitting of the moon. However, this is not the same king 

mentioned in the above incident. 

3. Mawlana Thanwi says: "A friend of mine who is a resident of the environs of 

Bhojpiir and who repeatedly visits Bhojpiir says that it is popularly accepted 

amongst the local villagers that the king converted to Islam and he was 

consequently deposed. He thereafter fled to Gujarat" (Kafletwi n.d., 43) 

In his Tarikh, Farishtah (n.d., 1:73) has included a note on Rajah Bhoj and 

while he mentions that this king was known for his justice, his many wives and 
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held a fair every year at which artists from far and wide would be invited to 

perform, makes no mention of his Islam. 

2.12. Islam in India during the Caliphate of cumar (13/635-23/643) 

It was against the background of the rapid expansion of Islam that the first 

contacts between Islam and India took place during the caliphate of cumar. The 

rise of Islam did not, however, give rise to the connection with India but only 

added a new dimension to it. This is so because from time immemorial spices 

and other articles from India and southeast Asia had been in great demand in 

Egypt and southern Europe and this transit trade was mainly in the hands of 

Arabs who brought merchandise from the Indian ports to Yemen and southern 

Arabia. 

Trade continued after the Arabs embraced Islam. It was during the caliphate of 

cumar that the religious contact between these two peoples took place. Formal 

territorial conquests however took place much later during the time of the 

Ummayad caliph Walid ibn cAbd al-Malik (86/705-96/715). It was then that the 

first major conflict between the Muslims of Arabia and the Indian subcontinent 

arose out of a dispute regarding Arab sailors who were operating in the Indian 

Ocean. They had sailed as far as Sri Lanka and when some of them died there 

the local ruler decided that it was appropriate that he send their widows and 

children back to Arabia with gifts and letters of goodwill addressed to Hajjaj12 

(661-714). Unfortunately the ship met with bad weather and was drawn close 

to the shores of Debul13 where it was attacked by pirates who plundered the 

gifts and took the Muslim women and children as captives. When news reached 

l:lajjaj he protested to Dahar, the then ruler of Sindh, to release the prisoners 

and restore the booty. Dahar was evasive in his reply and this action enraged 

I:Iajjaj. He persuaded Walid, the Caliph at the time, to authorise punitive 

measures against Dahar. The initial expeditions that were sent against Dahar 

ended in failure but a later expedition sent under the capable leadership of 

MuJ:iammad ibn Qasim was more successful. By the autumn of 93/711 they had 

defeated Dahar and the Muslim flag was hoisted on the soil of the Indian 

subcontinent. 
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As is evident from the above-mentioned statement of Mubarakpuri, these were 

not the first contacts of Islam in India. In 23/643 two campaigns were launched 

against India. The first, under l:lakam ibn cAmr al-Taghlabi, advanced as far as 

the Indus and the second was directed against the coast of West India. These 

initial expeditions did not result in any substantial territorial conquest. 

In 14/634 cumar dispatched cUtba0 ibn Ghazwan, a Companion, to Ubulla, 

modern day Basrah. While dispatching him cumar advised that "Islam should 

occupy a place in the land of Hind." In refering to 0ard al-Hind [the land of 

Hind] cUmar most probably had Ubulla in mind 14 since at the time this region 

was known as Hind. Nevertheless the Arabs continued to advance towards India 

and reached the Indus Valley in 23/643 (al-Tabari, 1893,1:2378-82). 

The first naval expedition towards India was directed against Thana, a sea port 

near Bombay. The Companion cAmr ibn As al-Thaqafi15 was the governor of 

Bahrain and cUman at the time. He dispatched an expedition under the 

command of his brother I:Iakam ibn Abi al-As al-Thaqafi who was also a 

Companion of the Prophet (lbn I:Iajar 1888,1:703-8; Dhahabi 1315 A.H.1:144). 

The landing of the forces on the coast of Gujarat heralded the advent of the 

$alJiibah in the south of India16
• Other expeditions were also sent against 

Barwas or Broach and to the Gulf of Daybul (Debal). The expedition to Daybul 

was headed by cUthman al-Thaqafi's brother known as Mughairah ibn al-As al

Thaqafi (al-Baladhuri 1866, 1: 81-2). 

The Arab expeditions to India have been mentioned in some detail by al

Baladhuri in his FuruiJ al-buldiin. He does not however mention the specific 

date of these expeditions but it would appear from the context of his entries 

that these expeditions were undertaken immeditely after cUthman al-Thaqafi 

had assumed the governorship17 of Bahrain and cuman in 14/636 or 15/637. 

Abii Mikhnaf18 and al-Madaini19 are quoted here as authorities for this view (al

Baladhuri 1866, 431-2). 
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The date of the expedition to India is contingent upon that of the appointment 

of Uthman in Bahrain and cuman. It would therefore be necessary to determine 

the correct date of the appointment2°. 

A statement of lbn Sacd contradicts the above reports. He states that until the 

foundation of Basrah was not laid, in 16/637 or 17 /63821
, cUthman al-Thaqafi 

was not transferred from Taif where he had been appointed as an ciimil 

[governor] by the Prophet in 9/690. When the need for a capable governor for 

the new city of Basra arose, the name of cUthman was suggested to the caliph 

cumar. Since the Prophet Mu1;tammad had himself made the appointment, 

cumar was reluctant to transfer CUthman. After sometime he had to yield to the 

popular demand and cUthman was sent to Basrah after being replaced at Taif by 

his brother l:lakam ibn cAs al-Thaqafi (lbn Sacd 1915, 7:36). 

Abu Mikhnaf's account is also erroneous because cAla' al-Hadrami who is said to 

have been replaced by cUthman in Bahrain and 'Uman did not die in 14/635 or 

in the beginning of 15/636 as is asserted by Abu Mikhnaf. Al-Tabari asserts that 

al-Hadrami was ciimil over Bahrain and Yamamah in 16/637 and led a naval 

expedition against Persia in 17 /638 and died in 21/641 (al-Tabari 1893, 

1:2545). It also does not seem probabale that cfhba ibn Ghazwan was 

superceeded by cAla' as the governor of Basrah in 14/635 or 15/636 when the 

former was just accomplishing the preliminary tasks for the foundations of a 

military barracks there. Al-Tabari, on the authority of al-Baladhuri places 

CUthman in 14/15 in Bahrain while curiously enough cuman which was a base 

for Indian expeditions, was at the time in the control of another governor 

namely Hudhaifah ibn Mi1;tsan (al-Tabari, 1893, 1:2389, 2426). Al-Tabari 

maintains that cUthman was the governor of Taif in the year 16/637, a claim 

that collaborates lbn Sacd. What is also important to note is that with the 

exception of al-Baladhuri no other chronicler puts the provinces of Bahrain and 

cuman under one ciimil till 23/643. After CUthman was appointed in Basrah in 

17 /638 Bahrain and Yamamah also came under his control. cuman, however 

still continued to be ruled by Hudhaifah ibn Mi1;tsan The dispatch of a naval 

expedition under cUthman till 17 /638 is therefore higly unlikely. 
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According to al-Tabari <Uthman al-Thaqafi assumed charge of Bahrain and the 

outlying areas of <Uman and Yamamah in 23/643 (al-Tabari 1893, 2:737). This 

date can be gleaned from al-Baladhuri by chronologically arranging the tenures 

of the offices of the governnors of Bahrain upto the year 23/643. In 20/640 

Qudamah ibn Ma'zun al-Juma<i, who was the governor of Bahrain, was 

dismissed on the charge of drinking and was replaced by Abu Hurairah al

Dawsi. Abu Hurairah held this post for a considerable time during which he 

established a stable for the breeding of horses. This venture earned him 12000 

dirhams. The caliph, cumar viewed this accumulation of money as a 

misappropriation of the bait al-miil [public revenue] and consequently 

discharged Abu Hurairah. Al-Baladhuri further states that •«umar then assigned 

<Uthman ibn Abi al-As al-Thaqafi as governor of Bahrain and cuman who still 

held the post at the time of the death of <Umar" (al-Baladhuri 1866, 82). There 

is therefore no contradition between al-Tabari and al-Baladhuri regarding the 

appointment of <Uthman al-Thaqafi in 23/643 and it may be assumed that he 

undertook the expeditions to India immeditately after he assumed charge of 

Bahrain and <Uman. 

The expedition that was then undertaken against Thana was a success. Muslims 

had thus reached India by land and sea during the caliphate of <Umar. This 

period synchronised with the golden age of the Companions. As yet the unity 

that had been brought about by the Prophet Mul;tammad had not been 

disturbed by the factionalism of any Shiite or Kharijite nor by the partisan spirit 

of any Umayyad or Hashimite. The Companions stood firm behind Islam with 

the sole concern to deliver the message of Islam to mankind at large. 

Of the Companions who participated in the Indian campaign the following 

names are known: 

1. <Abdullah ibn <Abdullah ibn <Utban (al-Tabari 1893, 1:2635; Ibn f:lajar 1888, 

2:817 seq.; Ibn al-Athir n.d., 3:199). 

2. <Asim ibn <Amr al-Tamimi (lbn <Abd al-Barr 1336 A.H., 2:500; Ibn f:lajar 

1888, 2:614). 
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3. Sul).ar ibn al-cAbdi (lbn Sacd 1915, 7: 1,61; Ibn cAbd al-Barr 1336 A.H., 1:322; 

lbn al-Athir n.d., 2: 11, Ibn l:lajar 1888, 2:472). 

4. Suhail ibn cAdi (lbn cAbd al-Barr 1336 A.H., 1:578, Ibn al-Athir n.d., 3:22; 

Ibn l:lajar 1888, 3:22). 

5. l:fakam ibn al-<.As al-Thaqafi (al-Tabari 1895, 2:80; Ibn al-Athir n.d., 3:35; 

cAbd al-Barr 1336 A.H., 1:118; lbn l:lajar 1888, 1:707). 

2.13. Sal).abah [Companions] in India during the Caliphate of cUthman 

(23/643-35/655) 

Once the Muslims had been successful and the entire region from Mukran to 

that part of Sindh which comprised the west of the Indus came under Muslim 

rule, the Arabs retired after the local people agreed to pay the usual tribute. It 

was however not long before the warlike hill tribes revolted, refused to be 

subdued and stopped paying the tribute. 

Consequently the next caliph, CUthman sent cubaidullah ibn Macmar al-Tamimi 

who was also a Companion of the Prophet to subdue them. Although 

CUbaidullah was faced with stiff opposition when he arrived in Makran he 

managed to crush the rebellion and brought all the territory extending upto the 

Indus under his control as well (al-Tabari 1893, 1:2829). From this time on 

Arab control over the region took a permanent footing. In 30/650 cUbaidullah 

was transferred to Persia and cumair ibn CUthman was appointed in his place 

(al-Tabari 1893, 1:2830). 

The other Companion who is linked to the Indian campaigns during the 

caliphate of cUthman is cAbd al-Ral).man ibn Samura ibn I:Iabib ibn cAbd al

Shams ibn cAbd al-Manaf. He succeeded Rabic ibn Ziyad al-I:Iarithi as the 

governor of Sijistan in 31/650 (lbn l:lajar 1325, 4: 190). As the new governor of 

the region he possessed much enthusiasm and proceeded eastwards from Zaranj. 

Soon he brought the whole region right upto the frontiers of India under his 

subjection. He advanced along the waters of the Helmund and was soon 

confronted by the Indian forces near Rudbar, which lies on the frontier between 

modern day Afghanistan and Baluchistan (Elliot 1869, 1:416). After a triumph 
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here the Muslim forces moved on as far as Bust. The author of Mujam al

buldiin mentions that not far from Bust lay a temple dedicated to the god Surya. 

In Arabic Surya was called Ziir and was valuable because it was made of gold 

and had two rubies as eyes. The mountain on which this temple was situated 

became known as Mount Ziir and was situated in the territory of Sindh (Yaqiit 

1866 2:956). lbn Samura is reported to have entered the temple, cut off a hand 

of the golden god and remove the rubies from the eyes. He then went to the 

ruler of the place and handed these over to him saying: "I only wanted to show 

you that it had no power whatsoever to harm or help" (al-Baladhuri 1866, 394). 

After his successful penetration into Sindh, cAbd al-Ra]:iman retired to Zaranj. 

He died in 50/670 in his residance in Basrah where the street, Sikkah lbn 

Samurah, was named after him. 

During the cailphate of cAli (35/656-40/661) due to internal problems very little 

attention was paid to India. Although there was not much external outreach, 

when cAli came to know that the people of Sistan (part of Sindh) had apposed 

the caliphate, he sent Nair ibn Dair to the border of India in 38/659. A large 

group of Islamic scholars accompanied this group (Kafletwi n.d., 79). Again in 

39/660 an Islamic army under the leadership of Harith ibn Murrah came to 

India. 

The Muslim attacks during the reign of cUthman and his successors did not go 

without resistance. At first the powerful Rajputs proved too strong to be 

overcome by a naval expedition. With the fall of Sindh however the Muslims 

had the advantage of a contiguous land frontier with Gujarat. The then powers 

in Gujarat record the occurrence of Muslim invasions. Several of these rulers 

such as the Pratihara king Nagabhata, the Chalukya king of Lata in south 

Gujarat, Avanijanasraya Pulakesriraja and the Gurjara king Jayabhata IV 

resisted the and were able to halt the advance of the Muslim forces (Misra 

1963, 4). 
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In the years that followed Muslims advanced as far south as Bharuch and 

N avsari and far east east as Ujjain. Historical records of the period indicate that 

between the years 106/724 and 120/738 they defeated the kings of Saindhavas, 

Kacchellas, Saurashtra, the Cahvatakas, the Mauryas and the Gurjaras 

(Majumdar 1954, 172-3; Majumdar 1960, 191). In 758 the Mansur the Caliph 

sent a fleet to the Porbander coastal town of Barada and in 776 another Muslim 

expedition was sent against this town but because of an epidemic they suffered 

a setback (Elliot and Dawson 1867, 1:4; Nadwi 1935, 277). 

2.14. Sal}abah [Companions] in India during the Caliphate of Mucawiyyah 

( 41/661-60/681) 

Isl}aq is of the opinion that the last Companion that came to India was Sinan 

ibn Salmah ibn al-Muhabbiq al-Hudhali (8/629-53/673) 22 (lsl}aq 1976, 17). The 

governor of Iraq, Ziyad, appointed him as commander of the Indian frontiers in 

48/668. Sinan assumed the post and soon thereafter conquered Mukran, 

founded several important cities and organised the revenue system. He thus 

proved himself a capable ruler and administrator. The reason why he was 

discharged is unknown. Rashid ibn cAmr al-Judaidi of the Azd tribe replaced 

him. He however fell in action agaist the Meds and once more Sinan was 

recalled to the post. Once again Sinan displayed his leadership abilities by 

conquering the areas of Qayqan and Budh where he ruled for two years. He was 

killed at Qu~dar, which is modern day Khozdar in Baluchistan in 53/673. 

During the caliphate of Mucawiyyah a senior tiibi1 [Successor] by the name of 

Muallab ibn Abu Sufra al-Azdi (8/692-83/702) also visited India as a general 

under CAbd al-Ral}man ibn Samurah. He arrived in Sajistan in 43/663. He 

detached himself from the main army and with a small army picked mainly from 

his own tribe, the Azd, he penetrated into the inland of India. He marched as 

far as Kabul and captured the areas Lahore from where, in 44/664, he moved 

further as far as Bannu (al-Baladhuri 1866, 432). 

From the above it is evident that already almost 80 years before the advent of 

Mul}ammad ibn Qasim al-Thaqafi there were contacts between India and J:lijaz. 
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According to al-Baladhuri, long before Mul}ammad ibn Qasim came to India, 

500 Arab Muslims came to Mahram and stayed there when it was rule by King 

Dahir. These were besides those who arrived there via the coast of Gujarat 

(Kafletwi n.d., 69). 

Besides the Companions a large number of tabicin [Successors] also came to 

India. The leader of these tabi1n was I:Iasan al-Ba~ri who lived in India and 

spent two-and-a-half years in different places in this country. 

Some of the other Successors said to have come to India include: 

1. Sacid ibn cA.mir An~ari 

2. Sacid al-Qushairi 

3. I:Iarith ibn Murrah cAbdi 

4. cumar ibn CAbdullah al-Qarshi 

5. cAbbad ibn Ziad ibn Abii Sufyan (he conquered the desert area of Katch and 

Kandhar) 

6. Yazid ibn Mufarraq al-Humaidi 

7. Mul}ammad ibn Qasim al-Thaqafi (the conqueror of Sidh was also a tabh) 

Mul}ammad ibn Qasim al-Thaqafi came to India during the rule of Walid ibn 

cAbd al-Malik via Iran to Makran and Debul. Here he fought a battle with the 

king Dahir. After his triumph he established Islamic rule here. Later he met the 

forces of Dahir again in the area of Katch. Here two of the generals and 

advisors of king Dahir were Muslims. They were Mul}ammad ibn cAlai and 

I:Iarith ibn <Alai (Kafletwi n.d., 68-79). 

Mawlana Ashraf Randeri, the rector of Dar al-cUliim Rander, in his booklet 

Gulshan-i-Gujarat [The Garden of Gujarat], identifies the mausoleum of 

Fathullah Jilani, who had come to Surat from Arabia for dacwah and tabligh 

[propogation] of Islam. He is of the opinion that Jilani is likely to have been a 

tabi1 [Successor] (Kafletwi n.d., 79). 
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In 1918 the All India Mohammadan Educational Conference was held in 

Gujarat. At the conference special mention was made of the coming of the 

tiibi1n [Successors] and tabac tiibicin [Followers] who came to Gujarat. Kafletwi 

states that the last of the Successors to come to India was Khalaf ibn Khalifah 

(Kafletwi n.d. 82). 

When Mu]J.ammad ibn Qasim came to India, he was accompanied by many 

prominent Successors and Followers. Amongst the Arab soldiers were many 

readers of the Qur°an [qurnP] on whom al-Hajjaj enjoined 'to be busy reading it' 

( Chach niimff-3 1900, 78). From this time on, with the influx of Arab, learned 

men settled in India whose labour and love for knowledge was responsible for 

the growth of the seats of Islamic learning in the Arab colonies. 

Reference to some of the outstanding personalities who carried with them the 

Islamic sciences would be appropriate here. 

Musa' ibn Yacqiib al-Thaqafi 

He had accompanied MuQ.ammad ibn Qasim to Sindh was was appointed as 

qii</i [judge] of Alor by the latter. Al-Thaqafi, who settled permanenlty in Sindh, 

was highly qualified in the Prophetic Traditions (Elliot 1869, 1:134, 202). His 

family at Uchh appears to have had a long reputation for learning and 

scholarship as is evident from the fact that as late as 613/1216, Ism~i<il ibn cAli 

al-Thaqafi, a descendant of his, "was a mine of learning and a soul of wisdom 

and there was no equal to him in knowledge, piety and eloquence" (Elliot 1869, 

1:132). 

Yazid ibn Abii Kabsha al-Saksaki al-Dimashqi (d. 97 /715) 

When Sulaiman ibn cAbd al-Malik (96/714-99/717) became the caliph he 

recalled Mu]J.ammad ibn Qasim from Sindh and apppointed Yazid ibn Abii 

Kabsha al-Saksaki al-Dimashqi in his place. Yazid however did not live long and 

died on the eighteenth day of his arrival there. Yazid was a tiibici and received 

many narrations from Abii al-Darda', Shura]J.bil ibn Aws and Marwan ibn 

I:Iakam, the Companions of the Prophet. He has been catagorised as thiqah [a 
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reliable authority] by the critics of the Traditions. His pupils include Abu Bishr, 

.f:lakam ibn cutaibah, CAii ibn al-Aqmar, Mucawiyyah ibn Qurra al-Muzani and 

Ibrahim al-Saksaki. Al;iiidith [Traditions] narrated on his authority occur in the 

$al;iil;i of Bukhari, the Kitiib al-Athiir of Mul;iammad ibn .f:lasan al-Shaibani and 

in the Mustadrak of .f:lakim al-Naisaburi (lbn .f:lajar 1920 A.H., 399). 

Mufacjcjal ibn Muhallab ibn Abu Sufrah (d.102/721) 

In 101/721, during the caliphate of Yazid ibn cAbd al-Malik (101/720-105/724) 

a serious uprising headed by Yazid ibn al-Muhallab, who was the former 

governor of Khurasan, took place in Iraq. Yazid, in his anti-Umayyad campaign 

succeeded in gaining support from Basra and Kufah. He achieved remarkable 

success and was able to overthrow the rule of the caliph in the provinces of 

Faris, Ahwaz, Kirman and Qandabil (in Sindh). In order to suppress the 

uprising the caliph despatched an army under the command of his brother 

Maslamah ibn cAbd al-Malik. After an intense battle Yazid ibn al-Muhallab and 

his sons were slain. The surviving members of his family fled by boat to 

Qandabil, a northwestern province of Sindh. The governor here who in fact was 

appointed by Yazid ibn Muhallab proved to be treacherous when the caliph's 

agent Hilal ibn Tamimi came in pursuit of the survivors. Despite this the brave 

sons of Muhallab did not surrender themselves and fell fighting to the end. 

Amongst the sons of Muhallab who had fell in battle at Qandabil was Mufacjcjal 

ibn Muhallab ibn Abu Sufrah. He was a narrator of J;iadith and as a tiibici 

narrated Traditions on the authority of Nucman ibn Bashir, the Prophets 

Companion. Amongst those that narrated Traditions on the authority of 

Mufacjcjal were his son .f:lajib, Thabit al-Bunani (d.127) and Jarir ibn .f:lazim. 

lbn .f:libban and other critics have regarded Mufacjcjal as ~adiiq [reliable] (lbn 

.f:lajar 1920 A.H., 362). 

Abu Musa' Isra'il ibn Musa' al-Ba~ri Nazil al-Hind (d. circ 155/771) 

He came to India from Basrah as a trader. He became known as Nazil al-Hind 

[resident of India]. He was an accomplished mul;iaddith [Traditionist] and one 

of the celebrated pupils of .f:lasan al-Ba~ri (d.110). He also narrated on the 
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authority of Abu Hazim al-Ashja<i (d. 115). His rank as a Traditionist may be 

gauged from the fact that such master Traditionists such as Sufyan al-Thawri 

(d.161), Sufyan ibn <Uyaina (d.198) and Yal;iya ibn Sa<id al-Qanan (d.198) were 

amongst his pupils. Ibn l:lajar writes in his Taqrib al-tahdhib that Abu Musa' 

died in 160 A.H. (lbn l:lajar 1920 A.H., 362). 

<Amr ibn Muslim al-Bahili (d. 123/740) 

<Amr was a brother of Qutaiba ibn Muslim al-Bahili, the famous conqueror of 

Transoxania (al-Baladhuri 1866, 400). He came to Sindh as a governor of the 

caliph <Umar ibn <Abd al-<Aziz (99/717-101/19). Al-Baladhuri reports that <Amr 

ibn Muslim conducted several successful raids into India (al-Baladhuri 1866, 

400). It was during his tenure of office that many kings including Jaisinha, the 

son of Dahar, accepted Islam in response to an appeal made to them by the 

caliph (Elliot 1869, 1:440). 

Despite leading the hazadous live of a soldier <Amr cultivated to a certain extent 

the science of Tradition. He is accredited to have narrated Traditions on the 

authority of Ya<Ia.0 ibn <Ubaid and Abu al-Tahir is said to have narrated from 

<Amr (lbn l:lajar 1325 A.H., 8: 105) 

Rabi< ibn Sabil;i al-Sa<di al-Ba~ri (d. 160/776) 

In his Kash[ al-?uniin, I:Iaji Khalifah states that Rabi< was a Traditionist and one 

of the early authors of al;iadith (l:laji Khalifah, 1842, 3:28). He came to India in 

160/776 along with a naval squadron under <Abd al-Malik ibn Shihab al

Misma<i which attacked Barbad24 during the caliphate of al-Mahdi (158/775-

169/785). Although the Arabs were successful in taking the flourishing port of 

Barbad, a plague broke out and many lost their lives. Rabi< was one ofthe many 

victims (Kafletwi n.d., 85-6). 

Rabi< was a native of Basrah and disciple of I:Iasan al-Ba~ri (d.110/728). He 

also studied under other leading Traditionists of his age such a I:Iamid al-Tawil 

(d.142/759), Thabit al-Bunani (d.127/744), Mujahid ibn Jabar (d.103/721) and 

others. He was regarded as an authority amongst his contemporaries. The 
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famous cAbdullah ibn Mubarak (d.181/797), Sufyan al-Thawri, Waki 

(d.197/812), Abu Dawiid al-Tayalisi (d.203/818) and cAbd al-RaQ.man ibn al

Mahdi (d.198/813) were amongst his pupils transmitting al)iidith on his 

authority. He is regarded as one of the pioneers of collecting and codyfying 

al)iidith during the second century A.H (l:laji Khalifah, 1842, 3:80-1). 

2.15. The accounts of Arab travellers and geographers 

A number of Arab travellers and geographers visited India during the tenth 

century. Sindh was the Inde Arabaise and they were in a position to closely 

observe the political situation of their co-religionists who lived under the rule of 

indigenous rulers in the adjoining territories. 

The earliest Muslim traveller is the merchant Sulaiman who when he came to 

India in 237 /851, found the ruler of Jurz unfriendly to the Muslims while the 

ruler of the Balhara who ruled further south was much more friendly (Nadwi 

1935, 277). 

At the end of the ninth century an Arab captain by the name of Buzurg ibn 

Shahryar made frequent trips to the west coast. On one such trips he met a new 

Muslim who had converted from Hinduism. This is probably the earliest record 

of a voluntary Indian convert. The convert who was a shipmaster in one of the 

ships and was a prosperous trader had performed the l)ajj (Nadwi 1935, 278). 

These earlier travellers were followed by others in the fourth/tenth century. 

Masciidi, the Arab Herodotus, who visited at the beginning of the fourth/tenth 

century travelled to Cambay and other towns in Gujarat and echoes the words 

of his predecessors regarding the friendship afforded to the Arabs and the 

prowess of the Balhara kings: "In no other Indian ruler's land are the Arabs and 

Muslims treated so well as in his. They have their Jiimicmosques in his land and 

are happy in all ways" (N adwi 1935, 280). 
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Mas<iidi also pays tribute to the contemporary Hindu ruler Balhara of Anhilwara 

Pattan who had given his Muslim subjects peace and security (Mas<iidi 1367 

A.H., 1:170) 

In 340/951 Abu Is~aq al-Istakhri reached the shores of India and he noted 

about the territories of Balhara which extended southwards from Cambay: " It 

is a land of infidels but there are Musalmans in cities and none but Muslamans 

rule over them. There are Jama< masjids in them" (Elliot and Dawson 1867, 

1:27). 

Mu~ammad Awfi, the author of Jamie al-]Jikayar,25 went from Sindh to Cambay 

in about 526/1227. "The Muslim residents of the town", he writes, "are pious 

and orthodox. They maintain a large mosque with an imam and khafib, 

appointed for the purpose. Siddharaj Jaya-Sinha, the Raja of Gujarat, who has 

his seat at N aharwala (Anhilwara Pattan) is fair and just in his dealings with 

them. Once he went from his capital Naharwala to Cambay in order to redress 

certain Muslim grievances which had been brought to his notice" (Elliot and 

Dawson 2:161-163) 

2.16. Trade links between Arabia and Gujarat 

The esteem the Arab tradesmen held for trade links with the Indians and the 

type of commodities they exported from India to the Arabian peninsula can be 

gauged from the following incident of Caliph <Umar who was elected caliph in 

13/635 quoted in al-Akhbar al-tiwal, p. 326. cumar once enquired of an Arab 

traveller his opinion over India. The traveller summed it up in three short but 

eloquent sentences. He said: "Her (India's) seas are brimming with pearls, her 

mountains are scattered with rubies and her trees are abounding in fragrances." 

From this it may be deduced that during the sixth century, the Arabs used to 

import pearls, rubies and perfumes from India (Kafletwi n.d., 85). 

Apart from this, an Arab traveller explains why the ships of Sayraf (Seraglio) in 

those days avoided crossing over the Red Sea to Egypt and why they normally 
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turned back from Jeddah and returned to India (the coast line of Gujarat) 

without venturing to Egypt and other areas. He says: 

Instead of going to Egypt, the ships of Sayraf would return from Jeddah 

straight to India because its seas are brimming with pearls and ambar 

(ambergris perfume), its mountains are laden with rubies and gold, its 

animal's (elephant's) mouths are filled with ivory, it produces ebony, 

cane, aloeswood, camphor, cloves, nutmeg, sandalwood and other fragrant 

substances, among its birds it has the parrot and the peacock, and its 

waste matter contains musk and ziyiid (fragrant-smelling sweat of a 

species of animal) (Nadwi 1975, 50). 

More extensive than the Arab conquests of India and Gujarat were the peaceful 

contacts that took place. Arab sailors and traders plied their trade along the 

coast and soon after the rise of Islam we find colonies of Muslim Arabs at a 

number of ports such as Kambhayath (Cambay), Chual and Honawar. Muslims 

reached Sri Lanka even earlier. During the reign of Hajjaj as governor of Iraq 

many of his political enemies and opponents sought refuge on the southern 

coast of the subcontinent. According to Ikram, the Nawayat community on the 

Konkan coast of Bombay and in the Tinnevelly district of Madras are 

descendants of these Muslims. Others settled along the Bay of Bengal and are 

said to have arrived in the area in the eight century (lkram 1964, 20). 

The largest coastal settlements are in Malabar where to date Muslims form the 

majority of the population. As a result of the Arab settlements a local ruler in 

the area embraced Islam as a result of which the situation of the Muslims was 

greatly improved (lkram 1964, 21). Contiguous to the Malabar coast, Islam 

came to Gujarat before territorial conquests. Traces of dwellings found in 

Sopara would indicate that Arabs had settled in Gujarat before the rise of Islam 

and the birth of its Prophet. Arabs have remained in Gujarat since the time of 

Agatharcides (B.C.E. 177-100) (Husain 1968, 132). 
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Trading communities continued to flourish along the west coast in the tenth 

century and inscriptions indicate that Arab Persian traders had settlements both 

in the coastal regions and the hinterland. An Arab family, al-Bammi of Cambay 

has left several records of their wealth and piety. The earliest Muslim 

inscription in the whole of northern India, records the construction of a mosque 

in Cambay by Sa<id ibn Abu Sharif ibn <Ali ibn Shapur al-Bammi in Mul)arram 

615/ April 1218. From the same region is an epitaph indicating the grave of a 

member of the Bammi family. Another epitaph indicates the resting place of a 

Persian trader (Misra 1988, 5). 

In the capital Pattan an inscription records the death of possibly a Persian 

merchant who died in Mul)arram 681/May 1282. An inscription from Junagadh 

commemorates the construction of a mosque by an Arab shipmaster who in the 

inscription is described as "the benevolent chief, the great benefactor, prince of 

the chieftains and shipmasters, the prop of the pilgrims to the holy cities of 

Makkah and Madinah" (Misra 1988, 5). The fact that it was necessary to 

construct a mosque indicates that there was a sizeable Muslim population in the 

inland town of Junagadh at the time. 

One of the most interesting of the early inscriptions is the one found at Cambay 

which marks the resting place of one Zain al-Din, Sultan al-mul)aqqiqin. The 

mystical inclinations of the person indicated by the sobriquet is supported by 

the rest of the inscription which consists of an entire ghazal and two rubiicis of 

an excellent quality. The composition of these lines by a colonialist of Cambay 

suggests the presence of a vigorous literary trend amongst them (Misra 1988, 6). 

Other inscriptions dating from the 7 /13th century give an interesting 

perspective on the social divisions and the communal organisation of these 

immigrant traders. An inscription found at a mosque in Somnath Pattan that 

dates from the Rajput period (662/1264), for example, states that the property 

is a waqf [trust] to be administered by the following jamiits. the Nakhuyaorika 

[the owners or commanders of ships and the sailors], the ghamchikars [oil-men] 
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together with their khatib [leader of the prayer] and the Chunakars 

[limeworkers or masons]. 

Commenting on the Somnath Pattan mosque inscription Misra (1988, 7) states: 

It is apparent from the inscription that by the thirteenth century, the 

Muslim community had grown out of its original limit of a trading one. 

It contained not only wealthy traders and particularly shippers and 

sea-faring men but also indigenously employed groups like oil-men, 

masons and possibly a heterogeous group of people with miscellaneous 

occupations. They were then, as now, organized in Jamiits with a 

headman; the headman, the khatib of the ghanchi community was an 

important funtionary. Since a number of these men hailed from Iraq 

and Persia, there appears to have been a fairly (sic) group of Shi<as 

among them, though this cannot be positively stated. 

2.17. The ports of Gujarat 

There was a time when India was the trading capital of the world and the main 

centre of commercial traffic in India were the ports of Gujarat. Goods used to be 

despatched to other parts of the Subcontinent from these ports which were also 

points of entry and exit for goods exported to and imported from other parts of 

the world (Mubarakpuri 1986, 331). 

The author of the book Tiirikh-i-Gujariit, whilst describing the ancient bonds 

between Arabia and India, writes at the termination of his article that both 

countries enjoyed trade links with each other which began two thousand years 

before <Jsa026[peace be upon him]. In other words right from the era of Dawiid27 

[peace be upon him] through the time of Yiisuf28 [peace be upon him], <Jsa0 

[peace be upon him] and continuosly until the era of the Messenger of Allah, 

Mu~ammad [peace be upon him]. The author explicitly mentions Gujarat and 

especially the coastal regions of Gujarat as the one time trading capital of the 

world. He says: "Trading caravans used to set out from Gujarat by sea as well as 

land to Makkah, Europe and other Arab countries" (Nadwi 1967, 180-88). 
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Some historians whilst outlining the trade links with India, explicitly mention 

Gujarat or the coastal region of Gujarat in brackets right at the beginning of 

their article next to the word India. This is done to draw the attention of the 

reader particularly towards Gujarat whenever he comes across the word India in 

that particular book. 

Mubarakpuri mentions that Gujarat became the trading capital of the world. 

The famous Arab historian and sailor, Abu cAbdullah Sairafi named this area 

"the land of gold and silver." In fact, he wrote a book on the history of Gujarat 

called Biliid al-dhahab [The Cities of Gold] (Mubarakpuri 1986, 335). 

2.17 .1. The Port of Surat 

The port of Surat was a strategic and important port of the Indo-pak 

Subcontinent. Most of the commercial goods exported to foreign countries were 

despatched via Surat. On the other hand, imported goods bound for other 

provinces of the Subcontinent used to go inland through Surat as well. As a 

consequence, Surat enjoyed a special status on the sub-continent. On the whole, 

the port of Surat had trading ties at one time with 84 to 90 ports of India and 

the rest of the world. Traders came on business to Mahasagar (the sea of Surat) 

from approximately 84 ports throughout the world. They set sail from the Arab 

world, Asia, Europe, Africa and other lands. The Tapti River near Surat used to 

be crammed with various types of colourful and beautiful sailing vessels from all 

the corners of the globe. The author of Tawiirikh-i-Nawsiirihas enumerated the 

84 ports of the world which enjoyed trade links with Surat. The names of these 

ports are mentioned below. 

When just one port of Gujarat had trade links with 84 ports of the world 29
, it 

may be concluded that the other international ports of the province such as 

Bhariich (Broach), Kambhat (Cambay), Ghokah (Gogha), Soparah, Thana, 

Chaimiir and others were equally popular. As a whole, on account of its various 

ports, Gujarat was in contact with many countries of the world. 
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2.18. The various influences on 16th century Gujarati society 

The action, reaction and interaction of the society of Gujarat to the myriad of 

ethnic and linguistic influences that have impacted on this region of the 

continent demands a very much more detailed study. While the interaction with 

alien societies was more prominent in the coastal regions, Gujarati society is no 

different from any other, in that the influences that impacted on it are 

discernible. 

The hinterland and coastal regions became the new home of settlers who came 

from the inland such as the Aryans and those that came by sea such as the 

Persians, Arabs and Africans. Historically therefore the region provided the 

motive of shelter, trade or conquest to the migration. 

2.18.1. The coastal society 

The long coastline with its several anchorages and its proximity to the 

commercial and cultural locations of East Africa and South-East Asia meant that 

Gujarat had long been exposed to the movements of people and the commercial 

contacts they brought. Foreigners were also attracted to the region because of 

the high renumeration offered by the Sultans. Although they came from 

different cultural and religious backgrounds they mixed well with the local 

society of Gujarat. Ravichander (1989, 162) has identified this ability of 

Gujarati society to assimilate and accomodate foreigners as the principal reason 

why Gujarat has been labelled as "Mleccha country". 

By the end of the fifteenth century Gujarati merchants, had settled at various 

parts of the world. Their outgoing nature accelerated the process of adapting 

themselves to various creeds and cultures. Gujarati navigators found on the East 

African coast led the Portuguese pioneers led by Vasco da Gama, the "Admiral" 

of the Indian Ocean to the Western coast of India towards the end of the 

fifteenth century (Mathew 1985, 16). The close contact between the Gujarati 

society and foreigners settled on the coastal regions of Gujarat is evidenced by 

the growth and development of the settlements of the Habshis and the 

Portuguese. 
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Together with the above mentioned factors instrumental in shaping the society 

at Gujarat, political vicissitudes which were often linked to the situation of 

power at Delhi, played an important part. The Rajputs who had occupied the 

coastal regions and who later relocated to the hinterland are an example of this. 

In their case the stability of their tribal structures was also challenged. 

The Rajputs, a tribal community, were generally known as Kolis and chiefly 

interested in warfare (Manjhu 1970, 24; Zaman 1965, 21; Watson 1983, 12). 

When the Sultans of Gujarat began their conquests the Rajputs rose against 

them. Their revolts were supressed and a compromise was reached. By this 

agreement one fourth [banth] of the land [zamin-i-imkana] would be left with 

the Rajput chieftains to cultivate and defend their kingdoms [makan]. The 

remaining portion of their land, known as ta/pad, was annexed to the royal 

territories. The chieftains were also expected to pay a sum in proportion to their 

lands as a present [salam11 to the crown. The landed aristocracy [zamindars] 

amongst them who were able to render support to the military by way of men 

and armaments, were required to do so instead of paying the salami. The Rajput 

chiefs and leaders therefore supported the Sultans against the advances of the 

Mughals. The Mughal conquest of the region however meant that this 

allegiance was dissolved and a new relationship was forged with different 

implications. 

Under the Mughals, Rajput chieftains were awarded mansabs and were thus 

absorbed into the Mughal governing class. Further they were granted jagirs, in 

addition to their own hereditary lands. They were obliged to render military 

services, and send a tribute [peshkash] to the Mughal ruler. In return they were 

guaranteed the protection of the Mughal emperor. Accompanying this however 

was an uncertainty of the post that they held. If they fell into disfavour with the 

ruler he could easily interfere in matters of land ownership or succession to the 

chieftaincy and sometimes even overthrow the chief. This resulted in added 

instability and served to disorientate the chietains. 
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The urban areas of the Gujarat coastline had a predominanace of merchants, 

brokers, craftsmen and financiers. The dominant merchants in all the trade 

matters in the society were the vanias (Barbosa 196 7, 1: 110-111). The vanias 

were of two types. Those which were meat-eaters and the Jains30 who did not 

eat flesh. Apart from this the merchants were made up of Hindus, Jains, 

Muslim-Gujaratis, Persians and Turks. The variety of merchants is due to the 

contact that Gujarat had with the other continents. 

The Jains were considerate to humanity and animals. Their belief system 

demanded that they do not kill any living being. In Gujarat they even 

constructed a hospital or pinjrapole for animals and birds. Trade, instead of any 

other professsion, was therefore well suited to their religious belief system. 

Initially they would serve as distributors of goods that were imported either by 

themselves or others. With time they became the agents of foreign trading 

companies. They lent monies to the Europeans and invested in speculative 

ventures such as insuring goods in transit on both land and sea. While this 

merchantile class held the strings of power they very seldomly took part in 

politics. At the same time the ruler could not ignore the opinions and interests 

of the merchants. 

Muslims merchants, whether locals or foreigners, were involved in trade in all 

the major centres of trade in the region. Besides the Bohras referred to 

previously in this study, the other Muslim traders were the Mamluks, Persians, 

Turks, Abyssinians and Arabs. 

The merchants in Gujarat organised themselves on the basis of a trade guild 

similar to the ones operative in the Middle Ages in Europe. The guild, called a 

mahajan, played a pivotal role in managing the economic interests of the city 

and was able to rule the city traders and organise the economic life of the 

merchants. Ravichander (1989, 170), is of the opinion that this organisation 

wielded a significant influence in the Gujarati society. Describing the position of 

power of such a guild, he writes: 
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Actually the mahajans were in general the legislative and executive 

coucil of the town. This democratic organisation was manned by a 

few prominent commercial interests. The mahajans were an agency 

which had rich men who ruled the tradesmen. They exercised and 

perpetuated their control over the individual and community. Since 

all their decisions were supposed to be taken in the interests of the 

public everybody was expected to obey them (Ravichander 1987, 

170). 

The guild had the authority to fix and enforce the trading holidays, to collect 

and use the common funds in their coffers and to act as representatives of all 

traders in any matter which concerned commerce. They would even fix wages,· 

the prices of articles and the rate of production. They saw such measures as a 

means of stabalising the economy and as a preventative against monopoly and 

unfair competition. The function of the mahajan which made it very powerful 

and important was the duty it assumed of settling disputes. 

On account of the capital that they accumulated many merchants became very 

influential. Often the rulers needed their help in their endeavours. Malik Gopi, 

one of the richest merchants of his time assumes the position in history of a 

"king maker". It was chiefly by his influence that Muiaffar Shah II was placed 

on the throne. The Sultan was always indebt to Malik Gopi and used to take his 

suggestions into account. Khwaja Safar, came to Gujarat as a trader, became a 

noble, rose to the high rank of commander-in-chief in Gujarat and was 

responsible for organising a stiff resistance against the Portuguese. 

In Gujarati society mercantile interests were able to erode class distinctions to a 

verifiable extent. The Brahmins where involved in trade which was the 

occupation of vaisyas, a lower class. On account of the status that accompanied 

wealth and the changed perceptions brought about by trade, slaves and people 

of low origin held high posts in the political administration. 
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While trade and commerce constituted the life blood of the Gujarati society, the 

region also boasted several centres of production with their specialist artisans 

and craftsmen. These craftsmen produced necessary items for local consumption 

and export. Since Gujarat was an important centre of textile production the 

foremost of these artisans were the weavers. Called darjirs, the weavers 

produced the famous Patolas. These multi-coloured wraps were a display of 

precision in the way the colours and pattern were placed. There was also no 

"wrong side"-both sides could be used. Another famous product was the Baftas. 

Here the beauty lay in the unique way by which the fabric was dyed and 

bleached by the famed craftsmen. Quoting from Diogo do Cuoto's 18th century 

work, Decadas da Asia, Ravichander (1989, 172) says that the craftsmen of 

Pattan and Broach were compared to those in Milan and Florence. Much sought 

after indigo which was produced at Sarkhej, was taken from there to important 

towns like Cambay (Kambayath), Broach (Baruch) and Surat. The most popular 

crafts in Gujarat were those of the rangrez [dyer] and the chipagar 

[calicoprinter]. Bandhani [tie-dying] was another very important craft. 

Gujarat was also famous for its silk weaving industry. The weavers of Surat, 

Cambay (Kambayath) and A]:imadabad were famous for their skill of weaving 

gold threads into silk to produce most exquisite fabrics. The satin fabrics 

produced in Gujarat fetched a high market price both locally and at other 

markets. Another craft unique to Gujarat, called fulkari and shishadar involved 

the insertion of tiny pieces of glass into the embroidery of the fabric. The area 

of Katch was famous for its applique work. 

Skills at these various crafts were passed down from generation to generation, 

with certain families becoming associated with particular skills. 

Ship making was a flourishing occupation due to the active sea trade from the 

Gujarati coast. Shipbuilders called suttars made ships by using the European 

system of building. Surat, being the busiest port, was the most important centre 

for these craftsmen. 
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The urban areas were attractive to the craftsmen and artisans on account of a 

number of factors. Craftsmen involved in a similar occupation would practice 

their vocation in a particular area of the town. They favoured the urban areas 

because of the better water transportation facilities. Here they received cash 

payment at a better rate than in the villages where they were often paid in kind. 

This prompted a number of people to leave the villages and settle in the 

populated coastal regions. The social structure of both the villages and urban 

areas underwent significant change as a result. 

The craftsmen were organised into what was called the panch. The panch was 

similar to the craftsguild which existed in medieval Europe. Members were 

grouped according to their occupation. The main fuction of these guilds was to 

provide equal opportunities to its members. The guilds controlled the quality of 

products and regulated the number of apprentices and labourers employed. It 

also purchased the raw materials and supplied these to the respective craftsmen. 

It organised the technique of the crafts and the process of production of these 

small-scale industries. They also controlled the forms of tools which were to be 

used by the craftsmen. 

The increasing trade made demands on the production of the craftsmen which 

led to a need for financiers and brokers. Called schroffs, these financiers issued 

what were known as hundis. Hundis could either be used as letters of credit or 

as a means of short term capital. Pearson in his Merchants and Rulers in 

Gujarat points out that schroffs lent out money on longer terms to the princes, 

nobles and officials (1976, 21). Although few in number, they wielded 

significant power in sixteenth century Gujarat. 

The President of the Council of artisans also dealt with financial affairs. 

Popularly known as the nagar seth he was also called the shahbandar or nagar 

brahman. The nagar seth kept the public accounts [daftars]. He was often in a 

position to lend money to the various princes and traders. The shahbander also 

had the important task of determining the weights and measures and was 

influencial in judicial matters. 
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Pearson (1976, 61) has identified several officials, such as the governors, who 

held official positions in Gujarati society at the time. Officals in most of the 

cities were nobles appointed by the rulers. They were selected from those at 

Sultan's court. Once selected they became nobles. A noble could be selected 

because of his ability to win favour with the Sultan. He could also become a 

noble on account of his complete overlordship of an area under the Sultan. The 

nobility in Gujarat consisted of Turks, Abyssinians, Persians, Mamluks, Arabs, 

local Gujarati Muslims and Hindus. A few of the nobles were Christians. 

The qii</is served as the judicial officers under the head Qii</i. A head qii</i 

appointed in all cities dealt with the more serious cases. The qii</is were 

assissted by muftis with matters of a more religious nature and cases concerning 

property and inheritance. Criminal cases were attended to by the subediirs, 

fauzdiirs, shiqdiirs and kotwiils. The subediirs were the military officers in 

charge of the various provinces. Fauzdiirs served under the subediirs and were 

responsible for the law and order in a part of the province. The shiqdiirs were 

initially military officials but later became revenue colllectors. Kotwals were 

responsible for deciding criminal cases. Revenue cases were dealt with by the 

diwiins, ciiJamgirs and ciimils. The diwiins were next to the governor in position 

and collected revenues. <A.mils were executive officials. 

A distinguishing feature of the urban areas of Gujarat at the time was that they 

were surrounded by walls. Khwaja Safar, the Governor of Surat, built a fort 

arround the city despite the fact that the Portuguese Viceroys did not like it. 

The Sultan did not intervene in the matter in spite of the fact that the 

Portuguese Viceroy regarded this as a hostile act. On the instructions of Sultan 

Bahadur, a city wall was built around Broach (Baruch) in 1528. The 

predominantly Hindu city of Gogha also had a walled administartion. Its Hindu 

ruler paid tributes to the Sultans. The walled city of Bassein had both Hindu 

and Muslim inhabitants. Ravichander (1989, 175) describes Bassein as follows: 

"The fort is built in an irregular decagon form, the circuit of wall covers one and 

a half mile and in each corner is a four-sided bastion." During the Portuguese 
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occupation the walled cities were governed by fidalgos or cavalleiros. 

Chamapaneer (Champanir), A:t,madabad and Daman were the most important 

walled cities in sixteenth century Gujarat. Sultan Ma:t,miid Begra was 

responsible for the construction of the walls surrounding the cities of 

Champaneer and A:t,madabad. Most cities had walled administrations. "The 

reason for this could be the influx of people from various nations. Cities that 

were not yet conquered by the foreigners had forts or walls built around them in 

order to prevent the onslaught of the foreigners and cities which were already 

occupied by foreigners were protected by walls to prevent further onslaughts by 

other foreigners" (Ravichander 1989, 176). 

2.18.2. The rural areas 

Rural Gujarat consisted of people involved in agriculture, the collection of 

revenue and the administration of justice. The rural population was headed by 

the pate/. The responsibily of the pate/ was to look after the general welfare of 

the village and maintain the peace. He was usually a wealthy person in his own 

right with significant landholding. The central government would consult him 

in all matters concerning his village. He protected the interests of the famers 

and was even responsible for safeguarding the boundries of the village. All local 

disputes were referred to him and his decisions were binding. The local villages 

looked after all his needs and he was given land free of rent. He also served a 

cultural function in that he took a prominant part in all village ceremonies and 

would be tasked with initiating proposals. Second only to the pate/ was the 

position of the religious leader in the village who often served as the teacher 

and physician as well. 

With agriculture as the chief occupation tradesmen such as the suttar 

(carpenter) and Juhar (blacksmith) were important since they contributed by 

their manufacture of agricultural implements. They also built carts and houses 

for the villagers. In return for their services they received an allotment of land 

for which they were required to pay only one-fourth of the ordinary rent 

(Thooti 1935, 169). The barber [hajam] played several roles and often served as 

the bone-setter and surgeon. His wife was usually the mid-wife in the village. 
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The hajiim also served as the drummer on festive occasions where he also 

provided the amusement. The village potter (kumbhar) was a designer of 

earthern pots. He sometimes also transported water for the villagers for which 

he was renumerated. During marriage functions the kumbhar and his wife were 

rewarded well for the additional services they rendered. The sweeper [dedh] 

and the sewage remover [bhang1] also contributed to the functioning of the 

village. Although needed occasionally, the mochi [cobbler], tanner [chamar], 

tailor [darj1], washermen [dhob1], and the watchman [rakheval], were all 

important in serving the needs of the villagers. The professions were hereditary. 

Also hereditary was membership to the jati [local] panchayat. The panchayat 

was in charge of the social, economic and to some extent the religious well 

being of the villagers. Through the panchayat the economic policy of the village 

was enforced. This body was responsible for stipulating the wages of the people 

and it also safeguarded the proper distribution of work by eradicating unfair 

competition. It stipulated the minimum wage and maximum production thus 

keeping the prices and demand steady. The panchayats also fixed the holidays, 

working hours and were even involved in contracting marriages and settling 

divorces. 

2.19. Conclusion 

The interaction between the two very ancient land masses of the Arabian 

Peninsular and the Indian Subcontinent is the topic for a research all in itself. 

What is relevant to this study is the contacts that the Subcontinent enjoyed 

with the Muslim world while its people and their beliefs were yet in its 

formative stages. Here the concern is to describe and identify the particular 

Muslim community which is a product of such an interaction and to which 

Shaikh Mu~ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani al-Gujarati al-Bohri belongs. Locating 

al-Fattani within the context of this affiliation will serve to set the place of his 

life endeavours, preoccupations and influences on his time and society. 
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3. The Bohra Peoples 

3. 1 The Semantic aspect 

Concerning the linguistic origin of the word Bohra, there exists some material in 

the writing of the scholars, especially of the historians of the lndo-Pak sub

continent like Abu Zafar Nadwi, MuQ.ammad Siddiqi and Mir Nurullah Shustari. 

These definitions essentially complement each other, except in the variant 

wording of some, and in the language origin of others. 

There appears some agreement in terms of the definition: The Bohras are a race 

classification based upon a certain profession; not a genealogical gradation 

based upon a certain race, culture or ethnic categorisation. 

The word Bohra (also spelled Bohora or Vohra) is generally believed to be 

derived from the Gujarati word vohorvu or Hindi vyavhiir, meaning "to trade." 

The Indian Gujaratis were inclined to business, and this fact had sometimes 

caused Hindus, Jains and Muslims of other trading communities to identify 

themselves as Bohras. They also listed themselves on the official Indian 

National Census forms as Bohras. 

Abu Zafar Nadwi31
, a professor in the graduate department of the Gujarat 

University, wrote his cJqd aljawiihir fi ai)wiil al-Bawiihir [The Jewelled Collar 

in the History of the Bohra] (1936) which more or less concentrated on the 

history of the Dawudi Bohras of Gujarat32
• In it, he writes that the term Bohra is 

used for those Muslim communities of Gujarat who are engaged in trade and 

commerce (N adwi 1936, 25). It seems that the word is derived from the word 

Sanskrit word vyavhiir, which means "commercial transaction." In other words, 

those involved in vyavhiiri [commercial transactions] were called Vohras or 

Bohras. 

Although the term Vohra is used as a surname in some Hindu communities, it 

merely shows the origin of the term from the same Sanskrit root-word, and 

denotes a person or family who is involved in trade or business. 
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Mir Niirullah Shustari (d.1019) is quoted in the landmark work Sibl)a al-marjiin 

fi iithiir Hindustiin33 (al-Bilgrami 1980, 109) that this community was called 

Bohra because they earned their livelihood from trade, which is called vavhiir in 

Hindi. 

Mir Niirullah Shustari's contemprory, Mu])ammad Siddiqi has also defined the 

word Bohra as: "Huwa mushtaq min al-bahratah wa hiya al-isticmiil fi al-bay< wa 

al-shirii" fi al-tijiirah wa al-kasab." He explains that that the word Bohra is 

derived from bahratah which is a term used in explanation for those involved in 

buying and selling (Nadwi 1936, 104). 

A similar definition of the word Bohra is to be found in Mir"iit-i-Al)madi [The 

Mirror of A])mad], a well-known book on the province of Gujarat in India. 

There is another group of scholars who have suggested that this word is derived 

from buh-i-rah, a Sanskrit word meaning the same as the Arabic firiit al

mustaqim [The Straight Path]. It refers to the people who follow the straight 

path and indulge in honest dealings in their commercial activities. Another 

conjecture is that it is derived from the word bohre meaning a long line of 

camels or a caravan or group of people who used to transport their merchandise 

on camel back. Here again, the indication is as before, that the community was 

one of traders. N adwi has also recorded the opinion of some that this word 

originates from the word bahraj, which means far sighted, since these traders 

under question were men possessed of far sightedness (Nadwi 1936, 104). 

In the Arabic lexicon, al-Qiimus al-mul)it, the word Bohra is defined as Bohrii 

qabilah [a tribe] which is further explained as: "wa al bohrah bi al-</amm bi al

nawiihi al-Madinah wa bi al-Yamiimah [and the Bohra who lived in the 

periphery of Madinah and Yamamah] (al-Firozabadi 1983, 1:379). 
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Along the same lines, in the Sawah, the term Bohrah is explained as: Bohra 

qabilatuhil az qafiihah [Bohra is the name of a tribe from Qafahah] (Nadwi 

1936,104). 

Mawlana Qacji Sulaiman Mansurpuri writes in his book Ral;imah Ji aJ-caJiimin 

where he discusses of the tribe of Bahrii that thirteen fa/;liibah [Companions] 

from the tribe of Bahra in Yemen came as a delegation to the Prophet 

Mu]:iammad in Madinah. This delegation came and seated their camels in front 

of the house of Miqdad ibn Aswad who was also a member of the Bahra tribe in 

Madinah. Thereafter he narrates their hospitality towards this delegation and a 

lengthy story of how the Messenger of Allah honoured and welcomed them 

(Man~urpuri 1965, 1: 201). 

Approximately sixty to seventy miles from Makkah lies a small town named 

Bahra which is still populated to this present day. According to an ancient map 

of Saudi Arabia, which was in the possession of Mawlana Mul)ammad Mia and 

which he used as a source of reference, it would appear that Bahra is a name of 

a town. Apart from this, the author also makes mention of a locality called 

"Buwairah" situated between Madinah and Taima (Mia 1970, 2: 141). 

This second group of definition suggests a tribal affiliation to certain clans of 

the Arabian Peninsula. History bears testimony to the fact that there is every 

possibility that a Bohra tribe came from l:f ijaz. The Bohra family trees of the 

Narmawala, Kakiwala, Kamkoriwala and Waliullah families living in 

Al)madabad and some documents in their possession show that they came from 

Taif and Madinah. This is borne out by the fact that when Mas<udi, a well 

known Arab topographer visited Baruch (Broach) and Kambhayath (Cambay) in 

303/915, and when he reached Chaimur, a port close to Baruch, he witnessed 

that a colony of about 10 000 local Muslims who had just arrived from Baghdad 

and Basrah, and who were known as Baysarah, had settled down in this 

strategic port town. 
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Mas<iidi then explains the meaning of the word Baysara, saying that these 

people were born in India. In the al-Qiimiis, baysarah is defined as: "wa al

bawiisiru wa al-bayiisirah jilun bi al-sind yasta<jiruhum al-nawiikhidhah Ji 

muhiirabah al-caduw wa al-wiihid baysariyyu." [Bawiisirah is a community in 

Sindh, whom the Indian navy fleet would hire as mercenaries to fight their 

enemies on the oceans, and its singular is Baysar] (al-Firozabadi 1983, 1:372). 

According to this definition, Baysara would connotate a people highly skilled in 

navigation, and ruthless in the art of sea warfare. It is also largely possible that 

it could also mean those influential businessmen who used to bring goods from 

Arabia on a large scale for sale to India, were called Baysarah. By excessive 

usage the word Baysara became Bohra. The meaning of the word was then 

reversed, and it came to be used to refer to those people who originally came 

from Arabia, and took up permanent residence in India. In particular, their 

progeny were referred to as Bayiisirah. 

A similar phenomenon has occured in the case of some Muslims in Burma and 

in the Burmese language. The word kala which come from the word kola, means 

one who has arrived after swimming; in other words, those who have come from 

abroad are called kala. Today the word kala or kola is used only for Indians 

who have settled in Burma; particularly Muslims of Indian origin. It is in the 

same way, that due to excessive use, the word Baysara became somewhat 

modified or distorted into Bohra according to the different nuances of the 

language in the different regions of India. The 's' and 'h' are often interchanged 

in the Gujarati language according to different regions. For example, paysa 

becomes payha [money] sasra [in-laws] becomes hahra and dosa [elderly] 

becomes doha. Likewise, Baysara might have become Bayhara, and then Bohra 

for easier pronunciation. 

There exists another theory that the word Bohra could very well have its origins 

in the Gujarati language itself with some Persian mixture. Besara, the Gujarati 

word, is composed of the word be which means "two" and sar means "head." A 

man who has two heads, in other words, a person of Arab origin, but Indian 

descent. This is like the words Anglo-Indian or the Muwallidiin of Iran. This 
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theory would then change the nature of the above definitions, in that it would 

not only suggest a people indulging in trade, it would also indicate the regions 

and geographical locations from which these traders emanated. This definition 

would make the task of historians much more easier in identifying the true 

origin and cradle of these Bohras. 

To amalgamate all these theories, these various definitions suggest four things: 

1. That the term Bohra refers to one of Arab decent or connected with Arabia; 

2. That such a person has taken to trade as his profession; 

3. That the term is used for traders who came from Madina, Yamamah, Taif or 

belonging to the Qafa<ah tribe of Arabia; 

4. That this term is used to identify a Muslim trader generally, and very 

sparingly used for a Hindu trader. 

3.1.1. Historical evidence in support of the popular semantic definition 

Historically, the idea of the Bohras coming from Arabia, settling down in India 

and taking up trade as their profession is very much supported by the eminent 

Arab historians. Al-Baladhuri, mentions that Sindh was conquered because a 

ship of Arab traders was looted in India, the revenge of which led to Arab 

Muslim conquests and invasions deep into the heart of India (al-Baladhuri 1866, 

1: 136). Historically it can be shown that Arab traders came to India in the first 

century after Hijrah [Prophetic migration from Makkah to Madinah]. 

Sulaiman Ba~ri and Abu Zaid Sirani who visited India in the middle of the third 

century have recorded in their Safar niima [travel logs and ledgers] that a large 

number of Arab traders were present in India in Kambhayath (Cambay, present 

day Kambath), Baruch (Broach), Chaimur, Ghandar, Thana, Sopara and other 

areas. When al-Mas<udi came to India in the beginning of the fourth century, he 

spoke of presence of what he estimated to be 10 000 Muslims in one area of 

Gujarat alone. The historical accounts of Ibn I:Iawqal, Astakhri and Bishari all 

support the report of a sizeable Muslim population in Gujarat (Kafletwi n.d., 

99). 
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Along with the traders, Arab daels and muballighln [missionaries] also came to 

Gujarat. In Pattan, there exists the grave of Niir al-Din Sod agar (d.487 /1094), 

an Arab missionary who worked in that area, converted a large populace to 

Islam and largely impressed them with his piety and benign preaching. Muslims 

and Hindus alike, who were influenced by his righteousness and piety, address 

him as Satguru [true Guru or spiritual guide], and revere him. The Isma<ili 

Shi<ah claim that he was an lsma<ili Dael [spirtual mentor], while lbn I:Iawqal, 

Astakhri and Bishari who visited Pattan, suggest that he was a Sunni saint. 

Sodagar's mausoleum is looked after by the Sunni Muslims. Notwithstanding 

this small conflict, the Dawiidi Bohra still consider him as their Dael [Spiritual 

mentor] and also visit his grave in large numbers. 

Following the Arab conquests, the Arab traders poured into Gujarat through the 

sea route as well as by land. It is possible that Shaikh Niir al-Din came to 

Gujarat via Multan and Sindh, alongwith the influx of the other traders and 

soldiers. 

These traders, scholars, historians and preachers came to Gujarat long before 

the turn of the seventh century of the Hijrah. Muslim Bohras continued their 

thriving trade between India and Arabia, and their cultural crusade until the 

Portuguese stopped them by snatching control of the trade routes. 

From a number of internal evidences, we can infer that the Muslim Bohra 

traders came to Gujarat in the first century of Islam. According to Nadwi, this is 

an absolute certainty and historically, there exists no doubts in its veracity. 

Many of these historical facts, and other supporting evidences are available and 

are recorded in the Tul)fah al-mujahidln (Nadwi 1936, 77). 

3.2. The Islam of the Bohras 

Before proceeding with this section, it may be expedient to first describe the 

characteristics of the Bohras. According to Nadwi, the Bohras have the features 

resembling to or exactly the same as those of the Arabs. The facial expressions 
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of their womenfolk, their colour and gait are all reminders that they have their 

origin in l:Iijaz, Yemen, Egypt, Iraq and other places. 

The question is often posed as to whether the Bohras are converts to Islam from 

Hinduism or were they originally Muslims? This debate has already been 

alluded to in the previous section, and indications were found to prove both 

contentions. Here, the matter is pursued in a bit more depth. 

Azad Bilgrami states his view as follows: wa al-'a~J anna asliif al-Bawiihir 

jadidiin /sliimuhum (Bilgrami 1980, 44)- that the Bohras were new Muslims 

converted from Hinduism. 

To assess the veracity of Bilgrami's conclusions, it may be appropriate to identify 

the prominent Bohra families living in India and trace their roots. For the 

purpose of this short study, the following distinguished families whose names 

emerge often in the research will be taken: 

1. The Kankoriwala family; 

2. The Narmawalii family; and the 

3. The Waliullah family. 

What follows is a brief examination of the origin of these three prominent 

families, their occupations in general, their geographical locations and 

contribution towards society as a whole. 

The Kankoriwalii Family: 

Abu Zafar N adwi has evidence as he has recorded in his cJqd al-jawiihir (1936) 

that Azad Bilgrami's point of view is not correct. There was a great scholar 

amongst the Sunni-Bohras of AJ;imadabad called Mu];iammad Siddiq Wa<ii 

(d.1041/1641) who is the author of a tafsir [commentary] of the Qur'an and 

another book called Tanbih al-juhhiil [Warning to the Ignorant]. Both works 

are well known. His brother Mu];iammad Salil;t was also a great scholar who 

wrote the well-known work $idqulliih [The Truth of Allah], the hand written 

copy of which is deposited in the Pir Mul;tammad Shah Library in AJ;tmadabad. 

Shaikh Mu];iammad Sam, writes in the introduction of his book that one Shaikh 
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A)J.mad Quraishi came from Madinah, Arabia, to Kambhayath34 (Cambay) and 

settled down there. 

History records that he had a son named Ya<qub, who was still residing there in 

1041/1631 when the book was written. In the margin of this book, the entire 

family genealogy is reproduced which goes back to Abu Bakr al-Siddiq, the first 

caliph of lsiam and from him to <Adnan, the fourth generation ancestral 

grandfather who links up to the Holy Prophet Mul,ammad 

The N armawala Family 

At present, the Kankoriwaia family resident in AI,madabad are descendants from 

Shaikh AI,mad Quraishi. Likewise, the Narmawaia family of the Sunni Bohras 

living in AI,madabad and Surat originally came from Taif and their complete 

genealogy is available detailing their origin from Shaikh Mul,ammad Salih's 

above-mentioned work. These Bohras initially came for business purposes only, 

and later settled down in Surat, a district of the province of Gujarat in India. 

Some of them later moved to AI,madabad where better business opportunities 

presented themselves, and where greater patronage from the sultans of 

Ahmadabad was to be found. 

There have been many great cufama3 in the Bohra Narmawaia family from the 

time of Mullah <Abd al-Shakur. At that time, the outstanding <ufama~ were 

appreciated for their knowledge and wisdom, and were accorded the highest 

possible respect, honour and co-operation from the rulers. According to this 

custom, Mullah <Abd al-Shakur was given one hundred vinghars (1. 75 vingha35 

= 1 acre) of land by his patrons: the rulers Shah <Alam, and Mul,ammad Shah. 

Further to this, in the time of the ruler Farukh Siyar, the N armawaia family 

were granted a courtesy exemption from paying taxes in AI,madabad, Surat, 

Baroda (called Barod at that time), Baruch (called Bahraich), and Cambay 

(Kambhayath). Not forgetting these favours, the Narmawaia family have still 

got all these historical documents intact. 
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Haji cAbd al-Ra]J.im Narmawala, one of the leading scions of the Narmawala 

family living in India, who was interviewed by Nadwi, said that up to about 

thirty years ago members of his family still resided in Taif (Nadwi 1936, 65). 

The Waliullah Family 

Similarly, the well-known Bohra Waliallah family of A]J.madabad originates 

from Jeddah and Madinah. Their forefathers were great cuJama3 of their time. 

Mawlana Ni.ir al-Din, Mawlana clmad al-Din and Mawlana Waliullah were well 

known both in l:lijaz and India for their knowledge, scholarship and piety. 

Along with their trade, they continued teaching and imparting religious 

knowledge in their schools and madaris [religious schools] which they had 

established there. 

Mawlana clmad al-Din died in 1155 A.H., and his grave and mausoleum is 

situated near Telia Mill. 

About Shaikh clmad al-Din, it is said that he possessed a very large personal 

library, and he used to teach in the madrasah which was situated within the 

mosque. This mosque is in existence till today. Every Wednesday lectures on the 

Mathnawi of Mawlana Jalal al-Din Rumi were deliverd by Shaikh Waliullah 

and Shaikh clmad al-Din. In recent years, Mawlawi Kawkab Mia continued this 

tradition. During the Maratha period, Shaikh clmad al-Din moved to the area 

close to the Kalupi.ir gate and stayed in a house attached to a nearby mosque. 

cAbd al-Qadir Waliullah, the scion of Mawlana clmad al-Din had recently 

renovated this mosque and it was renamed as Waliullah Masjid (Panch Pati, 

Kalupi.ir). There also exist a few graves of the Waliullah family close to the 

Kalupi.ir gate. 

Mawlawi Kawkab Mia, another great caJim [religious scholar] of the above 

Bohra family gives his own genealogy as follows: 

1. Kawkab Mia -the son of; 

2. Shams al-Din (l:Jaji Mia)-the son of; 
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3. Mu]).ammad Mia-the son of; 

4. Mu]).ammad <Uthman-the son of; 

5. Mu]).ammad Qasim-the son of; 

6. Mu]).ammad Ya1).ya0 -the son of; 

7. Mu]).ammad Amin-the son of; 

8. Mu]).ammad <Arif Fariiqi-the son of; 

9. Mu]).ammad Ya1).ya0
• 

This last mentioned name, Mu]).ammad Ya1).ya0 was a learned scholar who has 

left behind some of his works. Both Mawlana Ya1).ya0 and his son Mawlana 

Qasim are buried in Kalupur in Moti Makeri Masjid. Since all these scholars 

were busy in teaching throughout their lifetime, they were called akhund or 

akhundji. Akhund, a Persian word meaning "great teacher". In Visnagar (North 

Gujarat), there lives a famous family named Akhunji whose relatives are still 

found in Saudi Arabia. 

Mawlana Kawkab Mia's grandfather Mawlana Mu]).ammad Mia was one of the 

great cuJamiP [scholars] of Ahmadabad well known for his knowledge and piety. 

The qii<fi [Judge] of Ahmadabad always consulted Mawlana Mu]).ammad Mia 

before issuing any fatwa [juristic verdict] or effecting any legal order. On 

Wednesday and Friday afternoons, Mawlana Mu]).ammad Mia would give 

lengthy exhortations based on the MuciiJlim al-tanzil, a famous commentary of 

the Qur0 an. This tradition and legacy is continued till today by the scholars of 

the city. There was a large madrasah [school] in the compound of the Qaqi cAli 

Masjid which has recently been closed down. All these families are known as 

Bohras, and they claim to be Fariiqi [descendants of 'Umar al-Khattab, the 

second caliph of Islam] from l:lijaz. 

The madrassah of Shaikh Waliullah and his library are no more in existence, 

although some of his books have been donated to the Pir Mu]).ammad Shah 

Library with a written note that it is from the Waliallah family. Some of these 

works are rare and very valuable. The last name in the Waliullah family is that 

of Niir al-Din ibn Mu]).ammad who is a contemporary of the famous ruler of 
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Gujarat Ma1;tmiid Begra. Begra means "the possessor of two castles." According 

to Abii Zafar Nadwi, it is likely that he was the first person to arrive from 

Arabia to the province of Gujarat (1936, 54). There are some rare remnants of 

the Waliullah family still preserved in the Pir Mu1;tammad Shah Library, one of 

which is the large inscription of the ayah al-kursf6 [The Throne Verse]. Within 

the letters of this verse is contained the entire Qur0 an in very small writing. 

Other Families 

Another group of Arab Muslim traders came from Kufah near Baghdad to 

Rander during the Caliphate of Saffah (d.132/749) and settled in Rander .In 

this caravan, CAbd al-Ghani Mu1;ttasib and Shaikh Asa' al-Din came from 

Makkah and settled in Pattan. They and their progenies are known as Bohras 

till today. Likewise, many such families today flourish in India, who came from 

l:Iijaz and other Arab countries and settled in Surat, Baruch, Kambhayath and 

are known as Bohras. 

It is said that by the end of the fourth century Hijrah, the Ismailite Arabs were 

already controlling Sindh. When Ma1;tmiid Ghaznawi attacked Sindh, a large 

number of them migrated from Sindh to Gujarat (Nadwi 1936, 59). 

There is another evidence, which suggests that even Arab traders came from 

Arabia to India in 565/1169 when Sala1;t al-Din Ayyiibi conquered Egypt. After 

this conquest, the Ismacili-Fatimi influence came to an end, and instead, the 

Shafri school of thought gained currency there. It was during this time that a 

large number of Ismacilis migrated to Yemen, and then came to Gujarat, wherein 

they settled in round about 946/1539. When the Zaidi Shicah gained control of 

Yemen some time after this migration to India, the Dawiidiyyah Shicah sect 

changed their centre of dacwah [propagation and missionary activities] from 

Yemen to Gujarat. 

To the Bohras all these historical facts point to the same thesis that they are 

Muslims from early times who came from outside India. 
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MuQ.ammad Amin Madani corroborates the above contention. He says in the 

footnotes of $ibJ.ia al-marjan: "al-Bohra alladhi yadullu calaihi tawarikh inna a# 

al-bohra Islamuhum qadimun, - which states that he Bohras were already 

Muslims when they landed on the shores of India. Amin Madani further states: 

Wa lamma inqaradat dawlatuhum min Mi~r fi qarn al-sadis, hajara aksarahum 

wa sakana al-Yaman. Thumma minhu raJ.iala ila al Hind wa tawattanu fihi, 

[When their rule came to an end in Egypt in the sixth century, most of these 

people came to Yemen and then migrated from there to India where they 

settled] (Bilgrami 1980, 83). 

After eventually settling in Gujarat, the Bohras engaged in dacwah activities and 

converted some of the Indian Hindus to Islam. Some of them came from the 

Rajput, Brahmins, Collie etc. Some of them still call themselves Bohras. 

Although very rarely, some of the Bohras have their surnames like Khan which 

points to their Afghani descent. 

Most of the Bohras are however descendants of Arab clans whose presence in 

Gujarat dates back to the first century of Islam. Current Bohra family names 

may be traced to their Arabian origins. 37 

3.3. A Short History of the Bohras 

In the ancient Gujarati book Ras mala, which was written by the Bhats of 

Gujarat,38 it is recorded that in the time of AQ.mad Shah I, Brahmins and 

Mahajans (also called Vayshira or Banyas) were converted to Islam. It is 

maintained that the same Brahmins and Banyas, because of their involvement in 

trade and business, are called Bohras. These new Muslims had started their 

trade [ vavhar] with Arabia and were therefore called vavhari (tradesmen). 

Through excessive use the word vavhari, it was corrupted into Bohra (Nadwi 

1936, 65). 

This account of Ras Mala, although corresponding to a certain degree with our 

previous accepted definition, does not however seem to be accurate, since it 

gives the impression that the Bohras did not exist before the time of Al)mad 
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Shah I. Conclusive historical evidence exists to prove that the Bohras did exists 

in Gujarat before AI:tmad Shah I. It is documented in Malfii?iit Mahmud Jrji that 

a great saintly personality, Shaikh AI:tmad Katti.i -who presently lies buried in 

AI:tmadabad- reached Sarkhej near AI:tmadabad during the reign of Muiaffar 

Shah, the father of AI:tmad Shah. He had stayed in the house of a Bohra 

Muslim during his sojourn there (Nadwi 1936, 65). 

Another more ancient source is also to be found in this regard. Even long before 

the period of Shaikh AI:tmad Katti.i, lbn Battutah (1325-1354), the famous 

historian and topographer, had visited India and had made his assessment of 

the situation. He documents his visit to Gandar during the Tughlaq period. 

Those who came to welcome him included, apart from the king himself, the son 

of the leader of the Bohras (Ibn Battutah 1985, 130). All this shows that the 

Bohras were present at this time and were living as a highly organized 

community. They had one leader and were a people known to be highly 

disciplined, so much so that they followed the instructions of their sardiir 

[leader] assiduously in everything. 

Another historical evidence that is available comes from a scholar called Qaqi 

Nurullah Shustari (d.1019/1610). He writes in his book Majiilis al-mu 3min, that 

a scholar called Mullah <Ali came to India, and through his da<wah and tabligh 

[invitation to the faith and propagation], converted a large number of people to 

Islam. The author writes that from this time onwards, the Bohras spread in 

India, though they were already present at the time. Mullah <Ali lies buried in 

Cambay in Gujarat. 

Abu Zafar N adwi is of the opinion that both these reports seem to be correct, 

because the Bohras had come to India as early as 700/1301, as is mentioned in 

Majiilis saifiyyah and some other authoritative works of the Bohras. The ancient 

Hindu literature like Kumal par chaitr which was written in 544/1150, records 

that a large number of Bohras lived in Pattan and Viramgam at the time. This 

supports the evidence of Majiilis sayfiyyah. It is possible that some preacher 

might have come called Mullah <Ali from Arabia. The Dif<is of Yemen then also 
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started coming to Gujarat, and the first of them was Mawla'i Al,imad 

accompanied by <Abdullah and Mawla'i Niiruddin. Thus, there was a concerted 

effort from all fronts constantly on the Bohras, and this accounts for their being 

so religiously minded upto today (Nadwi 1936, 74). 

However, a Hindu Parsi writer, Behramji Malbari, the author of Gujarat and 

Gujarati is of a totally different opinion. He opines that the Bohras were 

originally Hindus, and that this fact accounts for the prevalence of Hindu social 

practices and customs within them. The Marwaris who live in Rajastan also 

have Bohras amongst them and are called Hindu Bohras today. 39 It is just 

possible that before their conversion to Islam, the local Bohras were Hindus, but 

when they converted to Islam, a degree of Hindu social customs still remained 

amongst the ignorant masses who were not too well acquainted with the stance 

and guidance of Islam in these matters. 

Thomas Arnold writes in his Preaching of Islam (1979, 278) that the Bohras, 

formerly Hindus, accepted Islam between 400-700/1100-1300 and he is of the 

opinion that in Patan, there were a large number of Muslim preachers who were 

treated well by the local kings. 

Historical sources cited above suggest that many Shi<ah preachers had settled in 

Anhilwarah, Pattan and the Hindu rulers treated them with the same respect 

they accorded the Sunni preachers- not knowing the difference between the 

two. This is the reason why scholars like Thomas Arnold are of the opinion that 

Islam must have spread there for many generations. These internal evidences 

point to the fact that Islam must have spread there along time ago. 

Mawlana <Abd al-l;lai Kafletwi quotes the historical account of Malabar, where 

Shaikh Mul,iammad Amin Madani writes: "History bears testimony to the fact 

that the Bohra nation of Gujarat were Muslims of ancient times" (Kafletwi n.d., 

87). Similarly, the travelogue of the last traveller to travel through the port of 

Surat, Mawlana Shah Rafic al-Din Muradabadi contains the entry: "This Bohra 

nation presently resides in Gujarat, Bhariich, Al,imadabad, Pattan etc. A large 
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number of them are occupied in trade, craftsmanship and other professions in 

the port of "Bab al-Makkah", i.e. Surat, and also in Jeddah and lfaramain 

[Makkah Mukarramah and Madinah Munawarah]" (Kafletwi n.d., 88). 

The author of Bohra qawm [The Bohra Nation] writes: "The residents of 

Rander claim that during the reign of Caliph Saffah <Abbasi around 132/749 

the Mumin tribe of Kufah came to the port of Rander on business. They 

eventually settled down in Rander. This is the reason that people of Rander 

consider themselves as descendants of Arabs" (Kafletwi n.d., 54). 

The ancient Arab historian, Abu Raihan al-Biruni writes: "The historians used 

to refer to Rander as the 'bride' of all the cities of India" (Kafletwi n.d., 54). 

Trade links with Rander (and the Arabs) stretch back to the era of the Prophet 

<Isa. Apart from this, other ancient historians like Ibn al-Hawqal, al-Baghdadi, 

al-Istakhri, al-Bashari, al-Muqaddisi and other travellers have repeatedly made 

mention in their writings of the culture and way of life of the thousands of 

Muslims (living in Gujarat). All these travellers and historians were from the 

era prior to the conquest of Gujarat. The aforementioned points bear testimony 

to the fact that Arab tradesmen (of the Bohra tribe) most definitely appeared in 

Gujarat around the first century of Islam. 

4 Conclusion 

The history of Islam in Gujarat is the history of centuries of varied influences 

on a coastal region. The identity of the Sunni Bohras has been shaped in 

reaction to this fact. A shared common religious and class history are the most 

significant elements in moulding the identity of the Sunni Bohras. Even as 

Misra points out when the community changes from a trading community to a 

agrarian one, they retain their name in recognition of their commercial roots. 

For an understranding of the biographee, who shares these conceptions with his 

community this study was essential. Religion in theory and praxis is charcterised 
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by its dynamic nature. The Sunni community in Gujarat were no different in 

this regard. 

The Sunni Islam from the centres of Islam in Arabia soon competed with the 

Shicah Islam of Yemen. While the influence of Hijaz [Arabian Peninsular] on 

the inland as a result of the land route between India and this area resulted in a 

stronger Sunni influence on areas in the region; the situation in the coastal 

regions such as Gujarat was quite different. 

Scholars such as Misra (1963) have located the identity of the Bohras only in 

terms of their religious affiliations. The above study has shown that a class and 

cultural identity transcends even religious differences. Religious identity 

however remains the next most important cause of identification. This 

immediately begs the question of the relationship between religion and ethnic 

identity. 

Two important related issues are involved here. First, how is religion, as a basis 

of identity, related to ethnic identity, and second, how does religion support 

ethnic identity and cohesion? Regarding the first issue, although religion has 

long been recognized for its close relationship to ethnic identity, the exact 

nature of the intersection between the two has not always been clear. It appears 

that religion can interact with ethnicity in one of two ways: either as identical 

to or precedent to ethnic identity, or as ancillary to ethnic identity (Williams 

1988, 12-13). 

The next chapter hopes to look at this phenomenon more closely in the context 

of the Islam of the Bohras. Before doing so however a note must be included on 

the relationship between cultural identity and personal identity since this is 

relevant in a work focussed on a single individual. 

Personal identity is often implied in ethnic claims as being an instance of 

broader and enduring ethnic identity and is therefore stable and given. This 

notion is now being questioned (Du To it 1997, 85). Often personal identity is 
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understood as a particular instance of an identity that is group based and enjoys 

relative stability over time. Martin (1993, 1) highlights this phenomenon: "As a 

tool for describing political clashes, identity connotes homogeneity and 

permanance. In the process, the polysemy of identity is erased and the 

complexity of the relationships needed in order to define the concept of identity 

is deluded." 

Where ethniticy is found in a highly policised context and holds the potential 

for conflict, there arises the need to "simultaneously acknowledge the social 

nature of personal identity and thoroughly problematise the factual/given and 

authoritative nature thereof" (Du Toit 1997, 85). It is essential to steer clear 

from the extremes of, on the one hand, taking cultural claims as factual 

assertions of identity capable of grounding imperatives and on the other hand of 

taking them as mere oppresive fantasies that have to be eradicated in the name 

of equality and democracy. This would also imply an approach that neither 

permits the idea that cultures are fully bounded wholes wholly inaccessible to 

the outsider nor to the notion that cultures are transparent to the objective, 

evaluting eye of the western intellectual. The contexts of cultural claims must be 

taken seriously without absolutising them. This may be achieved by reading 

them as narratives. "We would also do well to relativise the very concept of a 

'cultural claim' or ethnic identity' (Du Toit 1997, 85). Claims made in the name 

of ethnicity, especially in the modern state, only become concious of themsleves 

in the context of pluralism and multicultaralism. Gujarat in the 16th century 

fulfilled this requirement. Had the Bohra or other ethnic or kinship groups lived 

in greater isolation then they could have 'ruled themselves' and what is 

regarded as 'cultural' today would have seemed to them to be 'natural' or factual 

or even cosmic. 

Du Toit (1997, 85) holds that a reading of personal identity as narrative, 

dialogical, performative and negotiated or interrelated, sheds light on the way in 

which a group and especially ethnic identities are to be understood. The 

narrative performative model of identity also provides the basis for an 

evaluation of the cultural claims made in multi-cultural communities. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: NOTES 

1 In fact, cultural interests or primordial sentiments themselves can become an 

important motivation for ethnicisation, and these cultural interests can interact 

in complex ways with other types of interests, whether economic or political, to 

constitute the motivations and definitions for ethnic formation and 

mobilisation. 
2 The two longest rivers in India. One flows westward whilst the other 

eastward. 
3 The Arab geographers like lbn Khudadbeh, Tabari, Idrisi, Qazwini and Ibn 

Banuta confirm the story of Adam's Foot at Sarandib and describe it 

reverrentially as a site of Muslim pilgrimage (Husain 1953, 217) 
4 At this point Surti quotes from al-N~ami's Ayiin al-]Jujjiij (1:22). This work by 

al-Nzami is a unique work. It provides the reader with a historical account of 

the ]Jajj pilgrimage in the light of the growth and development of the Tradition 

sciences. Al-N~ami details how the pilgrimage served as a forum for the 

exchange and transfer of knowledge through the Muslim world. Latter day 

critics and scholars have applauded the display of genius in the compilation of 

this work. 
5 The following works have discussed in some detail the different readings of 

this term: Elliot, The History of India, London, 1869, 2:417; Raverty, Notes on 

Afghanistan, London, 1888, 568; al-Tabari, Tiirikh al-rusul wa al-muliik, 1893, 

2707; al-Baladhuri Kitiib futii}J al-buldiin, Leiden, 1866, 396-402; Hodivala, 

Studies in Indo-Muslim History, Bombay, 1939, 175. Hodivala is however not 

correct when he states that the term occurs in the Arab chronicles since 43 A.H. 

since we find it in al-Tabari (1:2707) as ealy as the year 23/643-44. 
6 This is the area of south-west Arabia comprising of Yemen and Hadaralmawt. 
7 A reddish-yellow translucent quartz which is valued as a gemstone. 
8 For details see Bombay Gazetteer, vol.9, part Ill, fn. 1; Majumdar R.C.1954. 

History and Culture of the Indian People: The Classical Age 2:451-2 and 627-8; 

Majumdar M.R. 1960. Chronology of Gujarat. 65. 
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9 cf. Elliot and Dawson 1:24-27; M.I. Dar. 1960. Literary and Cultural Activities 

in Gujarat. 15-22; Tirmidhi D.M. 1947 "Arabic Studies in Gujarat" al-cUrwah 

1: 1. 
10 cf. Kafletwi pp.50-1. 
11 In other words, any benefit or harm appearing on the coastline of Arabia had 

an effect on the people residing on the coast of Gujarat. 
12 Hajjaj was the powerful ruler of the Umayyads who was governor of the 

eastern provinces. 
13 Debul is an inland port near modern day Karachi. 
14 This is evident from his response to the invasion when he wrote in a 

characteristic Arab fashion: " Oh Brother of Shaqif! You have placed the worm 

in the wood but I swear by Allah that if our men had been killed I would have 

taken an equal number from your tribe" (al-Baladhuri n.d. 2: 176-7) 
15 cUthman al-Thaqafi accompanied a delegation from Taif that waited upon the 

Prophet in Ramaqan 9/December 630. The youngest of the delegation, he 

embraced Islam secretly at night before his companions had done so. When the 

entire delegation embraced the faith he made his Islam public. Although young 

his fervour in the cause of Islam was applauded by Abu Bakr. The Prophet 

appointed him as camil [governor] over Taif. When during the initial period of 

the caliphate of Abu Bakr apostasy became a problem amongst some outlining 

tribes, cUthman al-Thaqafi played an instrumental role in preventing his tribe, 

the Thaqif from apostasy. He held the governorship of various provinces with 

success and died in 51/671 or 55/674 at Basrah where he had settled. At Basrah 

the celebrated I:Iasan al-Ba~ri learnt i)adith [Traditions] from cUthman al

Thaqafi. Of the twenty-nine ai)iidith [Taditions] narrated by cUthman al

Thaqafi three have been recorded in $al)il) Muslim while the rest appear in the 

sunan works. For details on the life and achievements of this Companion cf. al

Tabari, Tiirkh al-rusul wa al-muliik ed. De Goeje (Leiden) 1879, 1:1688 seq.; 

Ibn I:Iajar, al-l~iibah ff tamyiz al-~ai)iibah, Biblio lndica 1888, 1: 1098 seq.; al

Tabrizi, al-Ikmiil fi asma~ al-rijiil lithographed with Mishkiit al-ma~iibii) ed. 

Delhi n.d., 606. 
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16 In his Nuiha al-khawafir (1350), <Abd al-Hai Nadwi has brought a chapter 

heading: al-fabaqah al-cula' fi man qa~ada al-Hind fi qarn al-awwal [the first 

group who made for Hind from the first generation of Muslims]. 
17 15/637 is the popular date which is generally quoted in connection with the 

early Arab invasion of India. This is in fact the date when <Uthman al-Thaqafi 

assumed his post as governor of Bahrain and <Uman. 
18 Liit ibn Yahya' better known as Abu Mikhnaf was an akhbari [historian]. He 

died before 170/786 (al-Dhahabi 1325 A.H. 2:360; lbn l:Iajar n.d.4:492). 
19 CAii ibn Mu])ammad ibn <Abdullah ibn Abu Saif called al-Madaini was a pupil 

of Abu Mikhnaf. He died at the age of 93 in 224/838 or 225/839 at the age of 

93 years (lbn l:Iajar 4:492; al-Dhahabi 1325 A.H., 2;236). 
20 <Allamah Sayyid Sulaiman Nadwi in his 0 Arabo ki jahazranihas also expressed 

his doubt that the appointment of <Uthman took place in 15/636. (Nadwi 1935, 

59). 
21 cl Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1:673. 
22 Born in 8/629, Sinan ibn Salma ibn al-Muhabbiq al-Hudhali was blessed by 

the Prophet Mu])ammmad himself who conferred the name Sinan on him. He 

was therefore a bona fide ~al;labi [Companion] because the Prophet had seen 

him in infancy. Ibn l:Iajar recognises him as a junior Companion and includes 

his name into the qism al-thani [second section] of his J~abah (2:322-23). The 

Traditions that are transmittted by Sinan directly from the Prophet are marasil 

narrations. Al;ladith narrated by him may be found in the ~al;lil;lain and in the 

sunan works of Abu Dawud, Ibn Majah and al-Nasa'i. 
23The Arabic original of the Chach nama together with the name of its author 

has been lost. Is])aq is of the opinion that as an authority this book is "highly 

doubtful". He therefore asserts that in the light of this "the depreciatory 

remarks of Dr. RC Majumdar ( vide Journal of Indian History, Madras vol.x, Pa tr 

1 art. "The Arab Invasion of India'', reprinted Madras, 1931, pp.28-29) and for 

that matter that of the hisorian Elliot (vide Hisory of India, vol.i, pp. 415-16) 

regarding the powers of the Arabs and their Caliph, do not bear any scrutiny 

since they are based on the Cach namii'' (ls])aq 1976, 13-4). This work has been 

translated into English by Mirza Kalich Beg Fredun Beg and published from 

Karachi in 1900. 
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24 Nadwi has identified Barbad as the present day Bharbhut near Broach in 

Gujarat (Nadwi 1935, 18). 
25 Awfi lived in the reign of Sultan Iltutmish and dedicated his work to his 

minister, Ni~am al-Mulk Junaidi. This is a well compiled book carefully 

classified into chapters and sections according to its contents. A list of contents 

of the book with a valuable introduction was published on behalf of the Gibb 

Memorial Fund Series by M.Ni~am al-Din in 1929. 
26 Jesus 
27 David 
28 Joseph 
29 The 84 ports which enjoyed trade links with the ancient port city of Surat are 

listed as follows: 

# Port # Port # Port # Port 

1 Adhodha 22 Crimina 43 Jhangbar 64 Netal 

2 Alipor 23 Damman 44 Joana 65 Pondicherry 

3 Alpaaie 24 Denmark 45 Karachi 66 Porbandar 

4 Armenia 25 Dewn 46 Long Horn 67 Portugal 

5 Australia 26 Dhowarkan 47 Maahi 68 Rangiin 

6 Balasakar 27 Egypt 48 MachliPatam 69 Ratnagiri 

7 Bandas 28 England 49 Madagascar 70 Rome 

8 Bantam 29 France 50 Madinah 71 Sa chin 

9 Basrah 30 Gandewi 51 Madras 72 Sandali 

10 Betevia 31 Georgia 52 Mahim 73 Sandan1n 

11 Bhagwa 32 Germany 53 Makkah 74 Sokotra 

12 Bharuch 33 Ghoggha 54 Mandwi 75 Somalia 

13 Bhavnagar 34 Ghorni 55 Mangrol 76 Spain 

14 Billi Mora 35 Goa 56 Mayotte 77 Sudan 

15 Calcutta 36 Greece 57 Mohila 78 Talicherry 

16 Calicut 37 Holland 58 Mokkhaa 79 Teenwali 

17 Cameroon 38 Hurmuz 59 Mol Pakkas 80 Tenjor 

18 Cape 39 Iran 60 Mozambique 81 Valsad 
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19 China 40 Istanbul 61 Mumbai 82 Vasai 

20 Cochin 41 Jaypaan 62 Muscat 83 Venice 

21 Colombo 42 Jedd ah 63 Navsari 84 Verawar 

30 European writers of this period have incorrectly referred to the latter group as 

Brahmins. The term vania was used not only to include the members of the jati 

called vaisyas by varna, but also Jains and even people belonging to other 

religions, but following the same profession and trade. The Hindu traders were 

the vaisyas by varna and were known as vanias. 
31 In his Introduction to the A short history of Gujarat, Mawlana Ayiib Surti 

writes the following about Abu Zafar Nadwi: 

"It would be rather unethical not to at least briefly mention in this booklet our 

benefactor in whose images (of writings) we were lucky enough to view our 

splendid past and he is Hadhrat Maulana Sayyid Abu Zafar Nadwi 

Rahmatullahi alayh. He is the nephew of Hadhrat Maulana Sayyid Sulayman 

Nadwi and a student of Allamah Shibli Numani Rahmatullahi alayhima. 

Valuing the capabilities of Maulana Abu Zafar Saheb, the then minister of 

education in India, Hadhrat Maulana Abul Kalaam Azad handed him the 

responsibility of compiling the cultural history of Gujarat and also of rewriting 

the actual history of this province. Maulana continued studying and researching 

the history of Gujarat from different angles until the very end of his life in a 

place called Widhya Sabha in Ahmadabad. His entire life was spent behind the 

history of India and the history of Gujarat. Even in his non-academic and social 

conversations he used to narrate some story or the other of the history of 

Gujarat. Maulana wrote many books on the history of Gujarat and he also 

published many translations and booklets on this subject. Apart from this, he 

contributed many priceless and philosophical articles on various topics to 

famous magazines and books such as Nadeem, Burhaan and Ma'arif etc. 

However, he was an expert on the history of Gujarat. In fact in all probability, 

besides Qadhi Mubarakpuri, there would be no other writer on the history of 

Gujarat as ingenious and discerning as he was. He (Maulana Abu Zafar Saheb) 

was born in 1890 and passed away in 1985. For over fifty years his pen of 

history continued its travel. His books were compiled with intensive research 
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and in-depth study. On the termination of each compilation he felt that his 

work is complete and the responsibility of printing and publishing now lies with 

the others. This is why many of his draft manuscripts haven't come out into 

print as yet. There is a possibility that his draft manuscripts also contain, as we 

would expect, of his historical tastes, various topics on the history of Gujarat as 

well. May Allah Taa'la forgive Maulana and grant him a tremendous reward. 

Aameen"(Surti 1998, 25-6). N.B. This short biography has been quoted without 

any alterations. 
32 Notwithstanding what would appear to be a very favourable account and 

assessment of the Dawudi Bohras, Abu Zafar Nadwi still earns the praises of 

Surti. This is especially surprising when it is noted later in this chapter that for 

Surti the Bohra is necessarily a Sunni Bohra to the exclusion of all others. 
33 Faql al-Ra1;tman Nadwi of the Institute of Islamic Studies at Aligarh has 

edited the three available manuscripts of the said classical work of Bilgrami 

(d.1199/1785). 
34 Cambay lies 2 km from A1;tmadabad on the Gujarat coast. 
35 In Hindi it is called bigah, while in Gujarati it is called vingha. 
36 This verse of the Qur0 an is normally believed to contain maximum protection 

from any evil, riot or insecurity in general 
37 

FURTHEST NEAREST ARABIC CURRENT 

TRIBE TRIBE SURNAME SURNAME 

Adnaniyyah Bani Daram Bass ah Bassa 

Adnaniyyah Hawazin Adiyah Adia 

Adnaniyyah <Abd al-Munalib Salih Saleh 

Adnaniyyah Zaghbah Madhi Maji 

Adnaniyyah Qais ibn Amalan Mansur Mansur 

Adnaniyyah Quraish Ghani Gani 

Adnaniyyah Quraish Dhabbah Dabba 

Adnaniyyah Sulaim Bahtah Batha 

Qahtaniyyah Bani Saba Kahl an Kahlan 

Qahtaniyyah Mazjac Murad Morad 
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Qahtaniyyah Kuhail Mughrah Mogra 

Qahtaniyyah Tay Lubna Lubna 

Qahtaniyyah Shaniicah Bad a' Bad a 

Qahtaniyyah al-Hajadii Ba tan Ba tan 

Qahtaniyyah Qudhacah Atiyah A ti a 

Qahtaniyyah al-Sakiin Njam A jam 

Qahtaniyyah al-Nakha' Ada Ada 

Qahtaniyyah Lakham Sadar Sadar/Sader 

Taniyyah Al al-Aliyyat Aswad Asvat 

Taniyyah al-Sadan A bid A bid 

Taniyyah al-Shanadikhah Misri Misri 

Taniyyah al-Fadaghah Gharib Gareeb 

Kahl an Tai Shamji Simji 

Anazah al-Zahn' Surmah Surmah 

Bisiiriyyah al-Furat Ban a Ban a 

Banii I:Iassan Banii Khalid Shakiir Shakiir 

Banii Juhaim Abii Miisa' Sakran Sakrani 

Bisiiriyyah Banii Khalid Sha bat Sabat 

......... Banii Tamim Tili Tili 

Bin Adhlu Waldaish Qarah Qara/Kara 

Khuzaymah 

Salbah al-Huzaim Bayyat Bhayat 

Anazah al-Dawam Ma'ni Mani 

al-Fawairah al-Muaidin Mashla Mis la 

al-Khazail al-Shilal Babul Bulbul 

Bisiiriyyah al-Jabiir/ Khabiir Harif Harif 

In Iraq al-Qanan Diwan Divan/ Diwan 

In Iraq al-M ukhadhrah Durwesh Dervesh 

Jabiir al-Ajal curnw Allo 

...... al-l:Iasan Muqadim Mukadem 

Jarba al-Sad id Sa yd ad Sidat/Sidat 
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Bani Salim Wuld al-Ala Jamla Jumla 

Fayaqah al-Sarahinah Mutarah Motara 

········ Banii ~hahar Lahsah Lahsa 

Banii <Umar al-Khadhran Amal ah Am la 

Harab Banii Salim Maimiin Maimiin 

In Iraq al-Salib Malij Malji 

Sadat al-Sharifah Aidrus Edros 

Qais al-Karwaih Alan Allan 

Dulaim Abu Khalifah Dawlah Do la 

Zafir al-Samdah Ma0lim Malim/Malam 

.......... Ajliin Maumniyyah Mamaniat 

OOOOOOOOOQ al-Aqidat Jamal Jamal 

Bisiiriyyah Ami rah Jabbar Jabbar 

In Iraq •o••••&Q Jasat Jasat 

The above table is supplied by the courtesy of Dar al-<Uliim <Arabiyyah Islamiah, 

Holcombe, Bury, U.K. 
38 The Bhats preserved the history of their people by documenting it in the form 

of songs. 
39 He is of this opinion simply because the Dawiidi and some other Bohras still 

have some Hindu customs which persists amongst them. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

The religious identity of the Bohras: Sunni Islam of Shaikh al-Fattani and other 

contesting belief patterns in his community 

1. Introduction 

A historical account of the spread of Islam in India and specifically in Gujarat, the 

home of the Sunni Bohras has been undertaken in the previous chapter. It has 

been shown that in the recorded history of the Bohras themselves, the contacts 

between the Indian subcontinent and Arabia date back to ancient times. While 

these were essentially commercial exchanges, they resulted in an accompanying 

exchange of beliefs and exchanges between different faith communities. The 

particular brands of Islam which were imported to the Gujarat coast during the 

formative period of Islam will be discussed here. Yemen served as a centre from 

which Muslim preachers of a particular persuasion came to Gujarat as missionaries 

via the sea-routes. There was also the movement of other saints and scholars from 

the hinterland. They often represented competing interpretations of Islam. 

By the 16th century, the various sects and groups within Islam were already clearly 

defined. This was due to the reform efforts carried out by scholars. Pattan, the 

home- town of al-Fattani, was the centre of the reform movement headed by Mulla 

Ja<far. His reform activity resulted in the Sunni Bohras adopting a religious 

identity that was distinct from that of the Dawiidi and other types of Bohras. This 

process also meant that the foundations of Sunni Islam and the essential 

constituents of the beliefs of the ahl al-sunnah [the people of the Prophetic 

Tradition] were re-articulated in a polemical context. The Qur'an and the sunnah 

[Prophetic Tradition] become the textual sources on which the beliefs and the 

justification for practice rests. This is supported by a prescribed hermeneutic which 
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specifies that these sources are to be interpreted in conformity with the established 

opinions of the Prophet Mul:iammad's Companions, Successors and Followers. In 

Sunni Islam the textuality of the Qur'an is never questioned. The Companions all 

share a lofty status as authorities for knowledge. In both these issues the Shiite 

Muslims differ. 

The sanad [chain of narrators] transmitting a Prophetic Tradition, the saying of a 

Companion or the interpretation of meaning is given pivotal importance. A strong 

sanad is required to entrench a practice or accept a particular interpretation. The 

corpus of beliefs and practices established as a result of this process is called the 

sharicah [the path]. 

While the sharicah provides the legalistic framework within which the believer 

acts, it is essentially juristic, prescriptive and literal in its emphasis. Since the 

inception of Islam it has always been supported by an esoteric and metaphorical 

narrative of the faith called ta~awwuf [mysticism]. Still supported by the Qur>an 

and the sunnah, the Sufi relies on an additional source of knowledge called kashf 

[illumination]. Through a process of tadhkiyah [cleansing] by association with the 

pious and regarding some other saintly person as a shaikh [preceptor] and guide 

the siilik [one treading the path to God] is able to enjoy closeness to Allah. 

In a milieu of spiritualism and spirituality Indian Islam expressed itself in terms not 

dissimilar from those of other faith communities. Early in Islam there developed 

however two dominant trends of thought. At the two extremes there were those 

who favoured the more rigid and literal interpretations of the sources and those 

who preferred the mystical. In 16th century Gujarat, al-Fattani and the other 

students of his shaikh al-Muttaqi, were able to strike a balance between these two 

opposing tendencies. This dissertation has attempted to show how this was 

achieved and emphasises the use of the Prophetic Tradition as a moderating 

influence and a yardstick which determined belief and practice for al-Fattani. 
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In later years the tajdid [reform] movements in India were inspired not only by a 

literalist puritanical interpretation of the sources but were also ever conscious of 

the need for ta~awwuf Founders of the Dar al-<uHim at Deoband and the Maiahir 

al-cuHim in Saharanpur shared these values and were both scholars and ~iifis. 

Modern scholarship on the <uJama' [scholars] and pirs [saints] have at times 

misread the nature of orthodoxy in India. It may therefore be appropriate to 

consider the role of the cuJama' in 16th century Gujarat and India in general during 

any disussion of the nature of religious belief and practice at the time. While it is 

appropriate to consider the role of the cuJama' in a certain articulation of the faith 

the main concern in this chapter will be to describe the nature of the religious 

belief of the Bohra community as a continuation of preliminary observations 

regarding their identity. 

Gujarati Islam grew in a multi-cultural and multi-religious environment. Gujarat of 

the 16th century was home to the Hindus, Jains, Christians and Muslims. Within 

each of these faith communities there were a multitude of nationalities, tribes and 

castes. Each of these communities were minorities. Islam in India even at the 

height of Mughal rule was a minority religion. As a minority the Sunni Bohras of 

Shaikh al-Fattani were able to co-exists and the brand of Islam which has evolved 

out of their history permits them to do so even today. 

This did not mean that they were in no way critical of the state. The political 

stance of the community at any particular period is very difficult to determine. Al

Fattani petitions the ruler of the day on a religious issue. The community also take 

political steps to alleviate a business impediment. Politics is therefore important as 

long as it concerns these two funtions of the community. Otherwise this trading 

community can be perceived to be apolitical and apathetical too. 

1.1 Theoretical considerations in the description of the religion of the Bohras 

The approach here is largely descriptive and attempts to record the beliefs of the 

communities described. The comparisons made in this chapter of the conceptions 
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or practices of the Bohras are distinctions and differences made by the community 

themselves. The research presented here is therefore limited in its scope since it is 

based on the religious sources of the communities and is not a record of objective 

observations and studies. The findings presented here is therefore influenced by 

the nature of available resources on this subject. It was therefore necessary to 

point out clearly some of these sources when dealing with the Dawiidi Bohras. 

Needless to state that the literary sources pertaining directly to this research are 

few. Despite this it was necessary to aim at objectivity even in this descriptive 

account of religious belief. 

To those who have pioneered the phenomenological approach to the study of 

religion, objectivity requires firstly that the scholar suspend judgement as to the 

truth of the phenomenon under observation. The second requirement is that the 

scholar should attempt to understand and report the believer's own account of the 

religious experience. This study has attempted to satisfy both these requirements 

by retelling the nature of faith as is described in the source books relied upon by 

the various religious groupings of the Bohras. Concerned with the interpretation of 

historical data, Kristensen (1954, 27) states: 

Let us never forget that there exists no other religious 

reality than the faith of the believer. If we really want to 

understand religion, we must refer exclusively to the 

believer's testimony. What we believe, from our point of 

view, about the nature or value of other religions, is a 

reliable testimony to our own faith, or to our own 

understanding of religious faith; but if our opinion about 

another religion differs from the opinion and evaluation 

of the believers, then we are no longer talking about 

their religion. We have turned aside from historical 

reality, and are concerned only with ourselves. 
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In his study of the Bengali Muslims of Bradford, Barton (1986) has identified a 

number of interesting problems in relation to such a study. For example, a 

criticism to the approach adopted here would certainly be that the data for the 

study of religions belief should not be confined to the sacred texts and historical 

formularies, but should necessarily also include the actual beliefs and practices of 

contemporary believers. Scholars such as S H Nasr (1966, 15) argue against such 

criticism and hold that there is very little or no value in the expostiton of what 

Islam means to its adherents. Nasr defines religion as " that which binds man to 

the truth". He further draws a distinction between what is absolutely real and 

what is relatively real. The phenomenological study of religion, conducted in the 

realm of the empirical, belongs to the latter category and therefore can have little 

to do with the "Absolute" or the "Real", which is the beginning and end of religion. 

In respect of Islam this is to be found in the Quran. While Kristensten holds that 

"there exists no other religious reality than the faith of the believer", according to 

Nasr a Muslim may consider faith as a reality only in a narrow, relative sense. The 

aim of introducing this debate, which is not peculiar to the study of Islam, is not 

to resolve the issue but rather to emphasise that this is one of the theoretical 

issues to be considered in relation to the observations made in this chapter. 

Of equal importance is the debate that the functionalist Clifford Geertz introduces 

in his study of religious development in Morocco and Indonesia (1971). Geertz 

states (1971, 1): 

The problem is not one of constructing definitions of 

religion. We had had quite enough of those; their very 

number is a symptom of our malaise. It is a matter of 

discovering just what sorts of beliefs and practices 

support what sorts of faith under what sorts of 

conditions. Our problem, and it grows worse by the day, 

is not to define religion but to find it. 
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The study undertaken in this chapter as it attempts to describe the religious 

beliefs of the Bohras is aptly likened by Geertz to that of a minaturist " painting 

on lilliputian canvases with what we take to be delicate strokes. We hope to find 

in the little what eludes us in the large, to stumble upon general truths wile 

sorting through special cases" (Geertz 1971, 4). The aim of the sytematic study of 

religion in his opinion is not just to describe ideas, acts and institutions, but rather 

to determine how and in what way particular ideas acts and institutions sustain, 

fail to sustain or inhibit religious faith. Faith for Geertz is sustained in this world 

by symbolic forms and social arrangements which need to be understood in the 

first instance. The information gathered and presented in this chapter about the 

religious belief system of the Bohras is to be viewed in light of these very 

pertinent remarks. 

2. The Bohra communities in Gujarat 

The foundation of the Bohra communities in Gujarat is a unique occurrence in 

Indian history. Nowhere else in India did these communities come into being in 

any sizable dimensions; nowhere else was the penetration of Islam as peaceful or 

as impeccable and imperceptible as the rise of these communities. Also, none other 

have developed a business outlook, which is distinct in these Muslim communities. 

Their only competitor in this respect is the Gujarati community of the Memons. 

There are six principal Bohra communities in Gujarat. 1 

1. The Sunni Bohras, who are like any other followers of the ahl al-sunnah 

wa al-jamacah2
; 

2. The Dawiidi-Bohras, who are followers of Dawiid ibn <Ajab Shah (d.1589) 

and who have links with the Yeminite Isma<ilis; 

3. The Sulaimani-Bohras, who are the followers of Sulaiman ibn I:Iasan; 

4. The <Alwi-Bohras; 

5. The Atba-i-Malik Wakil group of Bohras; and 

6. The Nizari and Khojah Bohras. 
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2.1. The Sunni Bohra community 

Looking at the history of the Bohras, it is interesting to note that the Sunni 

Vohras/Bohras of Gujarat had close links with the Dawiidi or Shi<ah Bohras. 

The name Bohra ( Vohra) can be said to stand, not for any single community, but 

for several whose broad similarity is that they are mainly trading communities. 

Undoubtedly, a number of other Muslim communities also exists, but their special 

character, for instance, of being recruited from a particular Hindu caste or 

community, has given them an individuality. Such, for instance, are the Girasias, 

Maleks and other Rajput and other semi-Rajput communities. The word Bohra, 

however, embraces a more general category of primarily merchant communities, 

which were as has been discussed above, descendants of the early adherents to 

Islam. During the reigns of the sultans of Gujarat these communities became even 

more noticed in the broader Muslim community of the region at the time. 

Of the Bohras, the one distinct community is the Shi<ah Ism~Vili community of the 

Dawiidi Bohras and its offshoots which have also formed into distinct 

communities. 

Another distinct and manifest grouping is the Sunni Bohra group of communities, 

which is again not one single community, but is formed of a number of distinct 

regional units, which are separate from each other. The tendency of the people to 

marry in small local units and again to keep marriage connections, localised and 

intimate has further led to the splintering of this broad mass into different units. 

Broadly, therefore it is possible to distinguish several regional sections or 

independent communities: 

1. Pattani Bohras; 

2. Kadiwal Bohras; 

3. Charotar Bohras; 

4. Surti Sunni Bohras. 
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In his study of the Bengali Muslims of Bradford, Barton (1986) has identified a 

number of interesting problems in relation to such a study. For example, a 

criticism to the approach adopted here would certainly be that the data for the 

study of religions belief should not be confined to the sacred texts and historical 

formularies, but should necessarily also include the actual beliefs and practices of 

contemporary believers. Scholars such as SH Nasr (1966, 15) argue against such 

criticism and hold that there is very little or no value in the expostiton of what 

Islam means to its adherents. Nasr defines religion as " that which binds man to 

the truth". He further draws a distinction between what is absolutely real and 

what is relatively real. The phenomenological study of religion, conducted in the 

realm of the empirical, belongs to the latter category and therefore can have little 

to do with the "Absolute" or the "Real", which is the beginning and end of religion. 

In respect of Islam this is to be found in the Qur'an. While Kristensten holds that 

"there exists no other religious reality than the faith of the believer", according to 

Nasr a Muslim may consider faith as a reality only in a narrow, relative sense. The 

aim of introducing this debate, which is not peculiar to the study of Islam, is not 

to resolve the issue but rather to emphasise that this is one of the theoretical 

issues to be considered in relation to the observations made in this chapter. 

Of equal importance is the debate that the functionalist Clifford Geertz introduces 

in his study of religious development in Morocco and Indonesia (1971). Geertz 

states (1971, 1): 

The problem is not one of constructing definitions of 

religion. We had had quite enough of those; their very 

number is a symptom of our maliase. It is a matter of 

discovering just what sorts of beliefs and practices 

support what sorts of faith under what sorts of 

conditions. Our problem, and it grows worse by the day, 

is not to define religion but to find it. 
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The study undertaken in this chapter as it attempts to describe the religious 

beliefs of the Bohras is aptly likened by Geertz to that of a minaturist " painting 

on lilliputian canvases with what we take to be delicate strokes. We hope to find 

in the little what eludes us in the large, to stumble upon general truths wile 

sorting through special cases" (Geertz 1971, 4). The aim of the sytematic study of 

religion in his opinion is not just to describe ideas, acts and institutions, but rather 

to determine how and in what way particular ideas acts and institutions sustain, 

fail to sustain or inhibit religious faith. Faith for Geertz is sustained in this world 

by symbolic forms and social arrangements which need to be understood in the 

first instance. The information gathered and presented in this chapter about the 

religious belief system of the Bohras is to be viewed in light of these very 

pertinent remarks. 

2. The Bohra communities in Gujarat 

The foundation of the Bohra communities in Gujarat is a unique occurrence in 

Indian history. Nowhere else in India did these communities come into being in 

any sizable dimensions; nowhere else was the penetration of Islam as peaceful or 

as impeccable and imperceptible as the rise of these communities. Also, none other 

have developed a business outlook, which is distinct in these Muslim communities. 

Their only competitor in this respect is the Gujarati community of the Memons. 

There are six principal Bohra communities in Gujarat. 1 

1. The Sunni Bohras, who are like any other followers of the ahl al-sunnah 

wa aljamiicah2
; 

2. The Dawiidi-Bohras, who are followers of Dawiid ibn <Ajab Shah (d.1589) 

and who have links with the Yeminite Isma<ilis; 

3. The Sulaimani-Bohras, who are the followers of Sulaiman ibn I:Iasan; 

4. The cAlwi-Bohras; 

5. The Atba-i-Malik Wakil group of Bohras; and 
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before marriage is a story of the past. Instead, in some 

cases, a religious sermon is arranged a day or two prior 

to the marriage. Women have given up beating their 

breasts and wailing in chorus on the occasion of death. 

The practice of celebrating pregnancy has almost 

disappeared. The influence of Pirzadas has diminished to 

a large extent, and instead, the preaching of the Molvi's 

[religious guides] and teachers imparting religious 

lessons in religious institutes and actively engaged in 

social, religious and welfare work, have created a healthy 

effect on the customs and manners of this village 

community. About 80% of the Bohra women now do not 

use the traditional Sari, bodice, and petty coat; the 20% 

using the same are of old stock. Instead, they put on 

Muslim dress of Kurta or shirt, , /jar or trouser, 

sarval/ornni or scarf. Massive and heavy ornaments have 

been replaced by simple and light ones. In giving names 

to their children, Muslim names like Yacqiib, Khurshid, 

A]:imad etc. are selected for boys, instead of names like 

Akuji, Bajibhai or Kalidas. Similarly, female names like 

Raji or Mulkah are yielding place to names like 

Mohammadi Begum, Zohra, Fatimah, Zainub, Aminah, 

Jamilah etc. Preparations of sumptuous dishes like 

'Pakvan', 'Kansar', and rice and pulse and clarified butter 

are now rarely served (Misra 1985, 124). 

Several other indications of the influence of Islamisation and also the rationalising 

process to keep pace with the changing economy may be noted. Costly community 

dinners are becoming increasingly obsolete and ostentatious spending on 

ceremonious occasions like marriages, and circumcision is frowned upon. The 
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accent on simplicity is marked; and these value changes are percolating and 

stewing into the villages. 

Simultaneously, the Jamacat awareness and the in-group consciousness is also 

becoming more pronounced, especially in the middle sections of the cultivating and 

trading community. This is reflected in the control of marriages by Jama'at 

organizations, which require prior notice and permission even when permitting 

extra-communal alliances. 

Another notable feature is the shift towards Urdu from Gujarati, especially 

amongst the scholars and in learning institutions. Half a century back, virtually the 

whole of the community spoke Gujarati at home; in recent years, Urdu has found a 

place as a spoken language even in homes. It has not however displaced Gujarati, 

but certainly it has gained greatly and is spoken by more people now and with a 

greater sense of pride and purity. 

The majority of Sunni Bohras of all regions are today cultivators, but an increasing 

proportion is once more taking to trade for its livelihood. A number of families 

have migrated to South and East Africa, sharing a characteristic of the parallel 

Hindu caste of the Patidars. These families, called Safaris in South Gujarat, have 

supported a number of charitable and educational institutions in their native 

places. 

The Sunni Bohras presently constitute the majority of the Bohras today present in 

India and in other places of the world in which a significant Muslim population has 

settled. 

The belief pattern of the Sunni Bohras still bear the impact of the influence of 

Shaikh MuQ.ammad Tahir al-Fattani who was a Sunni Bohra scholar and preacher. 

His efforts at shifting the emphasis of his people's religious ideologies from the 

influence of Dawiidi Bohra Shicism to the Sunni position may be seen till today 
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where the Sunni Bohras of Gujarat and beyond follow the mainstream Isiam based 

upon the unadulterated teachings of the Qur'an and Sunnah and other primary 

sources of Isiamic law. The community is today free of doctrines and practices such 

as taqiyyah [dissimulation in speech and actions], Jmamah [peculiar concept of 

Caliphate thought to be an extension of Prophethood], ~ab al-~a]Jabah [vilification 

and undermining of the Prophetic Companions], mutcah [temporary marriage], 

taziyah [mourning and lamenting the martyrdom of J:lusain ibn <Ali] and other 

characteristics of the Shi<ah communities. 

2.2. The Dawiidi Bohras 

The Muslim community of the Dawiidi Bohras traces its ancestry to early 

conversions to Ismacm Shi<ism during the reign of the Fatimid caliph -Imam al

Muntansir (r. 427-487/1036-1094). When schisms occurred in the Isma<ili dacwah 

[mission] in the eleventh and twelfth centuries in Egypt, the Isma<ilis in India 

followed the Fatimid Tayyibi dacwah of Yemen. The Eastern Isma<ilis or the Nizari 

division in the Ismacm faith (which bifurcated into two branches) is represented in 

Gujarat by the Khojas. The Western Isma<ilis or Masta<alis to which the Bohra 

community belong to are the second grouping that came about as a result of the 

split within the main faith. This community split a number of times to form the 

Ja<fari Bohras, Dawiidi Bohras, Sulaimani Bohras, <Aliyah Bohras and other lesser

known groups. 

2.2.1 The principal sources for the study of the Dawiidi Bohras 

Principle texts that are relevant to the study of the Dawiidi Bohras have been 

identified by Titus (1979, 99). The $a]Jifah al-~alah a work both in Arabic and 

Gujarati is regarded as an important work in Dawiidi Bohra circles. Two other 

works which enjoy similar status are the Da~im al-Islam and the al-lfaqaiq which 

both set forth the rites and doctrines of shicah Isiam and give an account of the 

Bohra da'is [missionaries] and their sayings. 
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It would be difficult to detail the beliefs of the Isma<ili creed here. It is however 

necessary to allure to the basic features of its socio-religious organizations together 

with the ideational framework which they subsume. This is important in order to 

show the differences which al-Fattani was so sensitive to that he decided to reform 

his community and actively attempted to rid them of any beliefs which resembled 

those of the Isma<ili. An attempt is therefore made to very briefly discuss the most 

fundamental of these beliefs. Particularly crucial in this assessment are the position 

of the diN' al-mutlaq and the doctrine of na~~ by which succession is determined. 

2.2.2. The batinitheosophy and the position of the diN al-mutlaq 

One of the distinctive features of the Isma<ili doctrines, is the highly developed 

theosophical framework which underlines its administrative system. This 

framework is patterned in a highly symbolic and mystic system of notations, grades 

and cycles. This is what is call the batini or the esoteric facet of the Isma<ili faith 

as distinct from the ?ffhiri or the exoteric one. It is the batini [esoteric] which is 

treated as secret, to be revealed only to those who qualify for it, that is believed to 

unravel the true meaning of external ritualism and observance. The sophistication 

with which this inner and secret knowledge has been developed in Isma<ilism has 

made it often referred to as the Batini faith. 

This theosophy is reflected in the religious hierarchy implicit in the lsma<ili 

framework, known as the l)udiid al-din [outer limit of the faith], which again is 

part of the larger cosmogony. The highest position in this framework is accorded to 

the Natiq or the Prophet: he propounds the exotoric nature of the faith. He 

appoints an Asas, and he then unravels the esoteric significance. The Asas is also 

the Wa~i or the executor and the successor of the nafiq [the 'speaker']. It was in 

this relation that <Ali ibn Abi Talib stood by the side of the Prophet MuQammad. 
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After the death of the Asas, the Jmiim takes his place. During his lifetime, he 

appoints the lf ujjat who succeeds him as Jmiim. This line lasts till the next Niifiq, 

when the cycle starts over once again. 

The /f ujjats are of two kinds: 

1. lfujjat aJ-ac?am who is the son and the heir apparent of the Jmiim; and 

2. Twelve Nihiiris and twelve Laili lf ujjats; the Niharis are placed in charge of 

the continents of the earth, while the Lailis are always in attendance to the 

Jmiim. They are responsible for the biifini aspect of the mission and remain 

concealed. 

Next in rank comes the Dii1 [Summoner]., or the one who calls and summons 

people to the mission. These are of four kinds: 

1. Dii1 al-baliigh [Summoner of the Preaching] 

2. Dii1 al-muflaq [Absolute Summoner] 

3. Dii1 al- ma}Jdiid [Licentiate Summoner] 

4. Diici al-mukiisir [Executor Summoner]. 

Sayyidina Tahir Saif al-Din has defined the word Diici as "One who invited people 

to the right path of God by modesty, preaching the philosophy and the virtues of 

Islam" (Zahid 1954, 210). 

In the age of satr [concealment], when the Jmiim with the 24 /fujjats and the Dii1 

al-baliigh went into concealment, the Diici al-mutlaq's [Absolute Summoner] 
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position has become the highest in the visible world. It is now, moreover, a purely 

socio-religious status. This change began with the fall of the Fatimid Dynasty 

where gradually, political power had been divested from the position of the Daci al

muflaq leaving a persecuted and harried community. The position of the Da<f al

muflaq as the supreme functionary of this order has to be seen in the perspective of 

Ismacili theology as a whole and the Mustacli belief system in particluar. At the age 

of puberty, every Dawiidi Bohra pronounces the traditional oath of allegiance 

which requires the initiate to adhere to the Sharicah and accept the leadership of 

the Imam and the Daci. This oath is renewed each year on the 18 of Dhil al-!fijjah 

(the day known as </d ghadir al-khumm). 

The Bohras follow the Fatimid School of jurisprudence which recognises seven 

pillars of Islam, as against the customary five which the Sunni's believe in. These 

are as follows: 

1. Walayah [Love and devotion] for Allah, the Prophets, the Imam and the 

Da1 

2. Taharah [Purity & cleanliness] 

3. $alah [Prayers] 

4. .?akah [Religious dues or poor-alms] 

5. $awm [fasting] 

6. /fajj [Pilgrimage to Makkah] 

7. Jihad [holy war]. 

The office held by Dr. MuQ.ammad Burhan al-Din originated in Yemen in 

532/1138, soon after the heir to the Fatimid Caliphate, the twenty first Imam al

Tayyib, chose seclusion. The Ismacili community believes that since then, the 

Imamate has continued in seclusion in the progeny of al-Tayyib, and that prior 

preparations had been made by his predecessors to ensure that the Fatimid Ismacili 
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mission would continue on behalf of the Imam in seclusion through the Dii1 al

Mutlaq [Absolute Summoner]. The Diici thus represents the secluded Imam and 

operates with the Imam's authority. He carries out virtually all the Imam's 

religious and juridical functions and sustains the social structure of the community 

of believers. 

As the official head of the community, the Dii1 al-mutfaq claims the unquestioned 

obedience of his followers. The much discussed covenant which is administered to 

every adult Bohra on the occasion of 1d al-ghadir is a pledge in which he affirms 

his loyalty to the Imam and his vicegerents and where he swears to refrain from 

any act would prejudice his interests. An absolute embargo, social and religious, 

coupled with exemplary penalties is placed on him who violates this oath. It has 

also been claimed that by virtue of his position, the Diici shares some of the 

attributes of the Imam, and he is 'like sinless,' and always acts according to the 

inspiration he receives (Zahid 1954, 252). 

The extent to which the Dii1 al-mutlaq is empowered to control his followers in 

their social and religious life has been, and continues to be a bitter controversy 

between the orthodox and the progressive sections of the community. The 

progressives would like to see a greater participation of the community in the 

ordering of the missionary affairs. The Sayyidinii has with equal firmness, 

reaffirmed his responsibility to those above him and the inadmissibility of his 

rendering account to his followers, or their elected or appointed leaders in matters 

that has been left to his individual judgement. 

As for the obligation of the followers to obey Dii1 al-Mutlaq, this is divided into 

two kinds: 
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1. Obedience in matters of an entirely religious nature 

2. Partly religious, partly secular matters 

As far as the first category is concerned, obedience to him is imperative. In the 

second category too, only the religious aspect is obligatory to follow. If the secular 

order is against reason, it may not be obeyed. 

As mentioned above, the religious hierarchy of the Dawiidi Bohras is essentially 

Fatimid and is headed by the Da1 al-Mutlaq who is appointed by his predecessor in 

office. The Daci appoints two others to the subsidiary ranks of ma~dhiin [licentiate] 

and mukasir [executor]. These positions are followed by the rank of Shaikh and 

Mullah, both of which are held by hundreds of Bohras. An cAlim (usually a 

graduate of the order's institution of higher learning, like the al-Jamiyyah al

sayfiyyah) who leads the local congregation in religious, social and communal 

affairs, is sent to each town where a sizable Dawiidi Bohra population exists. Such 

towns normally have a Mosque and an adjoining assembly hall where socio

religious functions are held. The local organisations which manage these 

properties and administer the social and religious activities of the local Bohras 

report directly to the central administration of the Da1 which is based in Bombay, 

called al-Dacwah al-Hadiyah. 

The Daci al-Mutlaq's power over his followers is expressed through his cAmils, his 

representatives in all the important centers where there are Bohras. No religious or 

civil ceremonies are valid without their express permission. Only those whom he 

authorises can lead the prayers, and he can deny use of the commmunity properties 

to those who incur their displeasure or who are excommunicated by them. 
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2.2.3 The doctrine of na~~ 

Under Shicah law, it is illegal for the people to select the Imam, he must be 

unmistakably nominated and singled out by his predecessor. This is called na~~ in 

Arabic, which means something which is crystal clear. Whenever a split occurred 

in the Shicah community, it was on the basis of na~~ and it was on the same basis 

that the Shicahs split into various groups in India. 

It was by the close of the Fatimid age that Ismacilism reached India on the coast of 

Gujarat. This was half a century after the reign of Mustan~ir Billah (487-1094 

/427-1036) when the schism between the two wings had already started (Misra 

1985,20). Al-cAmr, the last of the Imams whom the Mustacli recognised, was killed 

by a Nizari in 524/1130. He prophesised the anarchy which was to follow him, and 

placed his child, the first Imam of the Satr, as the next Imam who was based in 

Yemen. His name was Tayyab, and his father was consequently killed when he was 

a child. His guardians wanted to steal his post, so four Dacis took him into hiding, 

and it was from this time that the myth of Satr commenced. The "hidden Imam" is 

a cardinal principle and tenet of most of the Ismacili Bohras. 

For six years after his concealment, the work of the Da1 was carried on by the 

Malikah. It was she who nominated the first Dael after the concealment: Sayyidina 

Zu0eb ibn Musa, and on her death on 5 May 1133, the new line of Da1s 

commenced. From the first to the present Daci, there have been 52 incumbents to 

this office. Of these, the first 24 were Yemeni, the first Indian Daci was Sayyidina 

Yusuf Najm al-Din who assumed office in 946/1539. Sayyidina Yusuf Najm al-Din 

proceeded to Yemen and shifted his headquarters there, but then his successor 

Sayyidina Jalal came again to India, and he was the first to die there. From this 
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time, the Ism~i<ilis had become a permanent feature in Gujarat. Three people were 

overwhelmingly responsible for the conversion of people to Ismacilism: 

1. Mawlai AI.imad (d. 560/1164) in Pattan 

2. cAbdullah (d. 565/1168) in Deccan 

3. Mawlai Fakhr al-Din (d. 575/1178) in Galiakot. 

2.2.4. The Sunni Reformers 

The reform efforts of Shaikh MuI.iammad ibn Tahir detailed in this work are 

though certainly the most organised and intensive not the only ones that have been 

documented. Al-Fattani is preceeded by other Sunni scholars who shared his 

concern for the preservation of the Sunni sysytem of belief. Their efforts are 

documented by Dawiidi Bohra historians and Sunni Bohra historians alike. 

When in 836/1432, Mawlai Adam ibn Sulaiman passed away, he was succeeded by 

his son ijasanbhai. The Daci of that time was cAli Shams al-Din in AI.imadabad. 

One of his students which arrived in his school was a certain Jacfar from Pattan. 

2.2.4.1. Mullah Jacfar al-Fattani and his influence on the Bohras 

It is said that the Sunni Bohras were at one time Ismacili Shicahs. At times Sunni 

Bohras are also called Jacfarriyyah Bohras, a name which the present day Ahl al

sunnah resent and outrightly reject. It was rather the legacy of Mullah Jacfar al

Fattani that made the Sunni Bohras puritans and they were greatly influenced by 

the writings of this great Shaikh. At this stage, it will be in the fitness of things to 

examine some details of the life of Mullah Jacfar al-Fattani. 
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Mullah Jacfar was born in Pattan. His father's name was Khwajah. He acquired his 

early education in Naharwalah (Pattan). After completing his primary education, 

he was sent for higher education to AQ.madabad which had then emerged as a 

centre of Islamic learning, where he studied under the patronage of Mullah Hasan 

ibn Adam, better known as waH-i-Hind [The Protector of India]. After satisfactorily 

completing his education there, Mullah Jacfar then went to Baruch from where he 

went to Yemen by sea. Dawudi Bohra sources state that after studying for a short 

period in AQ.madabad Jacfar requested his teacher to permit him to proceed for 

further studies but was refused on the grounds that he was not qualified enough. 

Inspite of not being given this permission Jacfar disregarded his orders and left 

Gujarat and appeared before the Sayyidina in Yemen. 

In Yemen, Mullah Jacfar met a famous da1 of his time by the name of cAli ibn 

cAbdullah. Mullah Jacfar studied under him for three years and then sought 

permission from him to return to India. 

In order to account for Jacfar's change of heart Dawudi Bohra sources explain that 

at the time Jacfar did not have any permission to lead any prayers or to solemnise 

any marriage or to attend any functions before obtaining permission from cAli 

Shams al-Din in AQ.madabad. When he landed in Gujarat, he led the congregation 

in prayers in Dev, Baruch, Kambayath and in many other places without the 

required authorisation. When Sayyidina cAli Shams al-Din finally summoned him 

for a disciplinary hearing, he could not provide a satisfactory answer. It was after 

this, they claim, that he launched his campaign of anti-Ismacilism and pro-Sunnism 

from Pattan (Nadwi 1936, 73). 

From Yemen Jacfar first came to Baruch and then moved to Kambayath. From here 

he moved further to AQ.madabad. After spending some time in AI;imadabad there, 

he finally came to Pattan. In AQ.madabad, he had a difference with Mullah I:Iasan 
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ibn Adam, his former teacher. Mullah I:Iasan complained about him to his Dii1-

Shams al-Din cAli, who in turn wrote to Mullah I:Iasan to leave Mullah Jacfar alone. 

In Pattan Mullah Jacfar soon came into conflict with the D0 wudi leader there 

Mullah Rajah ibn Dawud, who later succeeded Mullah I:Iasan. This conflict 

situation forced Rajah ibn Dawud to migrate to Morbi in Katiawar, which is now 

called Saurashtra in 841/1437. 

The entire Muslim population of India then became ardent followers of Mullah 

Jacfar. He went from there to Visnagar and Varnagar, Parantij, Mehsana, Morasa, 

Atimadnagar (present day Himatnagar), Kari and Ahmadabad. Everywhere he 

preached the caqiiid [theology] of the ahl al-sunnah wa al-jamiicah, and not of the 

Ismacili Shi'ahs, though he was schooled in the latter thought. He was received as 

spiritual leader and was accorded a rousing welcome in Al}.madabad. He paid a visit 

to the court of the founder of the city, Shah A])mad. The king as well as his 

ministers respected him and allowed him to propagate his beliefs in Al}.madabad. 

Ultimately, Mullah Jacfar was killed on his visit to Champaner while he was 

preaching Islam. He lies buried in this city. All those who converted from the 

Shicah Ismacm to the Sunni Bohras are known as the Bari Jamiicat [Big 

congregation] while the Dawudi Bohras who did not convert are called the Choti 

Jamiicat [Small congregation]. 

After his death, and during the lifetime Mullah Jacfar already, his deputies and 

preachers had infiltrated Surat, Baruch, Kambayath, Pattan and N adiad where all 

the Muslim inhabitants most readily accepted the Sunni ideology. Shaikh 

Mu])ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani was appointed to preach the Sunni ideology in 

Pattan. In spite of the differences between the Sunni and the Shi<i Bohras, both 

the communities continued their business relations and social intercourse as usual 

and in harmony with each other. It was only much later that a Shicah leader, Jacfar 

Shirazi, stopped all social interaction between the two groups. As a result of this, 

intermarriages came to an end between the two parties. In Pattan, al-Fattani 
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advised his followers to do the same. It was from this time onwards that the Sunni 

Bohras considered the Shicah Bohras as quite a different and altogether distinctive 

community. Today, Sunni Bohras are never referred to as Jacfariyyah and the 

majority do not even remember the name of Mullah Jacfar. 

Dawiidi Bohra reports record with regret the great popularity achieved by him in 

North and South Gujarat. At that time, Mullah Rajah ibn Dawiid was the Wali of 

Pattan, who had succeeded the earlier I:Iasanbhai. He reported this state of affairs 

to cAli Shams al-Din who in turn relayed the message to Yemen. 

Jacfar achieved a remarkable success in his task. Surrounding villages, towns and 

cities appear to have surrendered to him with a readiness that seems surprising. By 

the close of the reign of Al:,imad Shah, he reached Al:,imadabad, where the heir 

apparent, Mal:,imiid Shah, was deputised for the Sultan. The heir apparent, 

Mal:,imiid Shah was also won over by Jacfar and with the royal machinery at his 

back, he continued his missionary work with redoubled puissance and rigour. The 

religious policy of the sultans of Gujarat favoured this movement. With Al:,imad 

Shah in whose reign Jacfar began his movement, begins a period of what Dawiidi 

Bohras have termed "religious bigotry, if not religious fanaticism" (Zahid 1954, 

180). Al:,imad Shah was the first to introduce jizyah [taxes] in Gujarat. 

Thus also began the first active spell of persecution which the Ismacm community 

suffered in India, Maulai I:Iasan had to go into hiding, mosques were closed due to 

lack of attendance, and harassment of the faithful mounted in intensity. 
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This harassment continued for a full two years until Ja<far's assassination near 

Champanir on July 5, 1441. It was evident that one of the sorely inflicted victims of 

the persecution carried out this killing. 

It is a pity that we know so little of Ja<far, and that too, from the narrations of 

those to whom he had done great injury. He appears to have been a man of 

considerable intellectual acumen and spiritual powers. From available sources, it is 

not clear why he should have acted against the teachings of his educators and no 

details are available as to the reason for his change of heart. His reasoning behind, 

for instance, leading the prayers despite the restriction on him remain unknown. 

Obviously, sheer perversity alone could not have been responsible for this, nor 

could personal ambition have taken this course. As it is, Ja<far and his activities 

mark a milestone in the history of the Bohra community. Schisms had erupted 

within the Ism~i<ilis, but it was all within the fold, and not on fundamental issues. 

However, with Ja<far, a major change was made, and the major part of the 

community succeeded to adopt the Sunni faith and they came to be known as the 

Jamacat-i-kalan [greater community]. 

Nearly a century later, another figure arose who completed the work begun by 

Ja<far earlier. Sayyid Al,imad Ja<far al-Shirazi arrived in Gujarat from Sindh, and 

established himself in favour of Sultan Mal,imiid Shah Begra and his successor 

Mu?-affar Shah. Till then, inter-marriages between the two wings had been 

frequent and the social unit had been decisively split by this religious cleavage. 

This was the task achieved by this religious and purist Sayyid. He persuaded his 

fellow Sunnis to sever all links with their Isma<ili brethren. The two groups became 

completely separated and went in different directions after this. 
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Meanwhile, persecution of the Ismacili Bohras continued. In 1518, their Wali, 

Mullah Rajah Jamal al-Din was executed by the orders of Sultan Mu~affar. This 

was partly due to his fame. This Sultan, also known as "the Clement" by the 

Gujarati chroniclers, was noted for his piety and partiality of his faith, an 

iconoclasticism which was exhibited on several occasions too. 

These early Sunni Bohra missionaries continued to appear until the last days of the 

sultanate of Gujarat neared its end. As can be easily perceived, these days were not 

happy ones for the Ismacili Bohras. The Shi<ah doctrine of dissimulation [taqlyyah] 

was invoked for safety sake. Till the end of the sultanate of Gujarat, ~alfih 

[congregation prayer] was not performed openly in mosques. Only in the time of 

Sayyidina Dawiid ibn <Ajab Shah, when the Mughal rule had been firmly founded 

in Gujarat, did the Isma<ili Bohras feel secure enough to give up their concealment 

of identity and other religious rites and emerge into the open. 

2.2.5. The First Indian Da1 al-Mutlaq 

The early Indian Shi<ah of the eleventh century comprised a single group of 

Ismacili Bohras owing allegiance to the Dael al-Mutlaq [Head of the sect] in Yemen. 

As mentioned above, the Dael al-Mutlaq operates as the sole representative of the 

secluded Ismacm Imam, and as such, has had a great influence on the history, faith, 

and practices of the Dawiidi Bohras. 

It was in this hard-pressed age that the first Indian became a Da1 al-Mutlaq. 

Sayyidina Yusuf Najm al-Din of Sidhpore had been selected by the Wali of 

Al}.madabad for this post for he was trained at the headquarters in Yemen under 

Mul}.ammad ibn c1z al-Din ibn <Idris (d. 1539). In Yemen, he had distinguished 

himself as a devoted student and he was known for his gentleness and piety. 
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Sayyidina Yusuf Najm al-Din stayed in his native town, Sidhpore, for five years 

where he built a tank and a Mosque. Friction appears to have developed between 

them and other Bohra communities which led to rupture of trade and other 

relations with the outside world. Sayyidina Yusuf Najm al-Din promptly 

established his own shops and the suffering of his people was alleviated. This is 

the first instance of the involvement of the da1 with trade activities within the 

Isma<ili Bohra community. Obviously it marks the beginning, since this time there 

has been a growing emphasis on trade and commerce. 

After this, Sayyidina Yusuf Najm al-Din left for Yemen, where the Isma<ili's were 

also feeling the strain of persecution. The Ottoman persecution in fact was much 

more severe than the Indian, and Sayyidina Yusuf Najm al-Din was hard-pressed by 

the authorities. Here he died on 4 July 1567 I 16 Dhii al-Qa'dah 974. 

The Turkish persecution in Yemen made it impossible for Sayyidina Yusuf Najm al

Din's successor, Sayyidina Jalal ibn I:Iasan to stay there any longer. He therefore 

shifted headquarters to AJ;imadabad. However, his was a short tenure of about half 

a year before he died on 20 October 1567 / 16 Rabi' al-Thanf 975. 

He was succeeded by Dawud ibn <Ajabshah. During his tenure, the influence of the 

Sunni sect under the leadership of Shaikh MuJ;iammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani al

Bohri, registered a sharp increase and influence. The Sayyidina is reported to have 

been discomforted by him in debates, especialy when he was questioned about the 

practice of observing the cfd festival according to a predetermined calendar, rather 

than by the sight of the moon. 
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By this time, the Mughal rule had come to Gujarat, and the Dii1 al-MurJaq, no 

doubt encouraged by Akbar's liberalism, thought of going to Agra to place the 

grievances of his community before the emperor. This was felt by him to be an 

urgent matter, since Akbar's governor of Al}.madabad, did not share the liberal 

views of his master. In addition to this, some internal trouble appeared to have also 

flared up, and this spurred him to reach the capital even faster. 

Before he left, he appointed Dawiid ibn Qutubshah as his deputy. He first went to 

Kapadwanj on 22 December 1573 and from there he went to Agra immediaitely 

after Akbar's conquest of Gujarat in late 1573. In the capital, he was well received 

by the emperor, and Akbar issued an order to Khan-i-Niam cAziz Koka to see that 

no complaints of oppression reached him again. Thus, it was only after this that 

the Isma<ili's started conducting their religious lives in the open. 

The Diici al-Muflaq spent his remaining years in Kapadwanj and other towns, 

restoring practices which had become unfamiliar in the long period of concealment 

and reestablishing communal organisation. After a career of 22 years, Dawiid ibn 

<Ajabshah died on 15 March 1589. His death was an occasion of a further split in 

the community- this time on an issue of succession. 

Dawiid ibn <Ajabshah was succeeded by Dawiid ibn Qutubshah. Four years later, 

the grandson of the first Indian Diici al-Muflaq, Sulaiman ibn J:lasan of Yemen, 

questioned his nomination and produced documents substantiating his own claim 

to the office. The result was a split of the community, the majority upheld Dawiid 

ibn Qutbshah, while the minority accepted Sulaiman ibn J:lasan, they are called the 
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Sulaimiinis. Dawiidi Bohras are named after their twenty-seventh Da«J, Dawiid ibn 

Qutubshah (d. 1612). 

At this time, Shahzadah Murad was the governor at Al)madabad with another 

prominent Mughal noble, Sadiq Mul)ammd Khan as his tutor. During the first stage 

of the dispute, the Moghuls remained out of the picture. Sulaiman sent Jabir back 

to Gujarat, and with the support of Zohrabai, Sayyidina Yiisuf's daughter and 

Sulaiman's aunt, his claim began to find some popular support. 

At this stage, Ibrahim the son of the late Dawiid ibn <Ajabshah filed a claim against 

his own late father and laid it upon the shoulders of the Diici al-Muflaq, Dawiid ibn 

Qutubshah. He took the claim to the court of the governor of Al)madabad, and 

asserted that 1 080 000 rupees was due to him in inheritance from his father, - or 

more likely - his legitimate due of the party which he represented from the estates 

of the late Dawiid ibn Qutubshah. 

This complaint brought in the Mughuls in what had been as yet an internal 

problem. Several prominent lsma<ilis, including the DiN al-Muflaq himself was 

imprisoned on this charge while the case was being investigated. The incarceration 

of the Diici al-Murlaq caused havoc among the Bohras, but Sadiq Mul}.ammad Khan 

was favorable and sympathetic to them, and release from prison was not long in 

coming. The lsma<ilis argued that since office was not hereditary amongst them 

and the Dii1 al-Murlaq did not even own properties on his name, but held it in trust 

for the people, this claim of Ibrahim was false and fraudulent. 
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Relations between the two groups rapidly grew worse and it even reached blows in 

which a person was injured. Sadiq Mu];iammad Khan threatened to punish Ibrahim 

for his temerity by having his nose cut off, unless he acknowledged Sayyidina 

Dawiid ibn Qutubshah. He agreed at first, but later demurred stating that he would 

do so only if his preceptor, Shaikh Sulaiman, preceded him. Letters were then 

produced by Ibrahim which gave testimony to the fact that his claim was valid. At 

this development, Sayyidina Dawiid ibn Qutubshah anticipating trouble went into 

hiding. 

Until now, Shaikh Sulaiman had been in Yemen where he had not only little 

success, but also a taste of prison in which he was languishing in for some time. 

Managing to escape, he arrived at AJ;imadabad on 21 December 1596. At this, 

Ibrahim ibn <Ajabshah, emboldened, preferred to again press his suit, but instead 

they were imprisoned, but later released. 

Upon release, Ibrahim ibn <Ajabshah and Shaikh Sulaiman decided to carry out 

their suit to the Emperor himself, who was at that time in Lahore. The matter of 

succession now became of secondary importance, and the case now took on a 

personal note. Deeply alarmed at this move, Dawiid ibn Qutubshah sent some of 

his chief advisors from hiding to counteract the move of his adversaries. 

Akbar received the complaints, but demanded that Dawiid ibn Qutubshah be 

present in person to receive the complaints; a demand to which his advisors were 

reluctant to accede to. This exasperated Akbar, and he sent Kamal Khan to bring 

Dawiid ibn Qutubshah to him, even if it meant by force. Finally, through the 

prompting of Saif al-Din, Dawiid ibn Qutubshah was convinced that obscurity at 
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this stage was futile, and that he should reveal himself and proceed to the presence 

of the emperor, which he did. 

At this time, there occurred an incident which totally changed the course of 

history. Shaikh Sulaiman suddenly contracted stomach pains and died on 12 May 

1599. Sulaimani authorities flatly assert that this was due to him being poisoned. 

This left the onerous burden of fighting the case flatly on the shoulders of Ibrahim 

ibn <Ajabshah. It is said that at the tribunal, Ibrahim ibn <Ajabshah could not reply 

to any of the questions and the judge dismissed his case. Finally relieved, Dawiid 

ibn Qutubshah left for AJ;imadabad after a stay in the north of nearly 15 months. 

He passed away on 13 August 1612. 

2.2.6. The Dawiidi Bohra community today 

The Dawiidi Bohra community has largely been molded into its present form by the 

two Diicis who have led the community in the twentieth century: 

1. The fifty-first Dii1, the celebrated Dr. Sayyidina Tahir Saif al-Din 

(1915-1965), who was an accomplished scholar, a prolific writer and 

poet, a capable organiser and a man of vision. During his period of fifty 

years in office, he revitalised the community, fostered strong faith, 

modernised the mission's organisation, promoted welfare and 

education in the community, and guided it through the tumultuous 

period of world wars and independence of nations. 

2. The second is their present Dii1, Dr. Sayyidina Mu"Qammad Bur"Qan al

Din who has continued his predecessor's endeavors with particular 

emphasis on strengthening the community's Isiamic practices and on 

the promotion of its Fatimid heritage. 
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Presently, Dr. MuQ.ammad Burhan al-Din (b. 1333/1915), is head of the Dawiidi 

Bohra community, and fifty-second occupant of the office of Dii<f al-Muflaq 

[Absolute Summoner]. 

The present Dii<f resides in Bombay, the headquarters of the mission having been 

transferred to India from Yemen in 1539. Like his predecessors, he is greatly 

revered by his followers. 

Dr. MuQ.ammad Burhan al-Din received his religious and administrative training 

during the leadership of his renowned father and predecessor, Tahir Saif al-Din 

(1915-1965) and succeeded him in 1965. He has led his community into an era of 

fresh vibrancy and renewed religious zeal by devoting his efforts to the 

preservation of their Fatimid Ismacili heritage. He has ushered in a spiritual 

reawakening by requiring his followers to adhere closely to Qur>anic injunctions in 

their everyday lives. He has emphasised adherence to Islamic business ethics that 

include the prohibition of interest and institutionalised interest-free loan schemes 

to cater for the community's borrowing needs. 

Dr. MuQ.ammad Burhan al-Din has also strengthened the age-old Shi<i' practice of 

lamenting the martyrdom of Imam al-J:Iusain [ta<ziyah and rauzah khiim]; in the 

annual gatherings during the first ten days of Mu]Jarram. This active indulgence 

has become the major spiritual expression of the community, with thousands of 

Bohras attending the sermons of the Dii<f which are relayed live to Bohra centers 

all over the world. Dr. MuQ.ammad Burhan al-Din has also promoted the blending 

of secular and religious studies by initiating Islamic oriented schools, which 

attempt to provide an integrated education in an Islamic atmosphere. Finally, he 

has undertaken the restoration of Fatimid relics and promoted Fatimid architecture 

and design in the construction of a large number of Mosques, mausoleums, and 

other public buildings all over the world. The most important of such works has 

been the monumental restoration in 1980 of the al-Jamie al-anwar, the huge 

mosque built by the Fatimid Caliph-Imam al-J:Iakim (996-1021). 
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Dr. MuQammad Burhan al-Din is in addition, an accomplished scholar. He 

personally supervises the curriculum of the Arabic academy al-Jiim'yyiah al

sayfiyyah where his followers receive religious training. He is the author of several 

books on Ismacili religious thought and has composed thousands of verses in Arabic 

on supplication and in praise of the Prophet, Imams and Dii1s. He has received 

honorary doctorates from al-Azhar University (1966) and from 'Aligarh Muslim 

University (1966). He has frequently visited Dawiidi Bohra centers all over the 

world to personally imbibe Isiamic values in his followers, a practice he has 

continued even at an advanced age. 

He spends many hours each day in attending to the needs of the Dawiidi Bohras, 

who seek his advice on all aspects of life, even on mundane matters such as the 

choice of name for a newborn. His charitable endeavors, promotion of institutes 

and trusts for educational and economic welfare, support of projects on 

environmental issues and renovation activities have earned him international 

recognition, including the highest civilian honors of Egypt (1976) and Jordan 

(1981). 

Pilgrimages to the shrines of the saints is also an important part of the devotional 

life of Bohras, the facilitation of which, rest houses and assisting organizations 

have been set up. The martyrdom of I:Iusain is commemorated annually during the 

first ten days of Mul;larram [First month of the Lunar Islamic Calendar], the month 

in which it is held that he was brutally martyred. 

Dawiidi Bohras use an Arabicized form of Gujarati, called Jisiin al-Dacwah, which is 

permeated with Arabic words and written in Arabic script. Another distinctive 

feature is their use of a Fatimid lunar calendar which fixes the number of days in 

each month, rather than depending on the sighting of the moon. 
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There is a strong religious learning tradition amongst the Dawiidi Bohras, their 

Dael~ usually being prolific writers and orators. The Dawiidi Bohras number about 

a million and reside in India, Pakistan, the Middle East, East Africa since the 18th 

century, and the West Africa since the 1950's. 

Overall, Bohra history has yet to be written, and it can be written satisfactorily 

only when the required libraries are catalogued and open. Even then, it may prove 

to be a task which may leave a historian unsatisfied. The material is mainly one

sided and thereby leaves the problem stated, but not answered. Except for the 

Sulaimani's, none of the dissident sects appear to have any sizable literature, and 

much has completely disappeared. Nevertheless, a clear exposition of this material 

would not only add a new dimension to regional or communal history, but would 

enhance our knowledge of India as a whole. 

2.3. The Sulaimani Bohras 

The Sulaimani Dael al-Muflaq, who is the leader of the supreme missionary, 

transferred his head-quarters from Yemen to India in 1539 (Ali 1988, 131). 

Administration of the community is authoritarian. At the apex is, the Dael al

Muflaq, who is the uncontested leader and administrator of the community. Under 

him serve the ma'dhii.n [the Authorised] and a mukasir ["one standing the test"], 

whose offices are a remnant of the old Ismacili hierarchy. Next come eighteen 

Mashaikh trained at Sayfi dars, the Bohra seminary at Surat. Next come cX.mils, or 

agents, appointed in towns with a significant Bohra population in order to lead 

congregational prayers and perform marriages and other services. At the bottom of 

this hierarchy, are the Mullahs who work as teachers at the Sulaimani Bohra 

schools. 
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The seat of the Sulaimani Ducat is at Baroda in Gujarat and MuQammad Burhan al

Din is the present Dii1 al-Murlaq who is representative of the alive and concealed 

[ghiiib] Imam. A covenanted oath of loyalty to the Imiim of secrecy is administered 

to every Bohra convert. 

This particular Bohra community lives in an exclusive part of the city and has its 

own mosques and congregation halls. The Bohras do not mix with other people 

and only marry amongst themselves. Their women do not observe purdah [veiling]. 

The cosmogony and esoteric interpretations of the Sulaimanis is derived from the 

Fatimid Isma<ili literature. The Bohra calendar is always two days ahead of the 

common Muslim calendar. The Bohras follow the Ithnii ashcariyyah in certain 

ritual matters, such as the formula of the adhiin [call to prayers] and the 

celebration of the cJd al-ghiidir, commemorating the alleged nomination of <Ali to 

the caliphate by MuQammad. 

Many Hindu heritages and practices still survive amongst this type of Bohras. For 

example, in their marriage and other customs, in the laws of inheritance which 

deprive a women of her share in property, in their calendar, in giving and taking 

interest on loans and in beginning their fiscal year like the Hindus on the Hindu 

lam p-f e sti val (di pii vafJ). 

The Sulaimani Bohra community is well disciplined, closely knit, enterprising, 

prosperous, quiet and tidy. Their social welfare enterprise takes care of the poor 

among them. Though influenced by Hinduism, like other Shi<ahs, they will not eat 

from the hands of Hindus or other non-Muslims. If a Hindu washes their clothes, 

they ritually sprinkle water on them to purify them before use. 

The primary belief of this class of Bohras is entrenched in the doctrine of the 

Imamate. 
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2.4. The CAlwi Bohras 

The Alwi Bohras has a Sayyidinii [Religious head] who is based in Baroda, 

Gujarat. He appoints a Ma'dhiin [Successor] next to him in the hierarchy. The 

present one being his own son in charged to look after the religious, social and 

economic affairs of the community. The influence of the cAlwi Sayyidina over the 

community members is relatively weaker in comparison to that of the Dawiidi 

Bohra leader. Those who believe in the authority of the Sayyidina take his 

permission for all the social, economic and other affairs of the community which 

affect them in their daily living. The reformists amongst the cAlwis, who have a 

relatively strong influence, do not accept the Sayyidina's authority over their 

economic and social affairs, though they accept his religious authority. The 

reformists enlisted the help of the Maharajjah of Gaikwad who approached Indira 

Gandhi with the cause of the reformists. Thereafter, the Sayyidina changed his 

earlier attitude towards the cAlwi reformists and has become more liberal. He does 

not socially boycott or excommunicate dissidents who have formed a parallel 

machinery which looks after the religious, social, economic, and civic problems of 

the cAlwi Bohras. Owing to the people's support and political backing received by 

the reformists, the Sayyidia is forced to tolerate their active presence and allow 

them to attend the same mosque along with the other cAlwis. 

Of late, the cAlwi reformists have more or less taken over the reigns from their 

Sayyidina and this has undermined his authority. However, for certain religious 

rituals and social affairs, the majority of the cAlwi Bohras takes the Sayyidina's 

permission. These include marital separation, divorce, marriage ceremonies, burial, 

ciddat [ritual seclusion], ?akiit [poor-due], pilgrimage to Makkah and Karbala [the 

burial place of J::lusain]. Except on important Islamic festivals followers say their 

prayers at home (Ali 1988, 131-53). 
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2.5. The Atba-i-Malak Wakil Bohras 

The Wakil group of Bohras has a small number of members. This Shi<ah sect 

consists of mostly major and influential businessmen who reside mainly in Bombay 

and Nagpur. The head priest, whose place of origin is Kapadvanj, South Gujarat, 

lives in Nagpur. The majority of his followers are from Surat. They were originally 

Dawudi Bohras who broke away in the 40's from mainstream Dawudism. Since the 

Wakil group were businessmen, the members of this group continued to maintain 

their social and economic ties with their Dawi.idi Bohra kins. 

The Wakil community seems to be the most tightly controlled Shi<i community. All 

of them accept the decision of their community head in matters relating to charity, 

naming of a child, choice of school, engagement, marriage choice, marriage and 

other ceremonies, divorce, remarriage, burial, <iddat, purchase and sale of property, 

going abroad, and giving zakiih. Even the choice of books, newspapers, and other 

reading matter depends on the decision of the Wakil head. None of the members 

however, believe in payment for non-fasting, sacrificing cattle and sheep on the 

festival of 1d al-a<;fl;iii~ or visiting Karbala and going for pilgrimage [f;la.i.J]. 

The Miilik, the title of the religious head of the community, exercises complete 

spiritual and temporal control over his members. He is regarded as the Imiim 

possessing divine powers to guide all aspects of the life of his members. The 

Miilik's permission is essential for every aspect of the life of his followers from 

birth to death. He encourages endogamy, irrespective of class background, though 

he cannot force the members. It is reported his own daughter-in-law is from a 

lower middle-class background. The community members have to attend his 

religious discourses and festivals regularly, and they have to send a letter of 

obedience to the Miilik. If a community member violates the social norms laid out 

by the religious head, his name is first read out in the gathering. If he still does not 

correct his behavior, he is barred from attending any of their religious or social 
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gatherings. If this still does not help, he is excommunicated by all the members of 

the following and is constantly harassed by them. 

The Wakil Bohras do not observe the fast of the month of Ramaqan. They prefer 

to say their daily prayers at home and do not attend the sermons on the festivals of 

cid al-aql)a3 and firrah like other common mainstream Muslims. Rather, they have 

their own five days of cid and they observe the 1st of March to be their new year. 

They have their own calendar. Their observances and rituals are held in their own 

halls on the first day of every month. They recite a litany in place of the customary 

~alah prayers, which is normally performed by all Muslims. Drinking and smoking 

is strictly prohibited amongst them. They have their own distinct dress for men and 

women and every age group has its own social activities. There is a distinct 

segregation between men and women and a lot of efforts are made amongst 

member of the following to understand each other better and engender feelings of 

unity and brotherhood. 

The members of the Wakil Bohra community have interaction with their own 

following members and have little social contact with other Bohras, non-Bohras 

and non-Muslims. 

Their religious hierarchy is determined by the different roles and levels of 

authority of each. After the rank of the Malik, comes the Mashriq who can be 

either a man or a woman. Next comes the Murabbi The religious priesthood is 

able to maintain its influence and control over the members who generally remain 

untouched by any other influences, which may weaken the present tightly knit 

community. 

The Wakil community, as a rule, does not participate in any political activities and 

election campaigns. They mostly vote for the ruling party. The religious head also 

discourages active political participation, as he fears that this might put his 

influential position in jeopardy. As far as legal matters were concerned, they would 
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resort to their Miilik and accept his decision as binding and fair, and would not 

approach any court of law. In India, they are not represented on the Muslim 

Personal Law board like other Shi<ah groups (Ali 1988, 154-168). 

2.6. The Nizari and Khojah Bohras 

The split between the Nizari (Eastern, i.e. Khojah) and the Musta<li (Western, i.e. 

Ismacili Bohra) group took place at the end of the reign of the eighth Fatimid 

ruler- al-Mustan~ir Billah (427/1035-487/1094). In 1092 C.E. al-Alamiit was 

captured by I:Iasan ibn Sabbah and thereupon the Nizari line was established. The 

Mongols in 654/1256 destroyed this stronghold. 

During and after the establishment of this centre, Nizari missionaries came into 

Sindh and Gujarat and laid the foundation of the Nizari and allied communities in 

India. In Gujarat, they made a notable contribution. 

Commenting on the historical sources available for the study of the Khojah Bohras, 

Misra notes: "It may be noted that in this section, original sources for this study 

are virtually non-existent. What are available, are shajarahs [genealogies], 

traditions, and the brief and tantalising data vouchsafed by the Gnans, or their 

Pirs [spiritual mentors]. It is therefore difficult to be certain especially regarding 

dates; and the plentifulness of miracles ascribed to the Pirs strains the credence of 

the scientific student" (Misra 1985, 54). 

The line of Nizari Da<is who came to Gujarat in the reign of Siddhraj Jayashingha 

(r. 1094-1143) starts with Niir Satgur. He is also regarded to be the forbear of this 

line according to Satpanthi literature and he initiated missionary activity in 

Gujarat. This genealogy is difficult, and different versions are found. 3 

According to the Pirana Panth, Niir Satgur4 is reported to have come to Gujarat on 

1 April 826. In Niir al-mubin, it is stated that he was sent by Caliph MuHansir 
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Billah himself in 426/1069 to work for the Nizar in India. It is however difficult to 

understand why Mugansir Billah should have sent him [Niir Satgur] to propagate 

for a partisan schism which was not in existence then. Rather, this explains Niir 

Satgur's arrival in Gujarat long before the Nizaris themselves after they had 

established power in Alamiit. Moreover, had he arrived then, he would not have 

had contact with Jayashingha for he came to the throne in 1094, a full year after 

the foundation of Alamiit. In view of these facts, Niir Satgur's figure is one which 

is more legendary than real, at least in determinable historical terms. In Nur al

mubin, the year of his death is given as 487 /1094, the year in which Jayashigha 

came to the throne. 

Pir Shams as depicted in Khojah and Satpanthi literature is said to have been born 

in Sabswar, a town south of Heart. He is said to have a lifespan of 115 years; 

another version provides him with an unbearbly long life of nearly two centuries. 

His mausoleum is in Multan. His life is openly known through the various miracles 

performed by him. About the only concrete thing known of him is that he lived 

between the second half of the 12th century and the first half of the 13th. 

Amongst the miracles ascribed to him are the following: 

1) Crossing a river in a paper boat 

2) He made horns grow on the head of Shaikh Baha' al-Din 

3) He brought a dead boy back to life 

4) He painlessly stripped his skin off his body 

5) He brought the sun down to cook a piece of meat for him 

Pir Sadr al-Din (689/1290) is the founder of the Khojah community in India. It is 

said that he made a deep study of Hindu literature for the purpose of his 

missionary activity. He visited Iran and when he returned to India established the 

first prayer facility at Kotdi. In Gujarat, his new faith was accepted by the Lohanas. 

To convince them, he renamed his faith as Satpanth- a more Hinduish name. 
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I:Iasan Kabir al-Din, at whom the line of Pirs begins, had 18 sons, of which the 

youngest- Imam Shah- became the most famous in Gujarat. He was the founder of 

the Imami Shicah sect which was accepted by a number of the agrarian and 

pastoral communities of Gujarat, Khandesh and Western Madhya Pradesh. His 

teachings gave rise to a new Hindu community, the Matia Canbis and he tried to 

give his faith a Hindi form. He established his seat in Pirana. His date of birth is 

given to be 17 May 1452 according to the Tawarikh-i-pir and he died on 25 

November 1513. 

Many miracles are also attributed to him. From amongst these are: 

1) He claimed that the Mosque pulpit prayed on his behalf; hence, there was 

no need for him to pray 

2) He cooked cat's meat, then caused it to raise and run away from the plate 

3) He made the waters of a river bifurcate, he then crossed through it 

harmlessly 

4) He quelled the drought at Girmatha which had straitened them for two 

years by one short prayer 

5) He shot an arrow, and it landed on the place where his masoleum stands 

today 

6) When he shot the arrow, a tiger and its mate who were standing there, 

respectfully gave way to him 

7) He exported and returned a group of Hindu pilgrims in one night to Kashi 

and back to their home town 

In the Manazil al-aq{ab, Niir MuQ.amad Shah is said to be responsible for 

separating his followers from the main Ismacili stock. He is also regarded as the 

last Imam of the Satpanthis. When Jalal al-Din succeeded him, this seems to be an 

occasion of mutual dissension amongst them. This dissension progressed and the 

system of the Kakas was evolved out of it. It is round about this time when 

Aurangzeb heard of this sect and summoned its head to the capital in order to 
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question him of his devious beliefs and practices. Shaji Miran was unwilling to go, 

but after proceeding to A.Qmadabad, he suddenly fell ill and died, most probably by 

self-poisoning. At this, all their Hindu followers revolted and left the Nizari way of 

belief. 

Another notable Nizari Pir was Pir Masha0 ikh II. He was born in Kadi on 15 April 

1650, and his father passed away when he was only nine years old. He was 

deprived of early education due to his financial position, however, later in life he 

devoted a lot of his time to studies and consequently wrote thirteen famous books 

aimed at educating his followers and eliminating ignorance amongst them. It took 

him twelve years to complete these. They are as under: 

1) Nurnama- A biographical sketch of all the Prophet of God; 

2) Mu'arijanam- On the superiority of Islam and on other matters of the faith 

3) Ghazawat- Detailing the difficulties experienced by the the Prophet 

Mu.Qammad in the early portion of Islam 

4) Girdiyah- An account of the Prophet, his family and descendants 

5) Mucazzizat- Details of all miracles performed by the Nizari Pirs 

6) Wisalanama- The last sickness of the Holy Prophet and accounts 

surrounding it 

7) Khulafa-i-Rashidin- A perspective on the first four caliphs of Islam 

8) Maqtillnamah I- The life of I:Iassan and I:Iusain 

9) Maqtulnamah II- The last days of Imam I:Iusain and notes on the twelve 

ithna cashari Imams 

10) Iman I- Conditions of faith and observances; duties to the Pir 

11) Iman II- Directives regarding proper conduct of life 

12) Ibadat I- Religious duties on all occasions 

13) Ibadat II- Dealing with the obligations of Islam like prayers, fast and 

ablution 
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After his death a number of Pir Masha'ikh's followers shifted their allegiance from 

the Pir to his descendants. This schism has its roots around the question of the 

faith of Pir Masha0 ikh himself: Was he a shi<ah or a sunni? From his writings, it is 

clear that Pir Masha0ikh was aginst the type of half-Hindu Muslim converts made 

by Imam Shah and his descendants. His effort was to remove the vestiges of such 

disbelief amongst his followers. He had also completely given up the Isma<ili faith 

of his forbears. 

It is difficult to decide Pir Masha0 ikh's affiliations. In his books, he gives 

unmistakable evidence of his being a sunni, especially in books which have been 

published by those who have seceded from the main stock. Further, his chain of 

Pirs is traced to Khwajah Mu<in al-Din Chishti, which militates against him being 

anything but a sunni. Finally, his partiality for Emperor Aurangzeb against the 

Shi<ah sultans of the Deccan indicates his predisposition. 

This is however explained by his Shi<ah followers as a taqiyyah [concealment of 

the truth] against the religious policy of Aurangzeb. Further, his descendants and 

the majority of his followers have been Shi<ahs and this would have hardly been 

possible had he been a Sunni. Nevertheless, the doubt still persists and there is 

every possibility that his followers were unaware of him being a Sunni (Misra 1985 

54-65). 

3. Conclusion 

From amongst all the above mentioned Bohra communities and others not 

mentioned, only two today are recognised as principal Bohra communities: These 

are the Sunni and the Dawiidi Bohras. The overwhelming majority of Bohras are 

Sunnis, and the same sagacious spirit which drove Shaikh Mu];iammad ibn Tahir 

al-Fattani to convert his community to the true brand of Islam is today being 

relentlessly continued by his successors. Moreover, Sunni Bohras have emigrated 

from India to various African, European and Western countries including South 
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Africa, Malawi, United Kingdom, Mozambique, Botswana, Zambia, Grenada, 

Barbados, Canada and Australia. Wherever they go, they first implant the flag of 

their identity, and establish the creed of the ahl al-Sunnah wa al-Jamacah with the 

same vivacity and vigour as inherited and demonstrated by their forefathers in 

India. Indeed the soul of Shaikh al-Fattani permeates every religious activity which 

takes place by the Sunni Bohras all over the world. 

The foregoing pages serve only to describe the religion of the Bohra community 

and does no more than this. It is clear from such a description that the Sunni Islam 

preached by al-Fattani differed with that of other Bohra communities in several 

respects. There would appear to be levels in the religious system of the Bohras 

with beliefs, values and ritual practice at each of these levels having some measure 

of distinctiveness. 

The first level that may be identified are those beliefs and practices traditionally 

belonging to formal or scriptural Islam. Since they are derived from the Islamic 

religious texts they command the awe that is usually attached to sacred precepts. 

In this instance, like Muslims elsewhere the Bohra Muslims acknowledge them to 

be paramount and their observance is supposed to be on a higher plane that is true 

of the beliefs and rituals at lower levels. These beliefs and practices are essentially 

ideals enjoined on all Muslims. Correspondence between them and actual religious 

behaviour is however another more open question. The second level are beliefs and 

practices which are of a limited nature. They do not have support from Islamic 

sources and do very often in fact oppose these. They are regarded, by Muslims who 

hold them, as much a part of their religious system as the values and beliefs of the 

first level. What is worthy of note here is that these beliefs are pre-supposed by 

actual religious behaviour. There is therefore a greater correspondence at this level 

between beliefs and values and actual religious behaviour than in the first level. 

The third level in the religious system of the Bohras can be identified as those 

practices and beliefs that may be labelled practical religion. Here the beliefs and 

practices are strongly antithetical to the beliefs and values prevalent at the other 
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two levels and are regarded as such by the Muslims. It is for this reason that many 

of these rituals are observed out of the public space as has been observed above in 

the case of certain Bohra communities. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: NOTES 

1 There are also some minor and unimportant sub-sects of the Bohras, for example, 

the cAliyyah, N agoshia and Hibtiyyah. 
2 cAziz Al}.mad seems to have been mistaken in identifying the Sunni Bohras to be a 

small minority of Sunni Bohras called Jacfaris. As a matter of fact the Sunni Bohras 

constitute the majority of the Bohras and are certainly not called or known as 

J acfaris. Although at one time they had Shicah connections and were remotely 

linked to the Jacfariyyah sect. The other mistake that cAziz Al}.mad has made is to 

state that all the Sunni Bohra are agriculturists. The reality is that the majority of 

Sunni Bohra happen to be traders and businessmen. There are members of this 

community around Surat and its environs who were at one stage agriculturists 

although many of them have now taken to trade. The Sunni Bohras who have 

migrated to South Africa, Mauritius, Reunion, the United Kingdom and other parts 

of the world are all traders. 
3 According to the Mircat-i-Ahmadi, it is as follows: 

1) Sayyid Ismii<il 

2) Sayyid Nur al-Din MuQ.ammad 

3) Sayyid Ismacil 

4) Sayyid Man~i.ir 

5) Sayyid Ghalib 

6) Sayyid cAbd al-Majid 

7) Sayyid Jamal Mustan~ir Billah 

8) Sayyid AQ.mad Hadi 

9) Sayyid Hashim 

10) Sayyid MuQ.ammad 

11) Sayyid MuQ.ibb al-Din 

12) Sayyid Khalid 
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13) Sayyid <Abd al-Mu0 min 

14) Sayyid Islam al-Din 

15) Sayyid SalaQ. al-Din Salib; 

16) Sayyid Shams al-Din. 

The official Khojah history of Imams as given in the Niir al-mubin on the basis of 

the Gulzar-i-shams is as follows: 

1) Sayyid Isma<il 

2) Sayyid Nur al-Din MaQ.miid 

3) Sayyid Jamal Mustan~ir Billah 

4) Sayyid Isma<il 

5) Sayyid Man~iir 

6) Sayyid Ghalib al-Din 

7) Sayyid Mustan~ir Billah 

8) Sayyid AQ.mad Hadi 

9) Sayyid Hashim Shah 

10) Sayyid MuQ.ammad Shah 

11) Sayyid MaQ.miid Shah 

12) Sayyid MuQ.ibb al-Din 

13) Sayyid Khalid al-Din 

14) Sayyid <Abd al-Mu0 min 

15) Sayyid Islam al-Din 

16) Sayyid SaliQ. al-Din 

17) SalaQ. al-Din Salib 

18) Shams al-Din. 

As given in the Tawarikh-i-Pir by Pirzadah Sayyid Sadr al-Din Dargahwala, most 

probably on the basis of the 19th century Persian work Manzi] al-aqtab: 
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1) Sayyid Ismacil 

2) Sayyid Nur al-Din Mul~iammad or Nur Satgur 

3) Sayyi Ismacil Raza 

4) Sayyid Man~ur Mul)ammad 

5) Sayyid Ghalib 

6) Sayyid cAbd al-Majid 

7) Sayyid MuHafa0 

8) Sayyid Al)mad Hadi 

9) Sayyid Hashim 

10) Sayyid Mul)ammad; 

11) Sayyid MaQ.mud 

12) Sayyid Khalid 

13) Sayyid Mu0 min 

14) Sayyid Islam al-Din 

15) Sayyid Sala}) al-Din Salib 

16) Sayyid Shams al-Din 

In Khojah Vrattant, the author traces this line under the heading "Genealogy of 

Pirs", as distinct from the line of Shahs. Here the line of Imams has been traced as 

follows: 

1) Pir Nabi Mul)ammad MuHafa0 

2) Pir Imam I:Iusain 

3) Pir Qasim Shah 

4) Pir Al)mad cAli 

5) Pir Satgur Nur 

6) Pir Imam al-Din 

7) Pir Mul)ammad Man~ur 

8) Pir Ghalib al-Din 

9) Pir cAbd al-cAziz 
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lO)Pir MuHan~ir Billah 

ll)Pir Al)mad Hadi 

12)Pir Qasim Shah 

13)Pir Man~iir Mul)ammad 

14)Pir cAbd al-Mu'min 

15)Pir Mul)ib al-Din 

16)Pir Khaliq al-Din 

17)Pir cAbd al-Mu"min 

18)Pir Islam al-Din 

19)Pir Sala)) al-Din 

20)Pir Shams al-Din 

From Pir Shams onwards, the line is fairly clear and there exists less difference of 

opinion. It is as follows: 

1) Sayyid Shams al-Din 

2) Sayyid Na~ir al-Din 

3) Sayyid Shahab al-Din 

4) Sayyid Sadr al-Din 

5) Sayyid I:Iasan Kabir al-Din 

6) Sayyid Imam al-Din 

From I:Iasan Kabir al-Din also begins the line of Pirs as follows: 

1) Sayyid I:Iasan Kabir al-Din 

2) Sayyid Ral)matullah 

3) Sayyid Masha'ikh [The Elder] 

4) Sayyid Abu al-I:Iasan 

5) Sayyid Zain al-Din 
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6) Sayyid Sadr al-Din 

7) Sayyid Mul}_ammad Fac;lil 

8) Sayyid Pir Masha'ikh 

4 Arnold (1979, 278) states that his name was Niir al-Din but he was generally 

known by the Hindu name he had adopted, Niir Satagar. Niir Satagar reached 

India during the rule ofthe Hindu king Siddha Raj (r. 1094-1143). "He adopted 

the Hindu name but told the Muhammadans that his real name was Sayyid 

Sa<adat; he is said to have converted the Kanbis, Kharwas and Koris, low castes of 

Gujarat" (Arnold 1979, 278). 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Conclusion 

1. Introduction 

This thesis argues that it is possible for a scholar to be both orthodox and a mystic. 

The life of Shaikh Mu]}.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani is evidence of this. There is a 

notion that exists and is perpetuated in much of academic writing regarding the 

orthodox cuJama3 in India. They are regarded by researchers such as Murray Titus 

(1979), as theologians concerned exclusively with the exoteric. Worst still they are 

labeled the cuJama3 al-sfi3 [evil theologians] and by citing examples they are 

situated in the context of the imperial court as the state cuJama3 who have made 

position and power the necessary fruits of their careers. These cuJama3 are then 

compared to another group representative of Muslim religious life-the sufis. In 

contradistinction authors on the subject portray these sincere believers as the 

genuine upholders of Islamic beliefs, piety and practice. This generalisation is 

detrimental to a comprehensive understanding of Muslim religious and social life. 

The position of the ciiJama3 should be revisited. This challenge is substantiated by 

examining manifestations of orthodoxy and mysticism in a single caJim [scholar]. 

The life of Shaikh Mu]}.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani, a paradigm for this 

phenomenon, was therefore sketched briefly in Chapter Two. That the life of al

Fattani is typical of other men of learning in his context becomes quite evident. 

The Shaikh's early education, training, his ril)Jah [journey in search of knowledge] 

and devotion to the task of teaching and writing are all typical categories used by 

biographers to describe such scholars. Al-Fattani is therefore a good enough 

subject and in no ways the exception. 
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In a study of al-Fattani's works in Chapter Three, it was shown that the Shaikh 

displays tendencies in his works that are typical of the orthodox scholars. The fact 

that his works fit into established genres of Islamic scholarship and that there is a 

common "canon" of works that he refers to all point to his orthodox position. In 

describing each of his works it was also shown how these works manifest that the 

author had a mystical bent of mind. 

In Chapter Four an attempt was made to examine the identity of Shaikh 

Mul}.ammad ibn Tahir al-Fattani. To understand the religious persuasion of the 

Shaikh it was argued that it is necessary to examine the elements that constituted 

the identity of his people- the Bohras. It was shown that their occupation as 

merchants and a history that emphasised their ancient link to the faith of Islam 

were the chief factors that shaped their group identity. As part of this community 

al-Fattani was able to reform his people and steer their beliefs in an appropriate 

direction. The identity of the Bohras cannot only be understood in terms of their 

religious affiliation. It is shown that cultural identity is a most powerful element of 

group and individual identity. Religion interacts with ethnic identity either as 

identical to or precedent to ethnic identity, or as ancillary to ethnic identity. 

The religious identity of the Bohras was explored in Chapter Five where after 

examining the various religious groupings of the Bohras it was shown that the two 

principal communities amongst them i.e. the Sunni Bohras and the Dawiidi Bohras, 

differ substantially in their belief systems. Shaikh Mul}ammad ibn Tahir was 

opposed to the Dawiidi Bohra beliefs and like his predecessor Mullah Jacfar 

exerted himself to reform his people and rid them of any beliefs opposed to those 

of sunni Islam. 
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2. Between orthodoxy and mysticism 

In Chapter One (p. 6) some basic principles, as identified by Oglu (1988, 245-250), 

that distinguished orthodox Islam from ~ufism were discussed. It may be 

appropriate, in these concluding remarks to make some further observations in the 

light of what is known of al-Fattani's life. 

In all the points of conflict between orthodoxy and ~iifism Shaikh Mul}.ammad ibn 

Tahir al-Fattani followed the path that had been taken by the orthodox cuJama~. 

The fact that Shaikh al-Fattani was able at once to be both a ~iifi and hold onto 

orthodox Islam meant that the ta.yawwuf that he subscribed to and the silsilah 

[order] in which he was initiated demanded adherence to the sharicah as a 

necessary requirement of taking to the fariqah [mystical path]. Shaikh MuQ.ammad 

ibn Tahir al-Fattani was able to close the breach between the religious law 

[sharicah] and the mystical doctrines [tariqah]. Mystical experience, in his view, 

should be in complete accord with religious doctrine. Failing to do so religion will 

be tainted with heresy and personal fallacy. 

Al-Fattani was concerned with carrying the demands of religion through in the 

whole of life. Sharicah should not only form part of how the individual rules his 

life but also form the rules of life which are the basis for the Muslim community, 

the Muslim ummah. The opposition that he offered to the shicah groupings 

amongst the Bohra and the fight against the Mahdawiyyah stem from the concern 

and persistence that the sharf<ah was binding on all Muslims. As such the Muslim 

community has a collective responsibility towards the sharicah. Yet al-Fattani lived 

in an age of Islam in which the popularity of mysticism had led to the 

establishment of the systems of ta.yawwuf in every part of the Islamic world. Like 

many parts of the Muslim world, Gujarat was conducive to the flourishing siifi 

brotherhoods whose message had reached the individual believer. Initiated into 

the ~iifi tariqahs himself al-Fattani also advocated that an intimate relationship 

should exist between God and His servants and the ]Jadith studies that he was so 
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much devoted to provided ample support for this idea. He was effective as leader 

because he wholeheartedly committed himself to the collective and individual 

concerns of his people. He was devoted to training cufama~ spreading the tenets of 

Islam and defending the faith against all attacks. 

As far as the vexing question of wa}Jdah al-wujiid was concerned, al-Fattani at no 

stage denies this doctrine which had been for ages an article of faith and the goal 

of the spiritual journey for innumerable mystics and philosophers. As an orthodox 

scholar what was important for al-Fattani is that whatever stage or station may be 

attained by a traveller of spirit, he has to follow the rules of the sharPah to the end 

of his life's journey. The practical wisdom of the sharicah in the way it guards and 

enhances the faith and moral values of the believer and links his spirit to the 

Divine essence demands that it can never be suspended or superseded by the 

elevation of the spirit. What is significant is that in the case of al-Fattani, those 

opposed to this position or to the cufama~ could never brush it away as the enmity 

of the uninitiated. 

Though there may have been division on the question of wa}Jdah al-wujiid, the 

scholars are unanimous in condemning the docrine of }Ju/iii or the incarnation of 

God or any of his powers in the world as a whole or a part of it. There is no reason 

to believe that al-Fattani's view would have been any different. 

In the ta~awwuf propounded by al-Fattani the esoteric and the exoteric 

complemented each other. Mystic experience is not however an independent source 

of knowing the reality. It is not self-validating and as such its revelations have to 

be validated with reference to the Prophetic revelation [ waiJ11. Since the Qur0 an 

recognises no experience as self authenticating besides the wahi of the Prophet and 

makes no mention of the unitive experience there was no other authority to change 

the Prophetic vision of reality. 
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3. Shaikh al-Fattani's relevance to understanding the Sunni Bohra ciiJama3 of 

South Africa 

In the South African context a major grouping of Muslim theologians, the Jamiatul 

Ulama Transvaal was established in 1923 by members of the Sunni Bohra 

community. It is interesting to note that like their predecessor Shaikh Mul;lammad 

ibn Tahir al-Fattani, these cuJam§3 also prescribe to both orthodox beliefs and ~iifi 

teachings. Belonging to the Deobandi school of thought they are distinguished 

from the Barelvis because of their rejection of what they consider to be a 

degenerated ~iifism practiced by the latter. 

The synthesis between sharicah and fariqah is articulated in their interpretation of 

Islamic doctrines. Anchored in the tradition of assimilative practice the Sunni 

Bohra cuJamiP in South Africa have through their theological grouping provided an 

identity to the orthodox/mystic trends brought in from their ancestral villages and 

towns in Gujarat. Its impact in maintaining this tradition is significant in terms of 

defining ta~awwuf within the parameters of sharicah. This holistic approach has 

manifested itself in the proliferation of makatib [Muslim schools] and dar aJ-cuJiims 

whose antecedents are clearly sharicah-cum-ta~awwuf. The support enjoyed by the 

cuJam§3 in its constituency reflects its endeavours to act as a conduit for these 

parallel manifestations of Islam. Its vigorous campaign to stem the tide of what it 

considers deviant interpretation of Islamic doctrines is representative of Shaikh 

Mul;lammad ibn Tahir's uncompromising efforts to root out erroneous beliefs 

promoted by pseudo-mystical movements. The reformative vision of the Sunni 

Bohra cuJami3 to challenge practices and rituals which stem from ghulii 

[exaggeration] and misdirected zeal draw a striking similarity to Shaikh al

Fattani's opposition to similar movements of his time. 

The ciiJam§3 continue to shape and influence a substantial segment of the Muslim 

ummah through an approach to the sharicah that embraces a spiritual dimension. 
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